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PREFACE JEMAD

T
The current global strategic environment fea-
tures enormous complexity and an extraordi-
nary degree of uncertainty. The rapid trans-
formation processes, the permeability of all 
kinds of borders, the variety and persistence 
of conflicts, the diversity of actors, and the dif-
ferent nature and reach of threats, affect our 
security expectations, jeopardizing peace, the 
exercise of rights and freedoms, plus the sov-
ereignty and independence of Spain, its ter-
ritorial integrity and the constitutional order.
It is against this backdrop that security reveals 
as every citizen’s responsibility, rendering it 
imperative to be addressed from a holistic 
and global perspective. As for Spain, it means, 
seamless with its own, a full commitment to 
regional and global security, and the whole-
of-state use of all the instruments of power in 
the appropriate form, place and time.
While the military defence of Spain remains 
the raison d’être of its Armed Forces, and they 
constitute its main instrument of deterrence 
and combat power, the new strategic environ-
ment requires continued adjustment to max-
imise operational effectiveness and cooperate 
with other national instruments of power to 
face all sorts of new challenges to national 
defence and security.
This military operations doctrine provides 
with an effective and necessary guide for the 
Armed Forces employment.
PDC-01 (A) “Doctrine for the employment of 
the Armed Forces” is the overarching military 
doctrinal publication. It lays out the Armed 
Forces employment tenets and principles un-
der which they plan for and engage in modern 
combat operations. To do so, it provides with 
context to their potential use in the strategic 
security framework of Spain; contemplates 
the security and defence mechanisms and 
systems to prevent, confront and bring to frui-



General 
Fernando Alejandre Martínez

…for the things that are done while governing and fighting strongly at war do not last longer than one age, but 
those written for the sake of the public interest are more durable. Hence, not only should the good military 

discipline be returned, but also written down.”

Sancho de Londoño, maestre de campo.
Discourse on the Way to Return Military Discipline to its Former, Better State, 1578. 

tion crises and conflicts resolution endeavours; sets out the role played by the Armed Forces 
along with other State instruments of power and delineates military capabilities resourcing 
and operational readiness to successfully fulfil their assigned missions.
Furthermore, this doctrine establishes and spells out the underpinning moral, legal and 
doctrinal principles; provides guidance to achieve joint and combined decisive action, coor-
dinated and synchronized with other instruments of power. It also describes the operational 
domains, adding the cybernetic and the information/perception to the traditional physical 
ones. 
Finally, this doctrine deals with the synchronization of concurrent planning and the dynamic 
execution of operations on the tactical, operational and strategic levels, bringing about tools 
that enable mission command.
In short, this doctrine provides with a robust set of thinking tools among which are worth 
mentioning the values and the operational principles so that those that take part in opera-
tions may act with intellectual discipline and initiative.
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hallenges in the current global security 
environment arise from structural changes 
on political, economic, social, technological 
and environmental levels. Such challenges 
are further complicated by the permeability of 
barriers and the complexity of the actors. As a 
result, they generate great uncertainty and are 
subject to rapid transformation.
The nature of conflict remaining unchanged, 
today’s potential adversaries are no longer 
just States or international organizations. 
Furthermore, the conventional lines which used 
to delineate war and peace before are not clear 
anymore, making it difficult to identify the 
termination of a conflict under the traditional 
concepts of victory and defeat.
The instruments of power of a nation are of a 
diplomatic, military, economic, informational 
and societal nature, counting as the aggregate of 
capabilities of the State and those of its society.
Out of the national security interests, those 
that may affect the very survival of the 
nation are deemed vital and, for this reason, 
shall be protected and defended against any 
aggression. Strategic interests derive from 
the aforementioned, as well as other national 
interests of various kinds stemming from the 
position Spain holds within the international 
community.
The capacity of influence of a nation in the 
international arena depends on its ability 
to employ in an integrated manner all its 
instruments of power.

C
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1. 
GLOBAL SECURITY 

ENVIRONMENT

001. Many factors may be regarded as potential structural catalysts in the political, eco-
nomic, social, technological and environmental domains, shaping thus the settings, 
circumstances and influences that characterise the global security environment.

002. The constant fading of barriers to information, commodities, services, money 
or people transfer, driven by the globalisation process, modulate those factors. 

003. From the governance point of view, there is an apparent steady dwindling of inter-
national, regional and even national political organisations and an expansion of au-
thoritarian and populist ideologies, driving some governments to cope with growing 
swaths of alienated populations and ever-enlarging uncontrolled territories. 

004. As to the most remarkable trends posing an economic impact, the West is los-
ing its hitherto hegemony and global economic and financial centres to the 
Asia-Pacific area; population continues to concentrate around the most devel-
oped urbanised areas; and there is an increasing competition to gain access 
and control of energy resources, commodities and global commons, all against 
a backdrop of a growing economic imbalance. 

005. In the social realm, the perception over the value of liberties and human life are 
growingly coming apart, and the violent radicalisation in conflicts is fueled by 
concurrent cultural and religious differences.

006. Advances in technology and communications foster significant changes, glob-
ally and immediately, and in some instances inadvertently or coming at a low 
risk. Moreover, civilian technology continues to overmatch military technology 
in versatility and cost, rendering the acquisition of cutting-edge high-perform-
ing materiel affordable for private firms and NGOs. 

007. Lastly, environmental changes may spark considerable economic and social 
turmoil exacerbating other instability factors and ongoing conflicts. The planet 
sustainability and access to certain resources are increasingly important in the 
global security environment.

008. For all the aforementioned reasons, the global security environment is nowadays 
characterised by uncertainty, fast-pace transformation, permeable borders, com-
plex actors and pervasive conflicts that cannot be quenched by the international or-
ganisations or states, whether they resort to peaceful means or to the use of force.

2.  
THE CONFLICT

2.1. THE NATURE OF THE CONFLICT 

009. International actors assess the conditions, circumstances and driving influenc-
es in the environment according to their own perception of security. Thus, any 
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factual circumstance regarded as a potential danger to security is assessed as 
a threat. Moreover, any real or potential substantiation of a threat resulting in 
harm and other ill consequences is to be considered a risk. 

010. In these line of thinking, crisis is to be understood as a potential or actual dis-
ruption to normalcy that leads to a deterioration of the situation that compels to 
take measures to solve it.

011. When a threat materialises by means of a voluntary action, it becomes an 
aggression. Therefore, whilst a threat is a real thing, a risk is always of a 
potential nature.

012. Conflicts are triggered by competing actors or states pursuing incompatible 
goals. Although there exist peaceful procedures to settle conflicts through di-
plomacy and international organisations, they not always bear fruit. From the 
military point of view, a conflict is to be understood as a state or situation of 
confrontation, real or potential, that affects national security.

013. An armed conflict is characterized by the confrontation between organized 
groups –not necessarily recognised by the international law– where kinetic as-
sets are used with the aim of imposing one’s will on the other’s.

2.2. THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONFLICT

014. The morphology of conflicts evolves in keeping with the evolution of military ca-
pabilities, the technology state-of-the-art, the domain where the fight is waged 
and the employed tactics, techniques and procedures of warfare. Over the last 
few decades, the changes thereof have accelerated, turning conflicts more un-
predictable, complex and eventful.

“Hush, friend Sancho, the fortunes of war more than any 
other are liable to frequent fluctuations.”

Miguel de Cervantes, soldier and writer. The Ingenious 
Gentleman Don Quixote de la Mancha, 1605.

015. Whereas the face of conflict is ever changing, its character remains intact, as 
violence, chaos and uncertainty, by-products of an incomplete and flawed infor-
mation flow, continue to be present. However, the traditional boundary between 
peace and war has become blurred making it difficult to produce graduated 
responses and to accurately identify the end state of the conflict with the tra-
ditional notions of victory and defeat. Long are also gone the times when clear 
lines delineated external and internal security realms. It is in that uncharted 
area where low-profile adversaries and ever changing risks and threats coex-
ist, not only during conflict onset but throughout it. 

016. Among present risks and threats it is imperative to highlight terrorism and cy-
berattacks; restrictions on access to resources; meddling and appropriation of 
global commons; the fallout of local and regional conflicts such as arms and 
human beings trafficking; combatants return or migratory flows; natural or 
man-made disasters; proliferation of mass destruction weapons; organised 
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crime; economic and financial instability; information manipulation; energy vul-
nerability; pandemics and climate change effects.

017. States or international organisations are not any more the sole potential adver-
saries.  Rather, other organisations non-abiding by the same international law 
have made an appearance. Among the latter may be found transnational ter-
rorist organisations; criminal rings; stateless paramilitary groups and factions, 
supported at times by third parties; and others featured by complex makeup or 
by being difficult to make out. 

018. The fast transformation of the morphology of conflicts makes it necessary to 
be one step ahead of its evolution in order to identify the most efficient counter-
measures to avert the crisis or to solve it.

019. This is achieved by way of a prospective analysis to lay out the future scenar-
ios through studying the past, understanding the present and delving into the 
unfolding trends. This analysis must be continuously updated for its ever evo-
lutionary nature and is to be adjusted at any point in time to any unexpected 
relevant development.

2.3. TRENDS OF THE CONFLICT

020. The prospective analysis identifies a number of general trend-like features that 
will cut across the security environment where operations are likely to take 
place. Among such features we find uncertainty, adaptability, blurring of limits 
and references, widespread and constant presence of the civilian population in 
the conflict zone and prominence of the technological component.

021. Uncertainty, as a consequence of conflict morphology changes in speed and 
scope, renders it difficult to work out and develop the military capabilities re-
quired to tackle it, as well as their employment conditions.

022. Foresight and adaptability to the shifting circumstances are indispensable, not 
only to meet challenges in a suitable and timely manner, allowing resilience, 
but also to forestall a potential adversary trying to impose unexpected moves.

023. Civilian population plays a primary role in environments where combatants and 
non-combatants are mingled. Adequate interaction with local and own popu-
lation is of the essence to enjoy their support throughout the conflict. In this 
regard, the strategic communication and a culture of national defence are of the 
utmost importance.

024. The fading of the clear lines that used to separate peace and war, internal 
and external security or security and defence brings up great trouble when it 
comes to identify the applicable legal references and the suitable measures to 
respond, making it necessary to integrate the Armed Forces’ joint action into 
the national security system.

025. The fast pace of scientific, technological and social evolution forces us to assess 
the ethical aspects of the future security environment, most of them stemming 
from the advances in robotics, biotechnology, autonomous systems, activities in 
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the cyberspace, urban combat and the unclear separation between combatants 
and non-combatants.

026. Within this new scenario, it becomes of paramount importance that every action 
of the Armed Forces and the conditions in which their operations are performed 
abide by the legal framework in order to ensure the lawfulness and legitimacy 
of their employment. We should not assume that the adversary will behave in 
the same way, though.

027. Technology multiply the possibilities of generating, disseminating and access-
ing information of every sort. Its volume and immediacy thereof difficult its reg-
ulation and control and, at the same time, make difficult its management and an 
accurate assessment on its relevance and truthfulness.

028. The technological component removes barriers making feasible the achieve-
ment of goals and effects through low-risk actions. Technological devel-
opment entails complex organizations, high costs and top-level expertise. 
Innovation produces systems with new capabilities that, at the outset, are 
within reach of the very few. However, risks increase as the use of such sys-
tems becomes widespread and susceptible to be acquired by potential ad-
versaries.

029. Moreover, current conflicts tend to be cross-border, to spread throughout wide 
geopolitical areas, to involve all sorts of actors and adversaries able to operate 
in physical and non-physical spaces and to employ all sorts of capabilities.
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030. Such conflict trends force the States to integrate their military power with other 
national instruments of power during both planning and implementation of the 
strategy. It requires an effective, reliable and collaborative intelligence struc-
ture as well as systems of command and control vertically agile, horizontally 
inclusive permitting timely and effectual advice to decision-making at all com-
mand levels.

3. 
INSTRUMENTS 

OF POWER

031. Power is understood as the skill or capability to influence the behavior of others 
in order to achieve own’s objectives. Traditionally, power has been associated 
to States and measured according to criteria founded on population and terri-
tory size, natural resources, military and economic strength, social stability and 
cultural and moral background. The emergence in conflicts of non-state actors 
impels us to assume that they have their own instruments of power, which, in 
some cases, might be equivalent or even superior to those of the States them-
selves.

032. Power may be either coercive (hard power) mainly based on force, or persua-
sive (soft power), based on the ability to influence others so that they take the 
desired stand by way of non-coercive measures.

033. The State instruments of power are to be understood as those that are or may 
be at the disposal of the three branches of government (executive, legislative 
and judicial). Each one of them, and particularly the executive one, has a unified 
direction, an internal hierarchy and the possibility to delegate authority.

“A power more expansive than those of gunpowder 
and steam, used in our days to sweep thrones and 

nationalities away, can also sweep away armies; and it 
is not good sense to let such power and the armies be 

apart for long…”

José Almirante Torroella, General. “On public opinion”. 
Military Dictionary, 1869.

034. Besides, there exist other instruments of power not subject to State power 
authority, mainly those derived from civil society. The administration does not 
have any formal authority over national, multinational or international institu-
tions, groups, organizations, companies or non-state agents. Therefore, if they 
have interests or influence on a conflict, the relations with them must be based 
on principles other than on hierarchy.

035. The instruments of power of a nation to handle a conflict are the State instru-
ments of power plus the contribution of society, which comes from outside the 
structures pertaining to the State.
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036. The diplomatic, information, military and economic (DIME) instruments defined 
below belong to both the executive power of the State and the society of the 
nation, as well as to any relevant actor in the conflict.

037. The diplomatic instrument is a power tool that exerts influence over other actors 
to achieve advantageous conditions for its own interests by means of the ability 
to negotiate and reach agreements. This instrument is reinforced when backed 
by robust economic and military power, reliable reputation, coherent foreign 
policy and decision-making capacity.

038. The information instrument underpins the process of situation awareness and 
reduces the threshold of uncertainty in decision-making. It involves the em-
ployment –coordinated by all instruments of power– of every communication 
capability to support policies, operations and activities in order to create states 
of opinion and contribute to the achievement of intended goals.

039. The military instrument is a power tool that translates into the capacity to apply 
lethal or non-lethal force, real or potential, in order to oblige, deter, contain or 
defeat an adversary through disruption or destruction of its critical military and 
non-military capabilities. The way this instrument is used is an indicator of the 
severity of the crisis or of the interests at stake. Employment of the military 
instrument is inherently linked to all other instruments of power, especially 
to the diplomatic one, in a wide range of situations from peacetime through 
high-intensity armed clash.

040. The economic instrument is the capability to influence security through trade 
and financial resources. The use of positive economic incentives or negative 
economic measures may be instrumental in the settlement of conflicts by con-
ditioning decision-making processes. In some circumstances, military force 
may be used in order to support the economic instrument, as is the case of 
embargo operations.

Fig. 1. Instruments of power
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041. The social instrument is the capability to influence security that can be exerted 
by the business, cultural, educational, health and scientific-technological fabric 
of the nation, as well as by its non-governmental organisations, social, political 
and religious movements or mass media. It constitutes a significant part of the 
nation’s assets and, at the same time, is an essential element to back security 
and defence actions. It is a transversal instrument of power whose components 
participate and influence directly or indirectly, to a greater or lesser extent, the 
capacity of the instruments of power of a nation.

042. In any case, the influence capacity of a nation or of any other actor in a conflict 
will depend largely upon its ability to employ in an integrated way all its instru-
ments of power.

4. 
SPAIN’S STRATEGIC 

ENVIRONMENT

043. Owing to its historical and cultural heritage, every nation possesses a number 
of goods and values recognised as national interests that shape its basic aims 
within the international sphere and constitute the foundations of the well-being 
and prosperity of its citizens. Prominent among them are the national security 
interests, which because of their particular importance are worth a relentless 
defence and protection.

044. From among all national security interests, those that may affect the very ex-
istence of Spain as a nation are deemed vital and, therefore, must be protected 
at all times and, if necessary, defended against any aggression in order to keep 
intact the essential constituents of the State, that is to say her sovereignty, 
independence, territorial integrity and constitutional rule, as well as the free-
dom, life and prosperity of Spaniards both inside the national territory and 
abroad.

045. All those other security interests that are particularly important because of 
their decisive contribution to secure vital interests, are known as strategic in-
terests. Such are energy and resources supply –essential for the subsistence of 
the population–, Spain’s international trade, access to the resources of Spanish 
maritime areas, critical infrastructures and her membership in international 
political-economic, security and defence organisations.

046. Along with the afore said, there exist other national interests of various kinds 
derived from the position Spain holds in the international community as a result 
of her sense of solidarity, her contribution to the cause of peace and freedom 
and her ties with nations who share her same historical and cultural back-
ground. These interests are met through the implementation, in a jointly and 
supportive manner, of a stable international order based on peace, security and 
respect for human rights.
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047. Spain remains committed with international security by way of her membership 
in international security and defence organizations at European, transatlantic 
and global levels and, at the same time, with the defence of national interests 
wherever necessary. These are the main reasons why our Armed Forces are 
deployed in different operations beyond our borders.

048. The values Spain defends –namely, those of western civilisation– are common 
to the European Union and the Atlantic Alliance. Our membership in these or-
ganizations strengthens deterrence and defence capabilities and, at the same 
time, reveals our commitment in the face of shared threats with our allies.

049. The European Union’s priorities regarding External Action are the security of 
the Union; the enhancement of eastern and southern States and societies’ resil-
ience; an unified perspective to conflicts and crises; the promotion of regional 
cooperation organizations and the twenty-first century’s world governance.

050. NATO’s strategic concept is founded upon three pillars: collective defence, cri-
sis management and cooperative security.

051. Furthermore, the geographical location and the maritime character of Spain –
present in Europe and Africa, in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic–, in addition 
to her historic and cultural links with Ibero-America determine her strategic 
framework and diversity of relationships, based on the prudence and balance 
that Spain maintains. Thus, our top priority is to foster and project stability in 
the Mediterranean, northern Africa, the Sahel, the Gulf of Guinea, the Horn of 
Africa and the Middle East, as well as to preserve our close relationship with 
Ibero-America.

“Europe learnt how to sail through Spanish books.”

Julio Guillén Tato, Admiral and academician, 1943.
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THE NATIONAL 
SECURITY SYSTEM





N
ational security should be a goal shared by all 
the powers of the State, Public Administrations, 
the private sector and civil society.
The National Security Council is the body that 
supports the President of the Government in the 
direction of National Security policy and National 
Security System. Crisis management is carried 
out through processes that are harmonized with 
those of our partners and allies.
The President of the Government has the 
National Defense Council to assist in the 
conduct of armed conflicts and managing crisis 
situations that affect Defense. The phases of 
crisis management in the field of defense are: 
indicators and warnings, assessment, response 
options, planning, execution, transition and 
return to stability.
The Armed Forces, in addition to their vital 
participation in National Defense, contribute in 
matters of Public Security (citizen security and 
civil protection) and External Action. At the same 
time, they collaborate with other institutions to 
disseminate the culture of defense within the 
legal framework of employment.
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1. 
NATIONAL 
SECURITY

052. National security is the action of the State whose aimis to protect the freedom, 
rights and well-being of its citizens, to guarantee the defense of Spain and its 
constitutional principles and values, also to contribute with partners and allies 
to international security commitments.

053. National security, under the leadership of the President of the Government and 
the responsibility of the Governmentmust be an objective shared by all the pow-
ers of the State and by the Public Administrations, that comprise of general, au-
tonomous and local administrations, as well as private sector and civil society.

054. Threats to national security are highly complex; management of which not only 
involves areas of defense, public security and external action, supported by the 
State’s intelligence and information services, but all areas of society also af-
fected.

055. To address these challenges, the National Security System has been created. 
It is a set of bodies, resources and procedures, integrated into a structure 
that enables the relevant national security bodies to assess the factors and 
threat situations, collect and analyze information for decision-making con-
cerning crises, identify needs and coordinate all Public Administrations.

056. The essential components of the National Security System are national de-
fense, public security and external action, encompassing the protection of 

Fig. 1. National Security System Structure
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critical infrastructures, private security, criminal law, rules applicable to rel-
evant situations for national security, the state security level, exception and 
siege, and the international treaties and commitments of which Spain is a 
member.

057. The President of the Government, the National Security Council and the Nation-
al Security Department are the principal figures of the system.

058. The President of the Government leads the System assisted by the National 
Security Council.

059. The National Security Council (NSC) is the body that assists the President of 
the Government in running the national security policy and the National Secu-
rity System, together with other supporting bodiesnamely specialized coun-
cils and committees or others that may be established. The President of the 
Government chairs the National Security Council and its composition may vary 
depending on the matters to be discussed. The most relevant authorities of 
the Government will normally be represented as well as relevant parties, be 
they legal or appropriate, whose contribution may be regarded, as relevant. The 
Minister of Defense and the Chief of Defense (CHOD) represent the Ministry of 
Defense in this Council. The aforementioned parties whose contribution may be 
regarded as relevant may be called for consultation depending on the matter 
in hand.

060. The National Security Department (NSD) is the advice body of the President of 
the Government in matters related to national security and in addition serves 
as technical secretariat and permanent working body for the Council and its 
supporting bodies.

061. Furthermore, the State’s intelligence services, within the field of their compe-
tences, provide necessary evidence, information, analyses, studies and propos-
als to the National Security System to enable detection and prevention of risks 
and threats, and to contribute to their neutralization.

062. The governing principles guiding the National Security System’s performance 
are unity of action, anticipation, efficiency and resilience.

063. Unity of action is achieved by involvement, coordination and harmonization of 
all actors and resources under the same leadership to ensure the integration of 
efforts. In this sense, all instruments of State power are subject to the unified 
action.

064. Resilience is the ability to adapt and recover against a disruptive agent or a 
negative state or situation.

065. National resilience is defined as the ability of a nation to manage a crisis and 
to recover to the desired state within a reasonable period of time when facing 
a disturbance while retaining National Government and ensuring the contin-
uation of critical services, by means of the use of the tools ready to solve it, 
and that includes the efforts of military and civil sectors (government and 
private).
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2. 
CRISIS MANAGEMENT

066. Crisis management is the set of actions aimed at detecting and assessing 
specific risks and threats to national security, facilitating the decision-mak-
ing process and ensuring a coordinated response of State resources. It will be 
developed through instruments of prevention, detection, response, return to 
normality and evaluation.

067. Nowadays complex crises normally affect more than one State and therefore 
those sharing common interests try to attain synergy in their efforts to over-
come them.

068. For that reason, crisis management rules and procedures within the frame-
work of the National Security System are harmonized with those of the interna-
tional organizations of which Spain is a member, especially the European Union 
and the Atlantic Alliance.

069. The Special Situation Committee provides continuity in the crisis 
management for the National Security System in the event of a crisis. Its 
composition includes the government’s departments, bodies and agencies 
with competences in matters of crisis management. Other supporting 
bodies of the National Security Council have been established, such as 
the National Cybersecurity Council, Maritime Security Council, Aerospace 
Security Council, the Immigration Specialized Committee, Committee for 
Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and the Energy Security 
Specialized Committee.

Fig. 2. Principles that guide national security
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070. The Ministry of Defense is represented both in the Special Situation Committee 
and in the other supporting bodies mentioned above.

3. 
SITUATION OF INTEREST TO NATIONAL SECURITY, 

THE STATES OF ALERT, EMERGENCY AND SIEGE

071. Crisis can be managed within the ordinary regulatory framework or may re-
quire extraordinary measures.

072. In the latter case, the President may declare a situation of interest to national 
security, which is one that, due to the severity of its effects and range, urgency 
and cross-cutting considerations necessary for its resolution, requires, under 
the leadership of the Government, the optimal, integrated and flexible func-
tioning of all available resources, without having to escalate to extraordinary 
measures.

073. Where extraordinary circumstances make it impossible to maintain normalcy 
through the ordinary powers of the competent authorities, the states of alert, 
exception or siege may be declared to ensure the normal functioning of the 
Constitutional powers of the State.

074. The Government may declare the state of alert, in all or part of the national 
territory, when any of the following serious disturbances of normalcy occurs:

a)  Catastrophes, calamities, natural disasters such as earthquakes, 
floods, urban and wildfires or accidents of great magnitude.

b)  Public health crisis, such as epidemics and situations of serious pol-
lution.

c)  Paralysis of essential public services for the community.
d)  Shortage of essential goods.

075. The Government under a decree approved by the Council of Ministers, informing 
Congress, and for a period not exceeding 15 days will declare a state of alert.

076. Authorization to declare a state of exception may be requested by Gov-
ernment to Congress when citizens rights and legal freedoms, normal 
functioning of democratic institutions, essential public services for the 
community or any other aspect of public order are so seriously disturbed 
that the ordinary enforcement powers are not sufficient to reinstate or 
maintain them. 

077. In the event or threat of insurrection or an act of force against the sovereignty 
or independence of Spain, territorial integrity or the constitutional order cannot 
be settled by other means, Government may request from Congress the author-
ization to declare the state of siege.

078. The decision to declare the state of siege is made by Congress by absolute 
majority upon the unique proposal by Government. During armed conflict and 
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for the duration of the state of siege, the National Defense Council will coordi-
nate the availability of resources, the proceedings of the cooperation system 
regarding civil protection, and the operations of the Guardia Civil. In these cases, 
Guardia Civil will come under Defense Minister command in the terms estab-
lished by the President of the Government.

Fig. 3 From normalcy to state of siege
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4. 
AREAS OF PARTICULAR CORCERN 

TO NATIONAL SECURITY

079. Some areas of particular concern to national security are those that require 
specific attention because they are fundamental to preserve rights and free-
doms, as well as welfare of citizens, and to guarantee the provision of essential 
services and resources. These are, among others to be determined, cyberse-
curity, economic and financial stability, maritime security, airspace and outer 
space security, energy security, health and safety and preservation of the envi-
ronment.

080. There are councils or committees in some areas of special concern that per-
form the functions assigned by the National Security Council in those planned 
areas of action or when the particular circumstances of crisis management so 
require.
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5. 
THE DEFENSE IN 

THE NATIONAL SECURITY SYSTEM

081. Defense policy aims to protect Spanish society as a whole, its Constitution, the 
higher values, principles and institutions in it enshrines, social and democratic 
state of law, the full exercise of rights and freedoms, and the guarantee of in-
dependence and territorial integrity of Spain. In addition, it aims to contribute 
to the preservation of international peace and security, within the framework of 
the commitments made by the Kingdom of Spain. The Government determines 
this policy, the President directs it, and the Minister of Defense is responsible 
for its development and execution.

5.1. THE NATIONAL DEFENSE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERIAL 
CRISIS CELL

082. The President of the Government can count on the National Defense Council, a 
collegiate, coordinating, advisory and consultative body in defense matters, to 
be assisted in the leadership of armed conflict and in the management of crisis 
that affect Defense. When the King attends the meetings of the Council, He will 
chair them.

083. This Council, when operating with full compliment, will be attended by the Min-
ister of Defense, the Chief of Defense (CHOD) and the Chiefs of Army, Navy and 
Air Force Staff, as well as heads and authorities from other departments.On the 
other hand, when it works as Executive Council, the Minister of Defense and the 
CHOD will represent the military administration. For the exercise of its func-

Fig. 4. National Security and National Defense Councils
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tions, the Council is supported by the Inter-Ministerial Committee for Defense, 
attached to the Ministry of Defense, as a permanent working body.

084. The Defense Minister has a Ministerial Crisis Cell, involving staff from the De-
fense Staff (EMAD) for the processes of planning and conducting, as well as 
staff from the General Directorate for Defense Policy (DIGENPOL).

5.2. AGREEMENTS FOR DEPLOYING THE FORCE ABROAD

085. The Secretary General for Defense Policy (SEGENPOL) coordinates with the 
CHOD and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (MAEC) aspects of 
any possible participation in missions abroad, both nationally and internation-
ally, to obtain the necessary legal coverage for the force deployment.

5.3. CRISIS MANAGEMENT PHASES IN THE FIELD OF DEFENSE

086. Crisis management phases in the field of Defense are harmonized with those 
used in NATO and UE.

5.3.1. PHASE 1: Indicators and warnings

087. In this phase, which is essential, the unfolding of events is monitored by the 
intelligence agencies; this information is received and evaluated and it is dis-
seminated to those who need it.

088. The Government analyzes the situation and its possible evolution and receives 
advice from CHOD.
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5.3.2. PHASE 2: Assessment

089. Based on the information received and its evaluation, a first threat assess-
ment and risk assessment is performed by the Armed Forces Intelligence 
Center.

090. At this time, the political level begins to define the potential desired end-state 
and can dictate its first instructions that serve as a guide for the development 
of response options by the various ministerial departments.

091. Desired end-state is defined as the set of public security, military, economic or 
social conditions to be achieved for the resolution of the crisis. The desired end-
state is defined in this phase and addressed in detail during planning. These 
conditions are set out in strategic objectives deemed necessary to achieve 
them.

092. CHOD, from the beginning of the process, can issue warning orders that may be 
appropriate to improve planning and capability responsiveness.

5.3.3. PHASE 3: Response options

093. Based on guidelines issued by the Minister of Defense, CHOD develops different 
Military Response Options (MRO), on his own initiative or at the request of the 
Minister, to be presented to the latter.

094. A military response option describes, in general terms, the potential military 
contribution to the solution of the crisis, the necessary resources and the limi-
tations for their use. Included will be the assessment on the adequacy, accepta-
bility and feasibility, advantages and disadvantages, and potential risks. It will 
also include the desired end-state identified by the political level and the pro-
posal of military strategic objectives, as well as, where appropriate, the needs 
of actions to be executed by the rest of the instruments of the State’s power in 
support of the military.

095. Military response options, properly prioritized, are subject to the consideration 
at political level together with those contributed by other ministries. Once the 
response is determined, the Government issues its guidelines, usually through 
a Policy Directive. This sets the desired end-state, integrates the use of the in-
struments of the State’s power, designs the guide for Government’s strategic 
communication, and lays down the general parameters that will frame the cri-
sis management.

5.3.4. PHASE 4: Planning

096. Next, CHOD develops the responsibilities assigned to the Armed Forces, which 
will be reflected in the Initiating Military Directive (IMD).

097. Through operational planning, the Armed Forces design a military operation 
intended to achieve assigned strategic objectives and indicate how the military 
effort can be integrated with other instruments of the State.
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5.3.5. PHASE 5: Execution

098. In the execution phase the activation, deployment of forces, conduct, and sus-
tainability and support of the operation, as well as the continuous assessment 
of the desired effects, critical conditions and objectives take place.

5.3.6. PHASE 6: Transition and return to stability

099. Upon completion of the necessary use of military means, and when it is or-
dered, the reconstitution of the force and its withdrawal takes place.

6. 
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS OF 

THE ARMED FORCES TO SECURITY

100. The actions of the Armed Forces are not limited only to the sphere of predom-
inantly military operations, but they also contribute to the joint effort of the 
State in other areas and mainly in public security, intelligence and external 
action.

101. Armed Forces are not only useful because of the singularity of their means, but 
especially for theiravailability and their capacity of command and control and to 
act in challenging environments.

6.1. PUBLIC SECURITY

102. Public security encompasses the concepts of citizen security and civil pro-
tection. In this matter, the Ministry of the Interior has primary responsibil-
ity, under the political leadership and higher coordination of the Govern-
ment.

103. Our Armed Forces collaborate and participate in both concepts in support of 
the Administration and in several areas of special interest to national secu-
rity.

104. For this reason, there are procedures for the management of requests that are 
directed to the Ministry of Defense from the Ministry of the Interior.

6.1.1. Citizen security

105. Citizen security is the set of actions of different nature aimed at the protection 
of persons and property and the maintenance of fundamental rights and public 
freedoms. The Ministry of the Interior, through the National Police Corps and 
the Guardia Civil, together with the regional and local police, are responsible 
for the maintenance ofpublic’ssafety.
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106. In the field of cooperation between the Armed Forces and the Low Enforcement 
Agencies, the Armed Forces are involved in the fight against terrorism, illicit 
drug trafficking and the management of migratory flows, as well as in the pro-
tection of critical infrastructure, cybersecurity and energy security.

6.1.1.1. Fight against terrorism

107. The Low Enforcement Agencies need the capabilities of the Armed Forces in 
special circumstances, in reinforcement of their security arrangements.

108. The Ministry of the Interior is responsible for preparing the contingency plans 
in which different tasks are assigned to the Armed Forces. These range from 
surveillance functions and protection of large transport infrastructures or stra-
tegic objectives to the aerial reconnaissance of non-urban strategic objectives 
and others that might be assigned.

6.1.1.2. Protection of critical infrastructure

109. The Ministry of the Interior is responsible for the System of Protection of Crit-
ical Infrastructure, on which the National Centre for the Protection of Critical 
Infrastructure (CNPIC) depends, acting as contact and coordination body for the 
other agents. Certain ministries and agencies are integrated among its mem-
bers, including the Ministry of Defense.
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110. The Ministry of Defense is assigned with certain responsibilities in policy-mak-
ing and regulatory matters regarding the space, as well as an active participa-
tion, together with other departments in other sectors, such as information and 
communications technology.

111. The Secretary General for Defense Policy (SEGENPOL) is the authority of the 
Ministry of Defense involved in the National Commission for the Protection of 
Critical Infrastructure, while a representative of the Joint Staff (EMACON) and a 
representative of the Directorate General for Defense Policy (DIGENPOL) collab-
orate on the permanent working group.

6.1.1.3. Cybersecurity

112. The growing importance of cybersecurity due to the implications of the attacks 
in this area of operation has led to the development of the Cybersecurity Strat-
egy, and of a Specialized Committee, on which the Ministry of Defense is repre-
sented.

6.1.1.4. Energy Security

113. Energy security is another area of special interest as a key component of pros-
perity, economic growth and welfare of the society, as well as sovereignty and 
continuity of the State, therefore there is also a committee specialized for the 
development of this activity in which the Ministry of Defense is represented. The 
Armed Forces particularly support this strategy in the critical infrastructure 
protection.

6.1.1.5. Fighting illicit drug trafficking

114. There are interdepartmental agreements between the Ministry of Defense 
and the Ministry of the Interior that regulate the operational aspects of col-
laboration in which capabilities of the Navy and the Air Force are normally 
involved.

115. Regular collaboration consists in operations to search, locate, identify, survey 
and intercept on the high seas illicit drug trafficking and suspicious objectives. 
These operations are coordinated by the Intelligence Center for Counter-Ter-
rorism and Organized Crime (CITCO) dependent on the Secretary of State of 
Security, the Guardia Civil, National Police Corps and the Deputy Directorate of 
Customs Surveillance (DAVA) take part in these operations.

6.1.1.6. Management of migration flows

116. Armed Forces are involved in the fight against illegal immigration in different 
operations and collaborate with the FCSE in the accomplishment of their mis-
sions of surveillance and control of maritime, air and ground space thus con-
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tributing to deterrence of illegal traffic, and ensuring humanitarian assistance 
and rescue of immigrants if necessary.

117. Other agencies of the Public Administration, Spanish Red Cross and NGOs, 
which frequently collaborate with the European Border and Coast Guard Agen-
cy (FRONTEX), are also involved in these proceedings.

6.1.1.7. Maritime Security

118. It should be noted the national development of maritime security, a transversal 
activity involving various ministries and private entities, in its contribution to 
national security, in many aspects related to public security, even though it con-
tributes similarly to other related and external action.

6.1.1.8. Air Space and Outer Space Security

119. Air and outer space can be the scene of violations to the security and interna-
tional order, by state and non-state actors, with repercussions in other areas 
of interest. It is therefore important to security that such activities and contri-
bution by the Armed Forces, in the air and outer space, are duly coordinated.

6.1.2. Civil protection

120. Civil protection is a public service that aims to protect persons and property, 
ensuring an appropriate response to the different types of emergencies and 
disasters caused by human activity or natural causes, be it accidental or inten-
tional. The State, regional authorities and local entities take part concurrently 
in this competence.

121. The European Union has also set a civil protection mechanism based on the 
solidarity and cooperation of the member states; a mechanism that includes 
financial support measures, and places greater emphasis on prevention, 
and the coordination and efficiency in the performances of public adminis-
trations.

122. The Spanish military units have participated whenever it has been necessary 
to aid the population when it has suffered disasters or emergencies; however, 
this participation has evolved significantly since the creation of the Emergency 
Military Unit (UME).

123. The UME is the first response instrument of the Armed Forces for interven-
tion in disasters and emergencies. When, in the performance of its duties, 
the UME is overwhelmed by the circumstances, it can use troops and means 
from other units of the Armed Forces in accordance with the procedure laid 
down.

124. The intervention of the UME will be requested by the Minister of the Interior, and 
will be ordered by the Minister of Defense.
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125. The National System of Civil Protection is an instrument of public security, in-
tegrated in the national security policy. This policy defines what an emergency 
situation of national interest is, which should be declared by the Minister of the 
Interior.

126. In cases of emergency in which the Minister of the Interior has declared an 
emergency of national interest, the Commander of the UME will assume opera-
tional direction of all State’s means and resources placed at his disposal, acting 
under the direction of the Minister of the Interior.

127. Because of its relevance in the National System of Civil protection, the role of 
the National Council for Civil Protection, in which the Armed Forces play a prom-
inent role, should be noted. This includes all administration for cooperation on 
matters and aims to contribute to an effective and consistent performance and 
coordination of the relevant parties to face emergency.

6.2. THE EXTERNAL ACTION

128. Spain’s foreign policy defends and promotes respect for and the development 
of international law, in particular the principles included in the Charter of the 
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United Nations, the European Union construction programs and the Ibero-Amer-
ican Community of Nations, as well as multilateralism within the international 
community.

129. The Armed Forces are a basic pillar of the State’s External Action, guaranteeing 
the security and defense of Spain and promoting an international environment 
of peace and security.

130. The participation of the Spanish Armed Forces in international missions is car-
ried out as a part of the concerted effort of the State’s external action in accord-
ance with the requirements and procedures of National Defense.

131. Defense Diplomacy is the set of international activities based mainly in the di-
alogue and cooperation carried out by the Ministry of Defense at the bilateral 
level with our allies, partners and friendly countries, to promote the fulfillment 
of defense policy objectives in support of the State’s action.

132. Its goal is the promotion and reinforcement of mutual trust, especially with 
neighboring countries, respecting the principle of sovereign equality of 
the States. It is a useful tool for the prevention of conflicts and is linked to 
the protection of our citizens and the stability wherever the national inter-
ests are.

133. As part of Defense Diplomacy, cooperative security is the military assistance 
at bilateral level, mainly on advice and training, in support of countries that 
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are not necessarily partners or preferred allies, but whose stability and 
security situation may be of interest to national security. It materializes in 
agreements of cooperation, representation and exchanges, visits, security 
sector reform, strengthening of capacities, education and training, partici-
pation in exercises, bilateral meetings, and industrial and technological co-
operation.

134. Cooperative security contributes to develop the fundamental principle accord-
ing to which any stable solution can only be obtained when efforts, actions and 
effects coming from diplomatic, informational, military, economy, politics or civ-
il spheres converge.

7 
DEFENSE AND 

SECURITY CULTURE

135. The defense of Spain must be assumed by all the Spaniards as a matter of un-
doubted importance, upon which, together with the independence, sovereignty 
and territorial integrity, peace and freedom, depends on the respect for our 
interests and prosperity of the Nation.

136. An effective defense requires citizens’ participation in providing continuity and 
depth to the policies that are carried out. Hence the importance of the develop-
ment of Strategic Communication.

137. The Defense Strategic Communication is the coordinated and appropriate em-
ployment of all Defense communication capacities in support of its policies, op-
erations and activities, in order to contribute to the achievement of the objec-
tives of the National Defense.

138. The management of information in a coordinated, integrated and effective man-
ner through the different instruments of power, reinforces the diplomatic and 
military action, generates confidence in citizenship and fosters the culture of 
defense. Strategic communication requires a coherent unity of action and nar-
rative to influence properly all types of audiences.

139. The Government is responsible for promoting the active involvement of society. 
It has to put in place actions and plans designed to increase the knowledge and 
awareness of the society about the requirements of the Security and National 
Defense; the risks and threats likely to compromise it; the efforts of actors and 
agencies involved in its preservation and the co-responsibility of all of them in 
matters of anticipation, prevention, analysis, reaction, resistance and resilience 
with respect to such risks and threats.

140. The Master Plan for Defense Culture sets the messages to be conveyed, the 
target groups and the steering, coordination and control mechanisms of the 
activities carried out in this area.
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141. The Defense Culture Board, under the chairmanship of the secretary general 
for Defense Policy, promotes, directs, coordinates and controls these activities.

142. The support and collaboration carried out by the Armed Forces with other insti-
tutions should contribute to spreading the culture of defense.

8. 
LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE ARMED FORCES

143. The employment and action of the Armed Forces must comply with the princi-
ples of legality and legitimacy established in the Spanish Constitution, in the ex-
isting national legislation and in the international agreements signed by Spain, 
particularly in the Charter of the United Nations.

144. The contribution of the Armed Forces to the security and defense of Spain on 
national territory is regulated by our own national legislation, in the exercise of 
sovereignty.

145. It is up to the Congress of Deputies, as a preliminary point, to authorize 
the participation of the Armed Forces in operations outside the national 
territory. When necessary, prior consultation and approval procedures will 
be carried out through the emergency procedure. When for reasons of max-
imum urgency this is not possible, the Government must submit to Con-
gress, as soon as possible, the adopted decision for its ratification, where 
appropriate.

146. Spanish Armed Forces interventions may be of different types according to the 
legal conditions under which they are conducted.

147. Intervention in implementation of national legislation. In the exercise of nation-
al sovereignty, the Armed Forces can be used to carry out military operations 
to accomplish the missions included in Spanish law, either permanently or ac-
tivated on a regular or recurrent basis. This employment may take place in 
normal conditions, in situations of interest to security and during the states of 
alert, exception and siege.

148. Right to self-defense. According to article 51 of the UN Charter, Spain, as a full 
member of the United Nations, may exercise its inherent right of self-defense 
in the event of an armed attack.

149. United Nations mandate. The Armed Forces can be employed to maintain or 
restore international peace and security by a resolution of the Security Council 
under the chapters VI and VII of the Charter of the United Nations. This happens 
in case of disputes likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace 
and security, threats or breaches to the peace or acts of aggression.

150. Commitment to NATO. The Washington Treaty commits Spain to participate in 
collective defense to assist an ally in case of an attack, even when the safety 
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of Spain is not directly threatened, taking those measures it deems necessary, 
including armed intervention.

151. Commitment to European Union. According to the European Union Treaty, where 
a country of the Union is the subject of an armed attack in its territory, other 
member countries should provide help and assistance with all the means at 
their disposal. In addition, Spain may also be required to participate with mili-
tary units in humanitarian, rescue, peacekeeping and crisis management tasks.

152. Intervention at the request of the legitimate Government of a State, allowing 
Spain to intervene in order to fulfil the undertaken commitments.

153. Evacuation of nationals in another country. The Armed Forces can carry out 
missions of evacuation of residents abroad when circumstances of instability 
in a country put at risk their life or their interests.

“…To organize the armed force in such a way that, being 
always ready to fight with the internal and external foes 

of the State, can never be morally above the law.”

Evaristo San Miguel, General, politician and historian. 
“Elements of the Art of War”, 1826.
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T
he Spanish Armed Forces are the main 
instrument of the State that develop defense 
policy in coordination with other instruments of 
national power. Their missions are established 
in the Constitution and in the Law of National 
Defense and its compliance is performed by 
military operations.
By means of the Defense Planning they define 
and obtain military capabilities that allow 
having sustainable and effective Armed Forces.
In order to adapt and even anticipate changes 
in operational environments the Armed Forces 
must maintain an attitude of continuous 
innovation that makes it possible to boost 
military transformation and operational 
effectiveness.
The operational effectiveness of the Armed 
Forces ensures unity of effort in the fulfilment 
of the missions, in accordance with military 
strategy and doctrine and capabilities made 
available to CHOD.
The Joint Force is the instrument that embodies 
the actions of the Armed Forces. It is ready 
to be employed anytime anywhere, according 
to national interest, holding national self-
sustainment capability, joint action and 
readiness to act with other instruments of the 
State. 
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1. 
EMPLOYMENT AND MISSIONS OF 

THE ARMED FORCES

154. The Armed Forces are the instrument of the State for using military capa-
bilities. They constitute the main and essential element through which the 
Government implements defense policy that, in coordination with other in-
struments of national power, contributes to national security. Its unique and 
inclusive entity, allows optimum use of their capabilities in order to fulfill the 
assigned missions.

155. The employment of the Armed Forces is governed by the Constitution, laws and 
directives issued by the Government and it is conducted under the strategic 
leadership of the President of the Government and in accordance with the reg-
ulations issued by the Chief of Defense.

156. The Armed Forces are prepared to be employed together with other in-
struments of national power in the time and place that the defense of the 
national interests may require, integrated or not into other multinational 
structures.

“The mission of the military is the defense of liberty, one 
of the most precious gifts that heaven has bestowed 

upon men.”

Miguel de Cervantes, soldier and writer. The Ingenious 
Gentleman Don Quixote de la Mancha, “Discourse on 

Arms and Letters”, 1605.

157. The missions of the Spanish Armed Forces, derived from the Constitution and 
the Organic Law 05/2005 of National Defense, are:

a)  To guarantee the sovereignty and independence of Spain, to defend its 
territorial integrity and the constitutional order.

b)  To contribute militarily to the security and defense of Spain and its 
allies, in the framework of international organizations of which it is 
a part.

c)  To contribute militarily to maintain peace, stability and to provide or 
facilitate the arrival of humanitarian aid in those parts of the world 
where it is required.

d)  To preserve, together with other State institutions, the security and 
welfare of citizens in situations defined as public necessity.

e)  To evacuate those Spanish citizens that live overseas when circum-
stances are endangering their lives, security or interests.

158. These missions are conducted through the execution of operations that are 
classified as permanent or response operations depending on the degree of 
availability of the force and the time of its activation.
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159. Permanent operations are those that are continuously activated or are trig-
gered on a recurring permanent basis. They materialize with the development 
of permanent plans (PP).

160. However, reaction operations are those triggered as a response or prevention 
to a crisis, at national level or in the framework of NATO or a multinational 
coalition, already foreseen in a plan of contingency (COP) or of a subsequent 
and unexpected character. It is materialized with the development of a plan of 
operations (OPLAN).

2. 
DEFENSE 

PLANNING

161. The Defense Planning is the cyclic process that makes possible the attainment 
of the capabilities needed to achieve the objectives set out in the Defense Policy, 
and especially for the definition, generation and sustainment of effective Armed 
Forces, sustainable over time and capable of facing the challenges of an uncer-
tain and in continuous evolution strategic scenario.

162. Defense Planning is a cyclic, unitary, organized, comprehensive and flexible 
process in which the authorities responsible for the areas of military planning 
(CHOD), material and financial resources (Secretary of State for Defense) and 
human resources (Undersecretary of Defense) participate in a cooperative 
manner.

Fig. 1. Pillars of Defense Planning

163. The key to this process is to design Armed Forces based on effective and sus-
tainable capabilities and on a balance between the Concept of Employment, 
Structure and Funding.

164. The process begins with the issuance of the Concept of Employment of the 
Armed Forces (CEFAS) which sets out the strategic framework, its possible 
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evolution, general scenarios for action and the forms of employment of the 
Armed Forces. The military strategy guides the way in which the Armed Forc-
es must achieve the objectives of the defense and support national security 
strategy.

165. Next, the authorities responsible for the planning of resources establish the 
framework in the areas of personnel, financial, technological an industrial 
needed for military planning. These estimates, together with the situation of 
the previous cycle and of the Operational Planning process are reflected in the 
Military Planning Directive (DPM), serving as a benchmark for the cycle to be 
developed.

166. These references are used to carry out the military planning, made up of the op-
erational and force planning, which determines the military capabilities needed 
to realize the military strategy.

167. As a result of the convergence of the military planning and the resource 
planning the Objective of Military Capabilities (OCM) is obtained. The Long-
Term Force Objective (OFLP), which is included in the OCM, provides a time 
horizon of 15 years for guiding the planning of the requirements, its pro-
curement and maintenance in the mid-term, up to 6 years, and 3 years in the 
short-term.

“Money is the nerve of war.”

Diego de Valera, soldier, diplomat and writer. Doctrinal of 
Princes, on the advice to the Catholic Monarchs on how to 

secure the naval control of the Gibraltar Strait, 1475.

168. With the OCM as the key benchmark, the Planning of Resources focuses in the 
generation of financial, manpower and materiel resources to provide the Armed 
Forces with the required military capabilities.

3. 
MILITARY CAPABILITIES OF 

THE ARMED FORCES

169. Military Capability is defined as the set of systems that, operated under 
established doctrinal principles and procedures, make it possible to ob-
tain certain effects through their use in operations to fulfill the assigned 
missions.

170. System is defined as the set of personnel, materiel, procedures and, where 
appropriate, bodies that operate closely related, developing the same func-
tion.

171. Military capabilities are defined in the defense planning and are grouped into 
capability areas based on the requirements laid down for the force. The fol-
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lowing areas have been established: command and control, combat power, sit-
uation awareness, projection, sustainability, survivability and protection, and 
contribution to the State action.

172. Each of these capabilities is defined by the elements that make it up: materiel 
(M), infrastructure (I), human resources (R), training (A), doctrine (D), organiza-
tion (O) and interoperability (I); which will allow its analysis based on the “MI-
RADO-I” process.

173. Materiel (M) is the set of equipment that contributes decisively to achieve the 
capability, from its procurement, its maintenance/sustainability, until decom-
mission.

174. Infrastructure (I) is the set of facilities, both military and industrial, that support 
and service the capability.

175. Human resources (R) are the officers, NCOs, enlisted and civilian personnel, 
needed to develop, operate and maintain the capabilities.

176. Training (A) is the set of activities that aim to provide the necessary skills for the 
effective use of the capability; it includes aspects such as education, technical 
training and individual and collective operational training.

177. Doctrine (D) is the combination of principles and procedures that govern the 
capability operational employment.

178. Organization (O) is the most appropriate structure to make ready and operate 
such capability.

179. Interoperability (I) is the ability to operate interconnected and integrated with 
other capabilities, organizations and bodies; it is a quality that all the compo-
nents of each capability must possess and therefore, it should be considered as 
part thereof.

180. The harmonious development of these MIRADO-I components allows to maxi-
mize the efficiency of systems and capabilities.

4. 
MILITARY INNOVATION 

AND TRANSFORMATION

181. Armed Forces’ military capabilities answer to specific operational needs for 
responding to certain risks and threats. However, these capabilities cannot re-
main immutable: they must evolve to the pace of operational requirements. In 
order to adapt constantly, and even anticipate changes in the current operation-
al environment (uncertain, global and changing) the Armed Forces must main-
tain an attitude of continuous innovation.

182. Through knowledge, innovation adds value to the means, organizations, sys-
tems and procedures. It consists both in the development and improvement of 
new capabilities and in finding new applications to existing systems.
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183. Military innovation is a change in the way the Armed Forces operate that sub-
stantially affects doctrine, training and, often, the organic and materiel, and 
represents a substantial increase in its effectivity.

184. Armed Forces personnel must have a permanent innovation attitude based on 
a full professional competence, to boost military transformation and the opera-
tional effectiveness of the Armed Forces.

185. Military transformation is a process of innovation that, led by CHOD, sustained 
and endowed with the necessary human, material and financial resources, 
makes it possible to adapt military capabilities to the foreseeable evolution of 
employment scenarios and anticipate future strategic challenges; it constitutes 
a fundamental reference for defense planning.

186. The study of future scenarios, lessons learned in operations and exercises, the 
development of doctrine and concepts, and experimentation are the most suit-
able tools in the Armed Forces to identify operational gaps and design military 
capabilities.

187. The Concepts Development and Experimentation (CD&E) process is the succes-
sion of activities targeting identification, preparation, refinement and validation 
of solutions to problems that, through the implementation of creative thinking 
and analytical methodology, describe how a force will employ new or already 
existing capabilities (MIRADO-I) to operate in a given environment, existing or 
contemplated.
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5. 
ORGANIZATION OF 

THE ARMED FORCES

188. The military organization, under the responsibility of the Minister of Defense, is 
established in accordance with the current regulations and with the principles 
of hierarchy, discipline, unity and effectiveness so that the performance of the 
Armed Forces is carried out as effectively as possible.

189. The operational effectiveness of the Armed Forces depends on the timing 
and adequacy of the operational and organic structures activities, in order 
to ensure unity of effort in the performance of assigned missions, in accord-
ance with the strategy, the military doctrine and the capabilities at the CHOD 
disposal.

190. The Armed Forces’ basic organization is constructed into two structures, an 
organic one aimed at the preparation of the Force and an operational one for its 
employment in the missions assigned to the Armed Forces.

5.1. ORGANIC STRUCTURE

191. The organic structure is responsible for the preparation of the force and 
for providing the operational structure with the specific capabilities; it is 
made up of the Army, Navy and the Air Force. From now on, the expression 
“Services” will be used to encompass these three components of the Armed 
Forces.

192. Their organization is homogeneous since each of the Services is organized into 
Headquarters, Force and Force Support. The transfer of units from the organic 
structure to the operational structure does not imply a change in its organiza-
tional dependency.

5.2. OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE

193. The operational structure is responsible for the employment of the Force in 
operations by developing joint-combined actions for the fulfillment of the mis-
sions assigned to the Armed Forces; it is also the instrument to carry out the 
application of the national military power.

194. It consists of a chain of command of military authorities, in which the CHOD is 
the highest authority, upon which the bodies and operating organizations to be 
established depend.

195. The purpose of this operational, direct, unique and inclusive chain of command 
is to provide command relationship, planning, conduct and follow up of opera-
tions with fluidity.

196. The Defense Staff consists of a headquarters and the necessary bodies 
that enable it to carry out the joint action. The headquarters includes the 
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organism responsible for providing all necessary support to the structure 
through the units and headquarters of a joint or unified character to be de-
termined.

197. Operational organizations, permanent or temporary, are composed of com-
mands created with the forces transferred by the organic structure and ele-
ments of the operational structure. They are designed for each operation with 
capabilities tailored to the assigned missions.

198. The participation of the Armed Forces in operations is carried out through the 
employment of the Joint Force.

5.3. FORCE DEVELOPMENT

199. In order to ensure the operational effectiveness of the Armed Forces, it is 
necessary to integrate and optimize the specific and specialized capabili-
ties provided by the Army, the Navy, the Air Force and the EMAD agencies, to 
operate jointly with other instruments of the State, and fulfill the assigned 
missions.

200. Force development is the integration and synchronization of all the necessary 
processes so that the military capabilities of the Armed Forces respond to op-
erational needs identified in each cycle of military planning. It consists of a con-
tinuous process of providing members and units of the Force with the skills 
they need to operate in a cohesive and efficient way and to maintain these skills 
over time.

201. This process integrates the activities of the joint environment regarding to doc-
trine, education, training, lessons learned, concept development and military 
innovation. It includes guidance and supervision of the preparation of the Force 
units, the evaluation of its operational availability and the coordination of the 
training of the joint structure.

202. Force Development synchronizes the efforts of preparation, innovation and in-
teroperability needed to improve the operational capability of the Joint Force.

6. 
JOINT FORCE

6.1. CONCEPT

203. The Joint Force (JF) is the instrument that carries out the action of the Armed 
Forces using integrated military capabilities in operations and, if necessary, 
fighting and winning.

204. The JF stands ready to be employed anytime anywhere, according to the na-
tional interest, holding national self-sustainment capability, joint action and 
readiness to act with other State instruments.
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205. It comprises all integral elements of the Army, Navy and Air Force, in addition to 
the components of the subordinate commands to CHOD to be determined.

206. The characteristics defining it are:

a)  Operational availability. Able to act within the deadlines and condi-
tions established.

b)  Effectiveness. Equipped with the capabilities needed to cope with the 
risks and threats affecting the national security and interests, as well 
as those others shared with allies.

c)  Quality. Staffed by qualified personnel, equipped and trained with 
technologically advanced weaponry and equipment.

d)  Versatility. Able to act in any operational environment and to produce 
the necessary synergy through the joint action, integrated and, where 
appropriate, combined.

e)  Efficiency. Able to carry out its tasks with the size and skills strictly 
necessary to achieve the desired effects.

f)  Projectable. Prepared to act outside national territory, independently 
or together with partners and allies in the framework of multinational 
operations.

g)  Resilience. Able to adapt to sudden changes in the operational situa-
tion, to overcome adverse situations and to maintain its ability to act 
in degraded environments.
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207. In the employment of the Joint Force, its members usually have legal consider-
ation of armed force. In addition, in cases to be determined, they can be regard-
ed as law enforcement officers.

208. The Joint Force is used in operations through operational organizations, per-
manent or temporary, that are designed for each operation with capabilities 
tailored to the assigned missions.

209. These organizations are constituted with forces transferred by the or-
ganic structure and elements of the operational structure. Depending on 
operational needs, they can incorporate units of the Services that do not 
belong to the Force and elements of the Ministry of Defense unrelated 
to the Armed Forces, as well as elements of the Guardia Civil in fulfilling 
missions of a military nature, or from other ministries and agencies of the 
Government.

6.2. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

210. The Joint Force brings together all the available military capabilities. The forc-
es that make it up hold those capabilities to different degrees and specialties, 
providing them with different operational capabilities.

211. Force operational capability is defined as the required degree of availability, 
equipment, personnel, doctrine, training, organization and interoperability to 
deal with specific tasks in a defined operating environment.

212. The JF has integrated command and control capability that provides the au-
thorities of the operational chain of command with procedures; fixed or deploy-
able facilities, and robust, secure and resilient communication and information 
systems, allowing them to develop in a joint, combined and integrated way the 
planning, conduct and monitoring of the operations.

213. In addition, the JF has the capability of intelligence, surveillance and re-
connaissance (ISR), which allows it the collection, production, and dissem-
ination of the necessary intelligence to prevent and detect risks and to 
facilitate the knowledge of the operating environment and potential adver-
saries, as well as to identify and counter the threats from hostile intelli-
gence services.

214. Other operational capabilities are added to these; they are classified according 
to the field where they will be used first and foremost, or the types of main op-
eration to develop.

6.2.1. Land operational capabilities

215. Units that provide these land operational capabilities are organized, equipped, 
and prepared to be deployed and act on any ground scenario and across the 
whole spectrum of conflict from combat to crisis response operations. They are 
characterized by their availability, expeditionary capability, accessibility, adap-
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tation, presence and dominance of any type of terrain, close combat and inter-
action with the population.

216. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Command and control up to Component Command level, which could 
act as the command of a joint force of limited size.

b)  Contribution to land intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-
sance.

c)  Terrain control and dominance.
d)  Ground combat against regular or irregular forces.
e)  Interaction with local population and organizations located in the area 

of operations.
f)  Support and assistance to civilian authorities.
g)  Assistance to other countries security forces.
h)  Knowledge of the human environment and the land sphere.

217. Their employment, conditioned by the complexity of their deployment and with-
drawal and by the high risks and costs that it implies, is proof of the deep in-
volvement in the resolution of conflicts. It facilitates, through their presence 
on the ground, the achievement of decisive results and complete or ensure the 
continuity of the previous or simultaneous action of other components of the 
Joint Force.

6.2.2. Maritime operational capabilities

218. Units that provide these maritime operational capabilities are organized, 
equipped, and prepared to be deployed and act both in control and security 
operations at sea and in the projection of the naval power ashore. They are 
characterized by their availability, versatility, simplicity of projection, strategic 
mobility, expeditionary capability, and self-sustainment.

219. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Command and control up to Component Command level, which could 
act as the command of a joint force of limited size.

b)  Contribution to maritime intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-
sance.

c)  Sea control.
d)  Projection of the naval capabilities on land.
e)  Maritime security.
f)  Support and assistance to civilian authorities.
g)  Self-sustainment.
h)  Knowledge of the maritime environment.

220. Their employment and deployment is a flexible and long-term involvement in 
the resolution of all kinds of conflicts, through the employment of power at sea 
or from it, while supporting the agile deployment of other elements of the Joint 
Force that, due to their size and volume, cannot be frequently deployed other-
wise.
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6.2.3. Aerospace operational capabilities

221. Units that provide these aerospace capabilities are organized, equipped, and 
prepared to deploy and to be employed both for defense and surveillance op-
erations, and immediate response operations in any scenario. They are charac-
terized by their availability, agility, quick response, versatility and adaptation, 
capacity of projection and penetration, accuracy and ability to minimize collat-
eral damage, and their expeditionary capability.

222. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Command and control up to Component Command level, which could 
act as the command of a joint force of limited size.

b)  Air space control.
c)  Operations against enemy air capabilities.
d)  Strategic air attack.
e)  Air attack in support of land operations.
f)  Contribution to aerospace intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-

sance.
g)  Air projection and mobility.
h)  Control and coordination of the missile defense.
i)  Support and assistance to civilian authorities.
j)  Personnel Recovery (PR).
k)  Knowledge of the aerospace environment.
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223. Their employment and deployment are an immediate demonstration of com-
mitment to national and allied security, as the Armed Forces fastest option 
among the different possibilities, while supporting other elements of the joint 
force in transport, surveillance and security.

6.2.4. Cyber defense operational capabilities

224. Units, teams, and support and advice elements that provide these operational 
cyber defense capabilities are organized, equipped, and prepared to be em-
ployed from national territory or to be deployed and engage in defensive, ex-
ploitation and response operations in cyberspace. They are characterized by 
their technical expertise, availability and independence of the physical environ-
ments to carry out their actions.

225. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Command and control up to Component Command level.
b)  Security and defense of communication and information networks 

and systems.
c)  Contribution to cyberspace intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-

sance.
d)  Control of the cyberspace of military interest.
e)  Response operations in cyberspace.
f)  Support and assistance to civilian authorities.
g)  Technical knowledge of the cyberspace environment.

226. Their employment not always needs of a deployment, which facilitates that, 
from the initial moments, they can participate in the operation in a flexible and 
variable way. In addition of being able to carry out operations independently in 
cyberspace, they support and facilitate the operations of the remaining forces 
thanks to their cross-cutting nature.

6.2.5. Information capabilities

227. Units, teams, and support and advice elements that provide these informa-
tion capabilities are organized, equipped, and prepared to be employed in 
those situations that require actions to promote positive perceptions and 
wills and, at the same time, to defend ourselves from the influence of the 
adversary.

228. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Coordination of the military public affairs activities.
b)  Psychological operations.
c)  Taking part in targeting activities.
d)  Information security activities.
e)  Personal interaction activities.
f)  Contribution to deception operations.
g)  Knowledge of the cognitive field.
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229. The permanent nature of military public affairs and the possibility that the em-
ployment of these capabilities does not always need of a deployment makes 
easier their participation in the operation from the very beginning. Through 
their action, a truthful, accurate, and timely information of our own intentions 
and actions is transmitted.

6.2.6. Special operations capabilities

230. Units that provide these special operations capabilities are organized, equipped, 
and prepared to achieve decisive or high value objectives, in sensible or hostile 
areas, through the use of TTP and specific ways of employment; they can be 
employed through the entire spectrum of conflict, on a stand-alone basis or in 
coordination with other forces. They are characterized by their high availabil-
ity and capability of projection, minimal logistic footprint, their capacity to act 
openly, undercover or secretly, and by the precision of their actions, reducing 
the possible collateral damage.

231. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Command and control up to Component Command level.
b)  Special reconnaissance and surveillance.
c)  Direct action.
d)  Military assistance.
e)  Special capabilities in counterterrorism and counterinsurgency.
f)  Hostage Rescue Operations (HRO).
g)  Liaison with different actors considered to be of particular relevance.

232. Their employment allows the action on targets that are difficult to reach through 
conventional actions, or that require acting in an especially hostile, politically 
sensitive environment or with possibilities of high impact on media.

6.2.7. Emergency response capabilities

233. Units that provide these emergency response operational capabilities are or-
ganized, equipped, and prepared to be employed as the first component of the 
Armed Forces in the face of emergencies of national interest. They are charac-
terized by their high availability and capability of integration with other military 
units, as well as with civilian actors involved in these situations. This capability 
can be reinforced by as many units of the JF as necessary.

234. Their main contributions to the joint action are:

a)  Command and control during emergencies up to Operational Direc-
tion of a national interest emergency.

b)  Intervention in the following emergency situations, according to their 
causes and their responsibilities in the leadership:

 i.  Those originated by natural hazards.
ii.  Forest fires.
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iii.  Those resulting from technological hazards.
 iv.  Those originated by terrorist attacks or illegal and vio-

lent acts.
  v.  The environment pollution.

c)  Support to disaster-stricken civilian population.

235. These capabilities allow to contribute to the State Domestic Action, respond-
ing to emergency situations in national territory, as well as to contribute to the 
State External Action in multinational or bilateral fields, projecting response 
capabilities to disaster-stricken areas.

6.2.8. Military police capabilities

236. Units that provide these operational capabilities of military police are organ-
ized, equipped, and prepared to meet the missions that require a preparation 
of police nature. In the performance of their duties they have the status of law 
enforcement officers.
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237. Their main contributions to the Joint Force are: law enforcement agents as po-
lice advisors or military police; providing support for the control and safety of 
movements and transport; reconnaissance, surveillance and security; and de-
tention and custody.

238. Their availability increases the employment of the Force in the field of security, 
especially when in deep contact with civilians, and facilitates the relationship 
with police officers and legal authorities.

239. In the circumstances set out, other components of the JF may join up this capa-
bility performing duties as law enforcement officers.

240. Due to its military nature and police training, the Guardia Civil may be employed 
in order to strengthen and provide greater specialization to the operational or-
ganizations to be created. Its contributions to the aforementioned capabilities 
are: assistance in police techniques, judicial police, border/customs control and 
coast guard.

“Since combat is the only motive of the troops, 
organization must be adapted to it; none of its bases 
shall be contrary to a tactical principle; it must fulfill 

the military requirements of fighting throughout all its 
activity and at any time…”

Francisco de Villamartín. Major, 
Notions of Military Art, 1863.
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T
he military contribution to the action of the State is the employment 
by the Government of the military instrument, both in the general 
sphere of security and in the more specific sphere of defense, and 
usually takes the shape of operations. The actions of the Armed 
Forces conform to ethical, legal and doctrinal principles, among 
which, moral values, legitimacy and the fundamental principles of 
the art of military stand out.
It is in the space of operations where the instruments of power 
operate, the confrontations take place, the actions are executed and 
the effects – physical, virtual or psychological – are produced. Such 
space is composed of environments of operation, whose nature may 
be physical (land, maritime and aeroespace), non-physical (cyber 
and cognitive) or, owing to their close interrelationship, mixed. 
The operating environment is affected not only by military factors 
but also by political, economic, social, infrastructural, information, 
physical and temporal ones. It is necessary to study and 
comprehend an environment to operate in it, as the same actions 
may cause different effects in different environments.
In some operations there may be no adversary or it may not be 
sufficiently identified. The gamut of adversaries runs from states 
more or less subject to international law to non-state actors like 
terrorist organizations, guerillas, militia or criminal rings. Their 
forms of action may be symmetric, asymmetric or a combination 
of both.
The spectrum of conflicts relates to the level of violence or 
intensity of the environment (high, medium or low intensity) to the 
type of capabilities to be applied and activities to be performed by 
a force that operates in such environment. The spectrum goes from 
peacetime actions to widespread combat.
The use of force in operations requires a suitable combat capability 
and can be applied in a combined or joint way, or integrated 
with other state’s instruments of power, and according to rules 
of engagement. The planning and execution of operations are 
performed at strategic, operational and tactical levels. Such levels 
cannot be considered as isolated or independent elements, since 
the key for each authority is not its level but the functions it has 
been entrusted with.
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1. 
OPERATIONS

241. The military contribution to the action of the State takes shape in the employ-
ment by the government of the military instrument, either in the general sphere 
of security or in the more specific sphere of defense, and is mainly realized 
through operations.

242. Operation is the process by which an authority, in the face of a situation that 
alters security conditions, employs the national instruments of power –and the 
allied ones too, if appropriate– in a deliberate and ordered manner to reach a 
desired end state.

243. Every operation is designed to fulfill strategic objectives defined by their being 
decisive to achieve the conditions of political, military, economic or social secu-
rity that the desired end state requires.

244. When the military instrument of power –along with other instruments, if nec-
essary– is employed for defense purposes, it is done through the execution of 
military operations. A military operation is the set of actions –coordinated by a 
military authority in time, space and intent– aimed at achieving military objec-
tives set down by a directive, plan or order.

245. In some cases, in order to reach the strategic military objectives it will be nec-
essary to perform a number of military operations related to each other. Such 
set of interrelated operations is called campaign.

246. Nevertheless, military capabilities are not uniquely employed for defense pur-
poses. They can also be used in other spheres of security like external action or 
institutional collaboration.

247. In this regard, the military contribution to the action of other state’s instru-
ments is defined as the employment of the military instrument of power under 
the direction of the relevant authority to reach objectives other than military. 
The involved military forces consider themselves to be participating in military 
operations. They are called military contribution operations.

2. 
PRINCIPLES OF EMPLOYMENT OF 

THE MILITARY INSTRUMENT

248. Once the political decision of employing the military instrument in operations 
has been made, it is necessary to bear in mind that its actions are subject to a 
number of ethical, legal and doctrinal principles.

“The major feat here 
is to obey, 

and it will be done 
without asking or refusing.
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Here, in brief, courtesy, 
good manners, truth, 

finesse, loyalty, 
honor, bravery, 
credit, opinion, 

resolve, patience 
humility and obedience 

are fame, honor and life, 
wealth of poor soldiers; 

in good or bad fortune 
the art of military is but a 

religion of honest men.”

Pedro Calderón de la Barca, soldier and writer. Famous 
Comedy. To Conquer Love, Be Willing to Conquer It, 1650.

2.1. ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

249. Military deontology is the set of ethical principles and rules that regulate and 
guide the activity of the Armed Forces’ members. It has been built on solid mor-
al foundations laid by history, culture and traditions. Those principles enhance 
the qualities of the soldier and redound to a stronger cohesion of the group and 
to the upright behavior of all its members.

250. The values of the Spanish Armed Forces are the reflection of those of the Span-
ish society itself, enshrined in the Constitution. Standing upon that bedrock 
and inspired by its age-old patriotism, the military institution transmits to their 
members the inherent values that make up its identity: honor, discipline, loyalty, 
unselfishness, spirit of sacrifice, comradeship, devotion to duty, valor, diligence 
and eagerness to improve.
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251. This code of conduct is essentially contained in our Royal Ordinances, which 
constitute the fundamental referent for the exercise of command, the deci-
sion-making process, the observance of doctrine and the fulfillment of duty.

252. The principles upheld by the opposing camps in a conflict are not always the 
same and, therefore, their behavior and response in the face of similar situ-
ations may vary. For this reason, it is important to know the principles of the 
adversary and assess their impact on operations.

253. The most prevailing ethical principles of our cultural background are the origin 
of the current international humanitarian law.

2.2. LEGAL PRINCIPLES

254. One of the resources the State has to exercise the legitimate use of violence is 
the employment of the military force, which is, consequently, subjected to the 
rule of law. Such legitimacy affects both the way the force is applied and the 
purpose of its use.

255. The legitimate use of force implies acting in accordance with the laws, man-
dates and compromises signed by Spain, as well as with the Spanish Armed 
Forces’ moral code.

256. The international humanitarian law (IHL) or the law of armed conflicts (LOA) 
–based on the international treaties and conventions signed by Spain–, the laws 
and customs of war –intended to minimize the consequences of armed con-
flicts– and the Spanish Constitution along with the rest of our legal order, make 
up the legal framework that binds those who direct the actions and those who 
execute them.

257. Within this legal framework, the Charter of the United Nations deserves a spe-
cial mention. It fosters the peaceful settlement of conflicts and, if that proves 
impossible, regulates the use of force by the opponents.

258. The international humanitarian law, which encompasses principles such as 
military necessity, proportionality, distinction or humaneness, restricts the 
methods and means of war to be used by the opponents. In addition, it protects 
individuals and properties that are or may be affected by the conflict. The in-
ternational humanitarian law is applicable at all times, everywhere and under 
every circumstance.

259. In spite of the overall formal acceptance of these principles at international 
level, the way they are interpreted and implemented varies greatly. Moreo-
ver, there are potential adversaries who do not recognize them, or who are 
explicitly against them and regard them as a vulnerability that can be ex-
ploited.

260. Nevertheless, if operating within the legal framework is important, no less im-
portant is this fact to be clearly perceived by our own public eye, by that of the 
nations participating in the operations, by the international community and by 
the population of the area where the operations are taking place.
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2.3. DOCTRINAL PRINCIPLES

2,3.1. Principles of the art of military

261. When in operations, we should not lose sight of the lessons learned from mil-
itary history. By way of basic and general concepts, those lessons are funda-
mental in the development of doctrines and in their adequacy for the different 
operating enviroment.

262. The fundamental principles of the art of military, to be applied in all types of 
operations, are: will to win, freedom of action and execution capability.

263. Will to win is the firm resolution of the command and the troops of prevail-
ing over the adversary and accomplishing the mission in any situation, no 
matter how unfavorable it might be. It involves faith in the victory, tenacity 
to attain it and unbeatable activity during execution. It is founded upon the 
moral values that constitute the greatest exponent of the worth of a military 
force.

“The Captain of one galley from Aragon will attack two 
foe galleys; two will attack three; three will attack five.”

Ordinances of Admiral Cabrera, 10th century.

264. Freedom of action is the possibility of deciding, preparing and executing the 
plans despite the adversary’s will. The command will try and keep it at any 
cost. If lost, it will try and recover it as soon as possible. It requires a good 
knowledge of the adversary, of the environment and of our own means. The 
art of military consists fundamentally in the struggle to attain freedom of 
action.

265. Execution capability is the ability of efficiently specifying and adapting the 
means to be used, and the way to use them for the missions assigned, by de-
signing the necessary operational plans, executing them as foreseen and gear-
ing them towards the changing requirements of the situation.

2.3.2. Military doctrine

266. Military doctrine, or doctrine for operations, lays down the principles that rule 
the operational actions of the Spanish Armed Forces and, additionally, provides 
a common framework of reference for the armed services, a guidance to con-
duct military operations and a system of thought to solve operational problems. 
Compliance with it is mandatory, though its application requires good judge-
ment.

267. An operational problem is a situation a commander have to manage in order to 
accomplish a given mission, relying on the available means and under specific 
conditions.
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268. The doctrine is at the basis of military operational planning and guides 
the employment of the elements that make up the military capabilities of 
a force to accomplish the mission assigned. In addition, it facilitates the 
joint effort by providing information on the use of military forces to those 
authorities, institutions, organizations and actors who have to interact with 
them. The doctrine eases decision-making in operations in the absence of 
specific orders.

269. As fundamental component of the combat capability of any military force, 
the doctrine must combine rigor in its principles and flexibility in its employ-
ment.

270. The doctrinal body ought to be complete, updated and adapted to the means, 
the objectives, the regulations concerning the use of force and the national in-
terests. The Spanish doctrinal body is composed of the national military doc-
trine and the combined doctrine endorsed by Spain.

271. The national military doctrine is produced by the Spanish Armed Forces and 
harmonized with that of the Atlantic Alliance. It is normally applicable when 
the Spanish Armed Forces operate within the national territory or abroad 
under national command and with national means. It can be also applicable 
to other nations’ forces who participate by virtue of bilateral agreements. In 
NATO operations, national military doctrine will be applicable to those aspects 
that have not been endorsed by Spain or in the absence of applicable allied 
doctrine.

272. Currently, our combined doctrine is fundamentally the one developed by 
NATO, normally with Spanish participation. This doctrine is applicable to the 
Spanish Armed Forces when they are participating in Alliance’s operations. 
In national operations and in the absence of applicable national doctrine, 
NATO doctrine, signed and adopted by Spain, will obtain. In order to ensure 
interoperability, NATO doctrine is routinely employed in the Spanish Armed 
Forces.

273. The same criteria used with respect to NATO doctrine will be used with any 
combined doctrine coming from the European Union, from other international 
security and defense organizations or from coalitions in which Spain takes 
part.

2.3.3. Operational principles

274. The actions of military forces in operations are guided by both the funda-
mental principles of the art of military and the operational principles derived 
thereof.

275. Such principles guide the development of doctrine and the planning and con-
duction of operations at all levels. Knowing them does not suffice to succeed, 
but ignoring them does often suffice to fail. They must be relentlessly applied 
throughout the entire operation.
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276. The operational principles are: definition of objectives, unity of effort, concen-
tration of force, simplicity, flexibility, initiative, surprise, security, economy of 
resources and continuity.

2.3.3.1.Definition of objectives

277. The principle definition of objectives states that any military operation must be 
aimed at achieving one or several objectives. Such objectives have to be under-
stood as stages required to reach a desired end state. They ought to be clearly 
defined, achievable and consequential.

278. The objective will be clearly defined when it becomes unmistakable. It may be 
tangible like a piece of ground or a given enemy force, or intangible like the 
support of the population.

279. Objectives are deemed achievable when the appointed command is provided 
with the required resources and authority and as long as it keeps the freedom 
of action necessary to achieve it.

280. An objective is consequential when its achievement produces a positive impact 
on the fulfillment of the higher command’s goal, which is the main reference 
for the operation.

2.3.3.2. Unity of effort

281. Unity of effort is the convergence of the work of all command levels and ele-
ments involved in an operation towards the accomplishment of a common goal.

282. It is attained through team-work, unity of command and synchronization in 
time and space of the moves made by both the military and the rest of actors 
involved in the operation. It is achieved through joint and integrated action.
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2.3.3.3. Concentration of force

283. Concentration of force is the synchronized application of the combat power 
against a given objective in order to produce decisive effects.

284. It requires unity of effort and a wise economy of resources.

2.3.3.4. Simplicity

285. Simplicity consists in minimizing as far as possible the number of orders, pro-
cedures and plans and, at the same time, maximizing their clarity in order to 
facilitate their execution.

286. To facilitate the application of this principle and prevent interpretation 
problems, the authority vested in subordinate commands to produce and 
conduct plans at their own level has to be respected. The more complex 
and dynamic the operation is, the more significant the simplicity principle 
becomes.

2.3.3.5. Flexibility

287. Flexibility is the ability of commanders, organizations, plans and processes to 
adapt quickly to changes in the situation and reach the objective in a different 
way than that originally planned.

288. Its application demands a comprehensive view of the situation, initiative and 
simple plans with alternative courses of action. Moreover, it contributes to keep 
or regain the initiative.

2.3.3.6. Initiative

289. Initiative is the capacity to rule the sequence and pace of events according to the 
interests of our line of action. It allows the operational organizations to be ready 
to act in a proactive manner, to keep a constant pressure on the adversary and 
to preempt his actions and decisions.

290. Initiative strengthens confidence and determination to pursue our actions, pre-
vents that initiative itself may change hands and boosts the urge to succeed and 
accomplish the mission.

2.3.3.7. Surprise

291.  Surprise consists in forcing the adversary to act in a place or at a time or under 
conditions he did not expect, or in employing means or procedures unknown to 
him, in order to put him at a disadvantage and thus getting greater effects out 
of the same effort, or effects that would be difficult to achieve by other means. 
Any operation must seek to surprise the adversary and to prevent he can sur-
prise us.
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292. It is based on confidentiality, deception and speed of action. Maintaining dis-
cretion is essential to apply this principle, despite the enormous difficulties it 
implies in the light of the new technologies.

2.3.3.8. Security

293. Security consists in guarding against the action, real or potential, of the adver-
saries by mitigating its effects or avoiding surprise.

294. The level of security increases proportionally to the information at our dispos-
al and to our capability of denying information to the adversary. It is done by 
means of active and passive protection measures, initiative and boldness as it 
does not require excessive caution. This principle is essential to maintain free-
dom of action and combat capability.

2.3.3.9. Economy of resources

295. Economy of resources is the wise distribution of resources and means to the 
different actions and activities to be performed during an operation, in line with 
the priorities established. This principle must be reflected in the plans through 
the optimal assignment of means and missions.

296. Its application involves risks and requires to have updated, clear and accurate 
information at the proper level in order to optimize its management.

2.3.3.10. Continuity

297. Continuity is the capability –concerning morale, command and control and sus-
tainment– to act and support the action without interruption and comprehen-
sively until the mission has been accomplished, resisting and recovering no 
matter how unfavorable the situation or how degraded the environment may 
become.

298. It is based on a sensible exercise of leadership, on the determination to impose 
our will and on our support and resilience capabilities. It requires a careful con-
sideration of the time factor and of the resources available.

3. 
THE SPACE 

OF OPERATIONS

3.1. OPERATING DOMAINS 
299. The operating domains are the physical and non-physical spaces –each with 

their own differentiated features– that condition the performance of the means, 
forces and capabilities that are to operate in them.
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300. These domains are: land, maritime, aerospace, cognitive and cyber.

301. The operating domains must not be considered in isolation, but as a set in which 
the events that take place in one of its constituents produce effects in the rest.

302. There exist zones, physical and non-physical, of contact or of intense interac-
tion between domains where some of them overlap with one another producing 
mixed domains like land-maritime, air-land or air-maritime. The non-physical 
zones, like the social networking zone, are generated in the cyber and the cog-
nitive domains and cut across the whole gamut of them.

303. Those mixed domains are of especial interest for operations since they are nec-
essarily frequented, pose an added burden on coordination and demand specif-
ic as well as joint procedures.

304. The natural form of action of a given type of force in a given domain should 
never be considered in terms of exclusive rights of that type of force over that 
domain, as a force seldom operates on its own or within one single domain.

3.1.1. Land domain

305. The land domain comprises the solid surface of the planet. In it the human 
being thrives and, consequently, it is there where the towns and the technolog-
ical, cultural and production centers of power are located. It is also in it where 
most natural resources can be found. It demands from the Armed Forces the 
ability to operate in a wide range of geographical environments that runs from 
deserted spaces with extreme conditions for life and movement to densely 
urbanized zones with a high presence of non-combatants. In this domain, the 
centers of power and the infrastructures can be accessed and used, which 

Fig. 1. “Operating Domains”
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makes possible long-term deployments and contact with local populations. 
Land means and combatants operate mainly in this domain, and the others 
have their bases in it.

3.1.2. Maritime domain

306. The maritime domain is a physical environment that spans two thirds of 
the planet surface. It includes seas and oceans, their depths, submerged 
lands and inland navigable waters. The main feature of seas and oceans 
is the lack of physical borders. International waters constitute a global 
common space over which no nation has sovereign rights, and where the 
world trade and other activities of various kinds take place. Another sig-
nificant feature of this domain is the scarce legislation that regulates it, 
which means a potential for conflicts. The maritime domain affords the 
Armed Forces access to coastal areas, mobility, projection, permanence 
and logistical autonomy.

3.1.3. Aerospace domain

307. The aerospace domain is a physical environment that encloses both the land 
and maritime domains. It is possible in it to use the third dimension over the 
two-dimensional surface, with its wide spectrum of ranges and altitudes. 
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The characteristics of the air domain, however, limit the time to operate in it 
and make indispensable to have bases on the surface. This domain allows 
the Armed Forces to exploit the capabilities of penetration –by applying 
accurate fire power at long distances–, of rapid projection and of quick 
and comprehensive information collection. It is the operating domain of 
aerospace and ballistic assets.

3.1.4. Cognitive domain

308. The cognitive domain is an intangible environment inherent to the human be-
ing –considered in an individual, social or organizationally manner– and to his 
judgement and ability to make decisions. This domain encompasses the will 
of every person involved in the conflict and every artificial intelligence sys-
tem, thus permeating all other domains. Its main drawback is that it implies 
a number of intangible aspects difficult to appraise like values, perceptions, 
conscience, attitudes and prejudices. Perception is the subjective interpreta-
tion, personal elaboration or mental representation that arises after digesting 
the information under the influence of environmental stimuli. This domain per-
mits the Armed Forces to achieve goals, not feasible in other domains, through 
the employment of communication techniques, psychology and other social 
sciences.

3.1.4. Cyber domain

309. The cyber domain is an artificial environment made up of infrastructures, net-
works, and telecommunication, information and other electronic systems, of 
their interaction through the lines of communication and the electromagnetic 
spectrum, and of the information that is stored or transmitted through them. 
It is transversal to the rest of the domains and is not subject to a specific geo-
graphic space. Its main features are extension, anonymity, immediateness and 
easy access. Finally, its artificial nature and quick evolution give rise to contin-
uous vulnerabilities an opportunities.

3.2. THE ENGAGEMENTS AND THE EFFECTS

310. Confrontations break out when, as a result of opposing wills, actions and coun-
ter-actions are carried out with the aim of achieving effects that favor incom-
patible interests. Such actions and counter-actions take place in the operating 
domains.

311. An effect is the change –at physical, functional or behavioral level– undergone 
by a system or element of a system as a result of an action, a set of actions or 
other causes. An effect, in turn, may give rise to other effects.
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312. For the sake of analysis and comprehension, the effects can be classified in dif-
ferent ways: desired or undesired; immediate or delayed; cumulative, domino 
or collateral. The effects may have a physical, virtual or psychological nature.

a.  Physical effects come from the material destruction, damage or dete-
rioration of the functional capabilities of a given system or systems.

b.  Virtual effects come from non-physical actions on the functional ca-
pabilities of a given system or systems.

c.  Psychological effects come from changes in the perceptions, which 
may have a bearing on decision-making and on behaviors.

313. In a confrontation, victory is achieved by the camp that manage to cause deci-
sive effects on the opposing camp. Therefore, combat is nothing but a strug-
gle between the contenders to decide which effects will prevail. In view of the 
aforementioned, we may as well speak of physical, virtual or psychological con-
frontations.  

3.3. DELIMITATION OF THE SPACE OF OPERATIONS

314. Current conflicts tend to be cross-border, as the traditional geographic, political 
and legal boundaries no longer obtain; multi domain, as they may take place 
within several operating domains; and multi-effort, as they may exact the use 
of several instrument of power. Nevertheless, it remains necessary to delimit 
the space where operations are going to be performed.
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315. The space of operations is the portion of the operating domains, physical and 
non-physical, where the instruments of power –the military instrument, par-
ticularly– operate, the actions are executed, the clashes take place and the ef-
fects occur.

316. It is made of physical, tangible and, in some occasions, discontinuous three-di-
mensional spaces connected by an intangible space that overlaps them.

317. The employment of a given capability in any of the operating domains may 
cause physical, virtual or psychological effects. Such effects may reach areas 
far away from that where they were caused, like the effects generated in the 
cyber or in the cognitive domains.

318. This fact shows clearly how difficult to delimit the space of operations is, since, 
as seen above, its dimensions are not merely physical but they stretch beyond 
the traditional geographical boundaries.

3.4. ORGANIZATION OF THE SPACE OF OPERATIONS

319. It is up to the Government to draw the general lines of demarcation of the space 
of operations. Yet, the operational chain of command will be defining them more 
in detail as operational planning progresses. Such demarcation consists in es-
tablishing not only the traditional geographical and physical references but also 
the parameters for the cyber and cognitive domains of operation.

Fig. 2. Space of operations
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320. Theater –traditionally called theater of war– is the set of physical and non-phys-
ical spaces that are affected by an armed conflict. A theater may contain more 
than one theater of operations and always includes the national territory.

321. National Territory (NT) is the set of physical and non-physical spaces that fall 
within the sovereignty of the nation.

322. Theater of Operations (TO) is the set of physical and non-physical spaces nec-
essary to perform and sustain operations. It contains one or more operations 
zones (OZ) and the lines of communication (LOC). It also includes the headquar-
ters and the elements and nodes of command and control involved in the op-
eration but located outside the areas of operations. Additionally, it may include 
the whole or part of the national territory and other spaces of interests deemed 
appropriate.

323. Lines of Communication (LOC) are the nodes and the routes that connect the 
Points of Embarkation/Debarkation (POE/POD) –either in national territory or 
in other nation’s– with the final destination (FD) of the forces for deployment, 
sustainment and redeployment. The nodes are the POE/POD, the countries or 
areas of transit and the forward bases, among others.

324. Operations Zone (OZ) is the zone or set of zones, located within the TO, where 
Spanish personnel and military forces deploy to fulfill a mission in the con-
text of an operation. The OZ is ruled by specific operational, administrative, 
economic and disciplinary dispositions. In combined operations, the OZ is de-
fined on the basis of the Joint Operations Area (or Areas), laid down in the 
multinational operational documentation and in the Spanish Defense Staff’s 
guidelines.

325. Joint Operations Area (JOA), according to NATO definition (other security and 
defense organizations may have different definitions), is the area defined by the 
military strategic level, in which the operational commander plans, conducts 
and executes joint operations within a specific period of time and for a specific 
purpose.

326. Area of Operations (AoO) is the denomination given to the three-dimensional 
geographic spaces defined by the operational commander within his/her JOA, 
in which the subordinate commanders plan and conduct their operations with 
as much freedom of action as possible.

327. Area of Cyber-Defense Operations (AoCDO) is the portion of the cyber-space 
where, on a permanent or occasional basis, military operations are executed. 
It is permanently made of those information and telecommunication networks 
and systems used by the Ministry of Defense; those used by potential adversar-
ies; those possibly used by adversaries or third parties, which affect or might 
affect the operations; and those whose protection has been assigned to the 
Armed Forces.

328. As for the cognitive domain, the space of operations is delimited by audienc-
es. An audience is a specific human group on which an authorized, specific 
information activity, under specific conditions, is performed for the benefit 
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of one’s own operations. Audiences can be our own, favorable, neutral, rival 
or enemy.

4. 
THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

329. Every action and operation carried out by the instruments of power –the 
military instrument, especially– takes place within a specified operating 
environment. Each operation is performed in a particular and distinct envi-
ronment. It is essential to comprehend an operating environment to operate 
in it.

330. An operating environment is the set of conditions, circumstances and influenc-
es that affect the employment of capabilities and the decision-making in an 
operation. An operating environment evolves as swiftly and eventfully as the 
mentioned conditions, circumstances and influences do.

331. Situation is the state of the operating environment in a specific area at a given 
time. The situation of a context is deemed to be more or less degraded in ac-
cordance with the greater or lesser difficulty it poses to operations.

332. In the course of the planning and execution of an operation a thorough 
analysis of the operating environment will provide the commander with 
a comprehensive knowledge of the situation, will help him to make sound 
and timely decisions and to become more aware of their potential effects 
and consequences. Such analysis is a continuous process that can be re-
fined throughout the operation and that requires robust intelligence capa-
bilities.

333. The conditions, circumstances and influences that may affect the operating en-
vironment are manifold: geopolitical and legal framework; support to the oper-
ation; our capabilities and those of the adversary; economic, social, linguistic, 
ethnic and religious factors; degree of urbanization and development; violence; 
freedom of the press and disinformation; orography; climate; environmental, 
sanitary and health conditions; and others.

334. To facilitate the analysis of the operating environment, it is useful to consider 
categories or areas such as the political, military, economic, social, infrastruc-
tural, informative, physical and temporal (PMESII-PT) areas, all of which are 
interlinked and interdependent with each other.

“What distinguishes most this illustrious Spaniard 
(Gonzalo Fernandez de Cordoba, ‘the Great Captain’) is 

his understanding of the war he makes and the foes he 
fights, adapting his method, even his personal nature, to 

the circumstances.”

Francisco de Villamartín. Major, 
Notions of Military Art, 1863.
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335. Planners and decision-makers must analyze and comprehend all these factors 
to be able to assess the facts and decide the way to proceed; bearing in mind 
that similar actions carried out in different operating environments may cause 
different effects.

336. For such analysis and comprehension to be thorough enough, the perceptions that 
the different actors have of the shared environment must be taken into consid-
eration. They will broaden and enrich the picture and, hence, the comprehension.

5. 
THE ADVERSARIES

337.  Adversary is the actor or the set of actors in a conflict that have been identi-
fied as potential or openly hostile to our interests or to those of our allies, and 
against whom the use of force might have to be applied.

338. In some operations there are no adversary and in others the adversary cannot 
be fully identified. There are occasions, like natural disasters, in which hostility 
does not come from a specific actor but from the disorder and chaos inherent to 
these type of situations. In others, as is the case with cyberspace, the intrinsic 
anonymity of the environment provides an ideal cover, so that the origin of the 
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attacks –even if they have considerable effects– may be easily overlooked or 
their responsibility difficult to ascribe.

5.1. TYPOLOGY OF THE ADVERSARIES

339. Internationally recognized states, non-state actors and surrogate actors –usu-
ally known as “proxies”– are the potential adversaries.

340. States. When the adversary is a state or a coalition of states its actions 
are subject, to a lesser or greater extent, to international law and to the 
public eye. It may employ every instrument of power. Regular forces will 
be usually its main asset, although other means of more or less covert 
action cannot be discarded. Conflicts between states can have a definite 
beginning and end formally declared by the political power of the involved 
states.

341. Non-state actors. This typology incudes a huge variety of organizations and 
groups, which, in addition, may present mingled features. It will be difficult to 
find unalloyed non-state actors since they usually fluctuate between terrorism, 
guerilla warfare and criminality, shifting towards one or the other depending 
on circumstances.

342. The main types of non-state actors are the following:

a.  Terrorist organizations. They neither observe the customary le-
gal and moral limits to the use of force nor submit themselves 
to international law that restricts the actions of states. They do 
not share the military values either. They have as main goals 
to influence the political decision-making processes, weaken 
the states, topple their governments and try to seize control of 
territories and populations for diverse purposes. In due time, 
provided that they are successful enough and get the necessary 
funding and popular support, they may evolve to become guerilla 
groups.

b.  Guerilla groups or militias. They are inspired by ideological-political, 
tribal or religious motives, or by a mix of all of them. These groups do 
not represent a legitimate state, though they aspire to seize power in 
a state by force or to create a new one. Therefore, their organization 
and procedures may be similar, at least in part, to those of a regular 
army; and they will probably try to evolve towards a regular force if 
the conflict conditions allow.

c.  Organized crime. It does not a priori seek to defeat the state but to 
weaken it so it can parasitize it. Its members are difficult to identi-
fy owing to their apparently legal activities and their relations with 
some states and with terrorist groups, among which they can disguise 
themselves and whom they can impersonate. All these reasons make 
the organized crime a real threat to security.
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343. Surrogate adversaries or proxies. They are non-state actors or weak states 
that a third adversary state employs in a covert manner to achieve its own 
goals. Thus, that third state and its surrogate make up, in some way, a whole.

344. Such differentiation between states, non-state actors and surrogates is not al-
ways easily discernible in the real world since, in some instances, the respon-
sibility for their actions is difficult to attribute and the lines that separate them 
become blurred. Certain states do not behave themselves as such. The govern-
ment coexists or shares the power with militias or criminal organizations. Or, 
in some cases, the government may protect, foster or promote them outside 
its borders for its own benefit. On occasions, some of these organizations may 
have o behavior more proper of a regular state than that of the failed state with 
which they coexist.

5.2. FORMS OF ACTION OF THE ADVERSARY

345. In a military operation the adversary might have capabilities and ways of oper-
ation similar to ours, employ conventional procedures and regular combatants, 
have a known and clear purpose and share our same principles and values.

346. Nevertheless, it is more likely that the adversary differs from us in one or in 
several of those aspects. Consequently, he will avoid engagement whenever he 
deems himself inferior and will try to hit where and in the manner he can best 
exploit his capabilities and our weaknesses. To that end, he might employ sur-
rogate actors, unrecognized or covert forces or even civilians, and extra-legal 
or openly illegal forms of action. He may not share our concepts of victory and 
defeat, and consider the time factor not as important as we do. He may not rec-
ognize any international authority whatsoever and defend principles and values 
different or opposite to ours. In short, he is likely to act in an asymmetric way.

347. The asymmetry does not come as much from the unequal combat capabilities 
of the opponents as from the moral discrepancies and the differences in the 
procedures used. An asymmetric adversary will hinder decision-making on the 
appropriate response, the use of proportionate force and the achievement of 
the intended effects.

348. The combination of symmetric and asymmetric actions, and the great variety of 
the latter, provide our potential adversaries with a wide range of forms of action 
to choose from.

349. Sometimes, the adversary will try and compel others to react in a given way ex-
erting a direct pressure by threatening to use conventional or mass destruction 
weapons; or an indirect pressure through menaces from surrogates or third 
parties or through lobbying groups either within the operations zone or in the 
diaspora.

350. If necessary, the adversary might carry out conventional warfare actions, ei-
ther generalized in every operating domain and with a massive mobilization of 
resources that put at stake the State’s vital interests, or limited in objectives or 
in time.
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351. No matter the case, either if he has managed to achieve a situation of a cer-
tain advantage or he has not been able to achieve his objectives, the adversary 
might choose to prolong the conflict –even avoiding combat– in the hope that 
time or other variable shakes our determination or brings about a favorable 
change in the operating environment.

352. Subversion may be another form of action. In a first stage, the adversary 
conceals his intentions and actions taking advantage of the ambiguity and 
confusion and, in some cases, carrying out destabilizing actions that seek to 
overwhelm the opponent. In a later stage, under more favorable conditions, 
he declares openly his intentions and takes up generalized insurrection.

353. The adversary will try, whenever possible, to deprive us of legitimacy by ham-
pering political decision-making at international level and by manipulating in-
formation on actions, accidents or errors, distorting them to make them appear 
arbitrary or deliberate.

“The Emperor… must make use in times of war of 
weapons and of all those things that can help him 

against his foes by land or sea…”

Alphonse X. 4th Law from Las Siete Partidas (The Seven 
Divisions of the Law), 13th century.

354. The hybrid threat is characterized by the use, in a simultaneous and adaptive 
manner, of every instrument of power, conventional or irregular procedures, ter-
rorist activities, organized crime, new technologies, cyber-attacks, political pres-
sure and a variety of information and disinformation tools including fake news 
and blatant lies; averting or limiting at the same time conventional engagement.

355. The main feature of the hybrid threat is that it tries to achieve its objectives 
avoiding to trespass the threshold that gives way to an open conflict and its 
consequent military escalation. Thus, it generates an added trouble to the op-
ponent’s decision-making and takes advantage of his indecisiveness to desta-
bilize and get geopolitical and operational gains.

6. 
THE SPECTRUM 

OF CONFLICTS

356. The aforementioned forms of action can be used simultaneous or alternately in 
the form, duration, intensity and time that best suit the interests of each oppo-
nent, which gives rise to different types of conflicts whose nature and evolution 
may be difficult to define and predict.

357. Consequently, Armed Forces’ operations will have to be adjusted so that 
they yield maximum operational effectiveness in a wide variety of contexts 
where the level of actual or potential violence is the main differentiating 
parameter.
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358. The spectrum of conflicts establishes a correspondence between the level of vi-
olence within the operating environment and the type of capabilities employed 
and activities performed by the force in its operations.

359. Intensity of the operating environment is the existent level of opposition or vio-
lence in an operations zone. In this sense, the operating domains are classified 
as of high, medium or low intensity.

a.  In environments of high intensity the military opposition is organized 
and has enough combat power as to produce substantial material de-
struction. Conventional combat operation predominate, although they 
may be combined with asymmetrical actions.

b.  In environments of medium intensity there exist military opposition, 
but it is not effectively organized and coordinated or, when it is, it has 
a limited combat power. There may be limited conventional opera-
tions interspersed with non-conventional actions, but the latter will 
usually prevail.

c.  In environments of low intensity there is no organized military op-
position but there can be situations of sporadic violence by armed or 
terrorist groups. Operations are mostly aimed at ensuring our own 
freedom of action against non-conventional threats.

Fig. 3 Spectrum of conflicts

360. Every participant in the operations must comprehend the operating environ-
ment to assess properly the conditions under which the actions are to be 
executed, particularly those involving the use of force, in order to prevent unin-
tended effects that might led to an upward spiral of violence.
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361. The very concept of “spectrum” contains the implicit notion that the limits be-
tween conflict intensities are not clearly defined. The transition from an inten-
sity of conflict to the next is gradual and increases in accordance with the level 
of violence. An operation may take place simultaneous or progressively in dif-
ferent bands of the spectrum of conflicts. Moreover, the intensity of the conflict 
at a given time might not fall at all within the region of the spectrum for which 
the campaign or main operation was originally planned.

362. The spectrum of conflicts ranges from peacetime actions to high intensity wide-
spread combat, with a transition grey zone (neither-peace-nor-war) in between 
them.

6.1. THE GREY ZONE

363. There is a zone in the spectrum of conflicts where actions contrary to the princi-
ple of good faith (bona fide) become frequent. Despite the fact that such actions 
disturb peace greatly, they do not trespass the threshold that would allow or 
demand an armed response. This is called grey zone.

364. Legal vacuum; excessively guarantee-oriented regulation; political, social, or-
ganizational weakness and lack of resilience of the states; bureaucratization of 
conflict management; and complexity of the decision-making process, among 
other factors make up the texture of the grey zone.

365. The activities that can be carried out in this zone –cyber-attacks, propaganda, 
sabotages, covert or clandestine operations, riots and such like– are character-
istic in low intensity operational contexts. Such activities, more or less ambigu-
ous and apparent, seek to create a climate of disinformation and confusion that 
destabilize and weaken the opponent.

6.2. TYPES OF CAMPAIGN OR MAIN OPERATION

366. On a general basis and according to the region of the spectrum of conflict in 
which they take place, the following types of campaign or main operation can 
be identified.

6.2.1. Widespread combat

367. Widespread combat operations are usually carried out when the states con-
sider that some of their vital interests are at stake. This operations, which take 
place in high intensity operating environments, involve the employment of every 
capability of the state instruments of power.

368. The forces engaged may reach a great size and the pace of operations may be 
very dynamic and resource consuming. These campaigns may include every 
kind of actions: from the combination of conventional combat and irregular ac-
tivities to the use of weapons of mass destruction.
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6.2.2. Security restoration

369. The essential aim of security restoration campaigns is to reduce the level of 
violence in the conflict zone until achieving a climate of security that permits a 
transition towards a state of absence of conflict. It is done by way of integrated 
military operations along with initiatives of governability and economic devel-
opment sustainable over time. The involvement of instruments of power and 
non-military actors may become very relevant and the operations may acquire 
a distinct multidisciplinary character.

370. Although apparently defeated, the adversary might re-emerge with actions of 
various kinds and different levels of violence.

371. The operations, which are usually preceded by agreements, mandates or 
resolutions to oblige a nation to abide by international law, may require 
phases of limited combat or actions targeted to security restoration, human-
itarian relief, disarmament, demobilization, reintegration of combatants, ar-
bitration, reconstruction, governance and protection of other civilian actors’ 
activities.
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6.2.3. Peacetime actions

372. In peacetime, the permanent national operations constitute the Armed Forces’ 
main effort. They carry out, as well, activities in support of other instruments of 
the state by cooperating with civilian authorities and the State Security Bodies 
integrated in activities and non-military operations within the national territory 
and abroad, to reinforce the security environment by contributing to local or 
regional stability.

373. Among the mentioned activities are those of deterrence, support to security, 
response to natural disasters, strengthening of confidence and international 
cooperation, cyber-defense, intelligence, information and those performed to 
ensure freedom of navigation and overflight.

7. 
USE OF FORCE 

IN OPERATIONS

7.1. COMBAT CAPABILITY

374. The essential condition for an operational organization to fulfill successfully 
a military operation is the appropriate design of its command and forces. Be-
sides, it must be provided with the necessary combat capability.

375. Combat capability is the potential that a force has to accomplish the combat 
mission assigned. It has three components: morale, intellectual and physical. 
The three of them are interconnected; none of them has pre-eminence over the 
others, though.

376. The morale component (to want to) is an essential part of the human element, 
who is the more important asset and, at once, the most difficult to assess in a 
conflict. The morale component is founded on will, confidence in the command-
er, self-confidence, values formation, comradeship, team cohesion as well as on 
a suitable personnel support and assistance. Strong political and public opin-
ion backing to the military operations is fundamental for morale. Morale can 
be measured by the enthusiasm, conviction, perseverance and determination 
in the exercise of military capabilities. This component is encouraged through 
motivation, leadership and the conviction that the use of the military instrument 
is legitimate, ethical and necessary to maintain security and to achieve the es-
tablished goals.

377. The intellectual component (to know how) gives the knowledge required to 
understand the context in which the military instrument is operating and 
the necessary judgment to put to work the other two combat capability 
components for the purpose of accomplishing the mission. It is founded on 
military doctrine, technical and humanistic education and training. It re-
quires well rooted expertise, experience and criteria as well as constant in-
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novation and enhancement of concepts, processes, tactics, techniques and 
procedures.

378. The physical component (to be able to) provides the means to employ the mili-
tary instrument. The distinctive feature of such instrument is the combat power, 
which is the set of resources of destructive and disruptive force that can be 
used by a military unit against an opponent at a given time. The combination of 
weapon systems, sensors and equipment along with the intellectual and mo-
rale components give the mentioned physical means the ability to act in a col-
lective, effective and efficient manner.

7.2. FORMS OF ACTION

379. Traditionally, the armies have operated along with units of other nations, shar-
ing a common fate in wars, battles and clashes. This combined action has been 
a historical constant that has been adapted according to the needs at any given 
time.

380. Long gone are the times in which the armies and the navies operated separate-
ly, collaborating only when it was imperative for them to do so. Joint action has 
proven itself a multiplier of military capabilities.

381. On the other hand, the growing complexity and dynamism of the operating en-
vironments has been giving momentum to a comprehensive approach to oper-
ations that is to be achieved through a wider interaction between the military 
instrument and the diplomatic, police, informative, supportive and economic 
effort made by both public and private sectors.

382. Nowadays’ conflicts highlight the need to go beyond the mere civilian-military 
interaction and to apply the principle of unity of action. For the Armed Forces, 
it implies the merging of their integrated combined and joint action with the 
unified action of the other instruments of power.

7.2.1. Combined action
383. Combined action is that in which forces, elements or capabilities from several 

countries operate under a unique command structure to fulfill a given mission.

384. Multinational military forces can operate in a fully combined manner provided 
that they are interoperable. If that is not the case, co-operation will require liai-
son instruments that allow non-interoperable forces to participate to the extent 
of each one’s possibilities.

385. Interoperability is the will and the ability to overcome cultural, organizational, 
procedural and technological differences in order to operate together effectively 
to achieve a common objective. From the military point of view, the essentials of 
interoperability are unity of doctrine and compatibility of systems. Technically 
speaking, it is the ability of systems, individuals, units and forces to supply ser-
vices to other systems, individuals, units or forces and to use the services sup-
plied in turn by them, so that all of them can operate together in an effective way.
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7.2.2. Joint action

386. Joint action is the basic form of action of the Spanish Armed Forces and the 
Guardia Civil in operations to fulfill their military missions. It is carried out under 
a unique command structure and military doctrine in order to reach the highest 
effectiveness in pursuance of the objectives assigned.

387. Joint action requires a thorough knowledge of the shared procedures, the re-
spective specific capabilities and the factors that have a bearing on its employ-
ment. It permits to optimize the resources, the effort and the use of the most 
suitable means for each action.

388. National military operations that, due to their nature, are carried out on a joint 
basis, may also become combined or integrated operations depending on the 
actions to be executed.

389. When joint operations must be carried out mainly in a given operating domain 
and, consequently, they require the employment of means, units, supports and 
capabilities specifically adapted to such environment, they can be designated 
as land, maritime, air, cyber, information or special operations.

7.2.3. Unified action

390. Unified action is the employment by a unique chain of command of the military 
and other capabilities provided by the state instruments of power, by the socie-
ty or by allies, to achieve a shared objective.
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391. In order to carry out an unified action, military commanders should be granted 
operational direction over the elements provided by the non-military instru-
ments. It should run the other way around when military forces operate under 
a civilian authority.

392. In cases where there is no hierarchical relation with non-state actors, military 
commanders will coordinate the actions towards the shared objective based on 
the authority they hold, on rights arising out of contracts or on their personal 
influence; always relying on civil-military interaction and cooperation.

393. Unified action –under a competent operational direction, either military or civil-
ian– makes possible the unity of effort between the military capabilities and the 
activities carried out by other ministerial departments or, in general, by public 
and private agencies, the corporate sector, non-governmental and international 
organizations and allied nations.

7.3. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

394. The instructions on the use of force in an operation are set down by rules of 
engagement.

395. Rules of engagement (ROE), which have an operational character and are le-
gally valid, provide the commander at every command level and the individual 

Fig. 4. Unified action
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soldier with backing and guidance on the use of force, establishing the circum-
stances, conditions, degree and manner in which it can or cannot be applied.

396. ROE are, basically, authorizations and prohibitions concerning the use of force. 
They must be observed by military units, who will apply them according to the 
evolution of operations and commensurate with the situation in the zone in or-
der to ensure control over their use and effects.

397. ROE must be adapted to the operational needs established by the strategic di-
rection and required to accomplish the mission. They must be made available 
for the involved units sufficiently in advance of the commencement of opera-
tions.

398. ROE cannot limit right of self-defense, in conformity with the provisions of na-
tional criminal law and international law. In all cases, the principle of minimum 
necessary force will apply.

399. The right of self-defense gives grounds for exemption from criminal liability. It 
concerns the individual who acts in defense of his/her physical integrity or that 
of others, or in defense of his/her rights or those of others, and is exercised 
according to defined criteria.

400. Minimum necessary force is lowest amount of proportionate force required to 
reach the objective and to ensure self-defense. It may include the use lethal 
force.

7.4. PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF MILITARY OPERATIONS

401. When crisis or conflict management implies the employment of the military 
instrument, the Armed Forces are entrusted with the task of fulfilling the stra-
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tegic military goals –complying with the established execution rules– required 
to reach the desired end-state.

402. In this context, the mission is the clear and concise exposition of the fundamen-
tal tasks assigned to an authority and the intended purpose of them.

403. Mission accomplishment will entail operational problems that will be often 
complex and knotty. To solve them, it will be necessary to plan and execute 
operations.

404. In short, planning military operations consists in the analysis of the environ-
ment and the mission; the devising and development of the possible solutions 
to the problems encountered; and the commander’s decision and its expression 
and development by way of directives, plans or orders. Planning is a continuous 
and iterant process, which requires the participation of every level of command 
involved and of representatives of the non-military instruments of power as 
well as civic-military interaction, in order to ensure an integral and multidisci-
plinary approach.

405. Planning can be classified into two major categories: advanced planning and 
crisis response planning.

406. The aim of advanced planning is dealing with medium and long term security 
risks. There can be different types of preventive plans : “permanent defense 
plans” (Standing Defense Plan - SDP, according to NATO terminology), which 
provide long term response against persisting security risks; “contingency 
plans” (CONPLAN in NATO terminology), aimed at anticipating identified risks; 
“generic contingency plans” (Generic CONPLAN, according to NATO terminolo-
gy), intended to respond to indeterminate risks; and, at NATO level, “graduated 
response plans” (Graduated Response Planning - GRP), which envision gradual 
actions against risks that are just emerging but could build up into a threat to 
security.

407. Crisis response planning is carried out when a crisis– unforeseen or already 
foreseen by a contingency plan– arises, or to deal with a situation that requires 
the immediate execution of a military operation. It can take the form of an oper-
ations plan (OPLAN) and one or several operation orders (OPORD).

408. Both preventive and crisis response plans, depending on their complexity, may 
include additional support plans (SUPPLAN) that develop in detail specific as-
pects of the primary plan. Support plans must be fully consistent with the pri-
mary plan and must follow the same approval process.

409. Spanish participation in multinational operations will always require planning 
at national level to define precisely those responsibilities that are purely na-
tional and those that have not been transferred to the multinational chain of 
command.

410. The execution of an operation starts with the activation of the directive, plan 
or order and involves processes like conduct, assessment and, when nec-
essary, planning during the execution itself to adjust the plan, order or di-
rective.
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411. Conduct of operations is the process by which actions are directed, coordinated 
and controlled, in the course of an operation.

a.  Direction is the set of actions and decisions through which and opera-
tion is led towards a given end.

b.  By way of coordination the sequence of actions is adapted, in time and 
place, to the changing situation in the operational context.

c.  Control is the set of actions performed to oversee strict adher-
ence to the orders issued to put into effect the commander’s de-
cision.

412. Assessment is the process by which the progress and results of operations are 
measured and the consequent conclusions drawn and recommendations made 
in order to support the decision cycle. Such process will require a specific ap-
proach for each operation.

413. Whenever the actions do not evolve according to plans, do not produce the 
desired effects or the operational context changes significantly, among oth-
er occurrences, the commander has to make adjustments and modifica-
tions to the directive, plan or orders to adapt them properly. In the case that 
such adjustments and modifications exceed the commander’s competenc-
es, they will be submitted, along with proposals, to the higher command 
level.

414. In any case, the modifications must be always aimed at accomplishing the mis-
sion and in line with the intention of the higher command.

7.5. LEVELS IN THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF OPERATIONS

415. From a general point of view, military operations are performed at three levels: 
the strategic level, the operational level and the tactic level.

416. The President of the Government, assisted by the Minister of Defense, is re-
sponsible for the strategic direction of military operations if the use of force is 
involved.

417. Strategic direction of operations is the set of actions and decisions, made 
at the highest level, through which and operation is led towards a given 
end.

418. The CHOD, in dependence upon the Minister of Defense, will be in charge of the 
strategic conduct of military operations.

419. From a doctrinal point of view, it is necessary to distinguish the political 
strategic level from the military strategic level. The former is the Government’s 
responsibility whereas the latter is headed by the CHOD, who, as supreme 
military authority of the operational chain of the Armed Forces, is responsible 
for the planning and conduct of operations.
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420. These levels delimit the frameworks of action and responsibility of the authori-
ties concerning the planning and execution of military operations. The authority 
of each level will establish the objectives to be reached by its subordinate level 
with the purpose of contributing to reach the objectives established by its su-
perior level.

421. This hierarchical structure implies different echelons of decision and responsi-
bility. Each echelon has to reach the objectives assigned in order for the higher 
echelon to be able to reach its own assigned objectives. This tiered process 
requires planning and execution activities at each level.

422. Planning of military operations starts at the political level and continues at the 
military strategic, the operational and, finally, the tactic level.

423. The levels of planning and execution of operations cannot be considered as in-
sulated or independent elements. Authorities at the different command levels 
should delegate functions that could be performed in a more effective manner 
by subordinate elements. This produces an apparent overlapping between the 
different levels that become, at the same time, convergent and interdependent.

424. The practical consequence of the delegation of functions is that the level of an 
authority is not as relevant as the functions it has been empowered to perform.

Fig. 5. Levels of planning and execution of operations
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T
he military strategic level is the highest 
level of planning and conduct of operational 
activities of the Armed Forces, both in the 
development of operations and military 
contribution to the activities of other 
instruments of the State.
In order to achieve the defense and national 
security objectives, military strategic lines of 
actions (cooperation, deterrence, prevention 
and response) that provide directions for 
guiding the organization, the procedures and 
capabilities of the Armed Forces are defined.
The CHOD, as national military authority and 
commander of operations, is responsible for 
advising the President of the Government 
and the Minister of Defense in the strategic 
direction of operations, exercising command of 
the operational structure, and developing the 
strategic planning and conduct of operations.
Facing a crisis and through the strategic-
military planning process, the possible military 
contributions are developed for its solution in 
the form of military response options.
Once the Government has determined the 
response to be provided by the instruments 
of the State, the military initial directive 
is prepared, containing all instructions, 
conditions, and resources needed to generate 
the corresponding operational organization, 
plan and run the operation at the operational 
level, and deploy the force and sustain it.
In addition, the employment of the Armed 
Forces requires resolutions and political and 
administrative agreements that specify and 
complement its legal and action framework.
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1. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF THE 

MILITARY STRATEGIC LEVEL

425. The military strategic level is the highest level of planning and conduct of the 
operational activities of the Armed Forces, for both military operations and the 
military contribution to activities of other instruments of State power, whether 
in national or in the multinational field. At this level is where military strategy 
is conceived and applied, and the President and the Minister of Defense are 
advised in the strategic direction of operations.

426. Military strategy guides the way in which the Armed Forces must achieve the 
objectives of defense and supports the National Security Strategy.

427. Military strategic planning is the process that aims to set the mode in which 
goals are to be achieved defined by the political-strategic level by combining 
resources available in time and space. Military strategic objectives are de-
fined in this process; capabilities, authority and resources are materialized 
and assigned; limitations are established, and military activities are coor-
dinated with those of allies and other non-military that pursue the same 
purpose.

428. The authority of the strategic level can lead and plan several different opera-
tions carried out simultaneously in different locations.

429. The strategic leadership is the process by which command is exercised and the 
military operations that constitute the campaigns are directed as a whole, co-
ordinating them together with other activities, civilian and military; in addition, 
forces are distributed for its implementation and ensure its sustainability.

2. 
MILITARY STRATEGIC 

LINES OF ACTION

430. All Armed Forces action must contribute to the achievement of the Defense and 
National Security objectives. To achieve these objectives, and in application of 
military strategy, strategic military lines of action that serve to guide the organ-
ization, procedures and military capabilities of the Armed Forces are defined.

“His first weapons shall be persuasion and moral 
strength, and he will make use of those he bears on 

him only when he is offended by others or his words 
have not sufficed. In this case, he shall set the bar 

high for the honor of those [weapons] that the Queen 
entrusted to him.”

Guardia Civil’s Book. Article 18. 1845.
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431. The strategic military lines of action (SMOLOA) are generic options for the em-
ployment of the Armed Forces both in a normal situation and in crisis manage-
ment. Taking into account the stage and overall situation, one single line or a 
combination of them may be used, simultaneously or in succession, which will 
be the most usual.

432. The development and application of the LAEM requires the knowledge of the 
operational environment at the strategic level that is obtained through the sup-
port of the military intelligence. The LAEM should not be considered in isolation 
but as part of the joint effort of National Security and its strategic lines of action. 
When they respond to risk sharing, they are usually harmonized with those 
of our partners and allies. Their application will be accompanied by strategic 
communication effort, fundamental to achieve the objectives that have been 
established.

433. In this sense, the strategic communication (STRATCOM) is defined as the inte-
gration of all communication capabilities, techniques and information functions 
with other military activities, to understand and shape the information environ-
ment, in support of the achievement of the objectives of national defense.

434. The LAEM are cooperation, deterrence, prevention, and military response.

2.1. MILITARY COOPERATION

435. Military cooperation is the use of military capabilities to help strengthen rela-
tions with the Armed Forces of those countries with which common interests 
are shared or encouraged.

436. The Cooperative Security is located within the Defense Diplomacy, as part of the 
State’s External Action.

Fig. 1. Military strategic lines of action
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2.2. MILITARY DETERRENCE

437. Military deterrence seeks to persuade potential adversaries of the availability of 
military capabilities and the existence of such a will or determination to employ 
them that the risks associated with starting a conflict would exceed by far any 
possible benefit.

2.3. MILITARY PREVENTION

438. Military prevention is the use of the Armed Forces in order to anticipate the mate-
rialization of risks, or to channel them until its disappearance. It materializes in a 
wide range of operations or flexible and gradual response actions, which can be 
done in the level of permanent operations or in the early stages of a crisis man-
agement. These can be, among others, activities related to intelligence, health, 
control of cyberspace, maritime and air surveillance or preventive deployments.

2.4. MILITARY RESPONSE

439. Military response is the use of the military instrument to react to a crisis with the 
intention of reversing it. The response involves any kind of military involvement 
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in operations that can range from high intensity combat to the contribution of 
the Armed Forces in support of the authorities and the population, to mitigate 
the effects or return to normal in natural or man-made disasters. It is activated 
by the Government’s decision and its implementation must be decisive, gradu-
al, selective and proportional.

3. 
POWERS OF THE 

MILITARY STRATEGIC LEVEL

440. The CHOD is the national military authority of the strategic level and the Com-
mander of the operations carried out by the Spanish Armed Forces.

441. For the performance of his functions at this level, the Defense Joint Staff and 
the other organs of the Defense Staff support the CHOD. To carry out his respon-
sibilities as Commander of operations he has, as a fundamental and permanent 
body in this area, the Operations Command for functions he deems appropriate. 
At this same level fits the advice to the CHOD that corresponds to the Chiefs of 
Staff of the Army, the Navy and the Air Force regarding the employment of the 
force of their respective Services, which can be substantiated in the framework 
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee.

442. In the Atlantic Alliance the strategic level is a SACEUR’s responsibility, while 
in the European Union this level, permanently for the non-executive missions, 
falls to the EUMS director general (DGEUMS) and director of the MPCC (Mili-
tary Planning and Conduction Capability). The CHOD is the interlocutor with the 
aforementioned authorities.

3.1. PERMANENTLY

443. The CHOD provides advice to the President of the Government and to the Minis-
ter of Defense and exercises, under the dependence of the latter, the command 
of the operational structure of the Armed Forces.

444. The commander of the Operations Command and the commanders of perma-
nent operational organizations report directly to the CHOD, as well as those of 
temporary organizations that, if applicable, the CHOD may determine for each 
operation through the command and forces structure.

445. The CHOD contributes to the defense planning and proposes to the Minister of 
Defense the appropriate military capabilities to execute the military policy.

446. Develops and defines the military strategy and the concept for the employment 
of the Armed Forces, and establishes the rules of the joint action for the Armed 
Forces, which are specified in the “Doctrine for Operations” or “Military Doc-
trine”.
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447. As head of the operational effectiveness of the Armed Forces, he gives guide-
lines to orient the preparation of the Force, evaluates, and supervises the op-
erational availability and the degree of preparedness of the units of the Force.

448. The CHOD, as primarily responsible for the strategic leadership of the opera-
tions, is responsible for the tasks assigned to the Armed Forces on a perma-
nent basis, as well as their derivative operations. These operations may include 
support for the action of the State, surveillance and security operations of land, 
sea and air spaces of sovereignty, operations of military interest in cyberspace 
and those to be determined in this area for the national defense, and the main-
tenance of the alert on international situations capable of creating crises affect-
ing the national defense.

449. The CHOD helps to implement the strategic communication policy and develops 
it in an active and permanent way.

450. In the absence of crisis, the strategic level provides guidelines for the devel-
opment of permanent and contingency plans as a way of preventive planning.

3.2. IN CASE OF CRISIS OR ARMED CONFLICT

451. The CHOD helps, in his field of competence, the President of the Government 
and the Minister of Defense in the strategic direction during crisis and armed 
conflicts.

452. The CHOD develops the Military Response Options (MRO) and, as commander of 
the operation, undertakes the strategic planning of operations and their leader-
ship or, where appropriate, their follow up at this level.

4. 
THE STRATEGIC 

PLANNING OF OPERATIONS

4.1. MILITARY RESPONSE OPTIONS

453. The military-strategic planning starts with the analysis at the level of the oper-
ating environment of the situation of concern, crisis or conflict, in support of the 
development of the MRO. To do so, a crisis response-planning group is set up; 
this has a concurrent and transversal character that supports strategic military 
assessment.

454. The strategic level analyzes the nature of the problem to be solved from the 
operational environment, including the motivations, strengths, weaknesses, in-
teractions and interdependencies existing among the different actors involved, 
together with the possible actions, risks and legal framework.

455. Military strategic planning identifies the objectives that materialize the condi-
tions demanded by the desired end-state that has been established, assesses 
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the use of different strategic lines of action in coordination with other actions 
of the instruments of the State, as well as the capabilities and the required 
conditions.

456. Initially, it develops military response options that are the possible mili-
tary contributions to the solution of the crisis, and they include, in general 
terms, the different options to combine the necessary resources, in time 
and space, to achieving the defined military strategic objectives. These op-
tions can be deduced from the permanent and contingency plans or from 
strategic planning.

457. Strategic military objective is defined as that one that decisively contributes to 
the achievement of the desired end-state.

4.2. INITIATING MILITARY DIRECTIVE

458. Once decided the response by the political-strategic level and taking into ac-
count its guidelines, which may include restrictions and easements of political, 
financial, or legal nature that affect the employment of the military instru-
ment, or the participation of agencies that are beyond the MOD, the planning 
process continues until the CHOD issues the Initiating Military Directive (IMD).

459. In the IMD, the CHOD sets out the framework of the operational level plan-
ning, including restrains and constraints of a political nature. On it, as a rule 
and with the appropriate level of detail for each case, the desired end-state 
to achieve, the mission and the strategic military objectives are detailed so 
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that the operational level begins its planning. The IMD also develops the 
Government’s strategic communication policy for the operation; identifies 
the military capabilities to be used and defines the command structure, 
the spatial and temporal framework, the guidelines for the joint targeting 
process, the legal framework with the limitations on the use of force, the 
logistical and sanitary frameworks for the operation and the one for civil-
ian-military interaction. Some sections, such as the legal framework or the 
limitations on the use of force, can be developed in separate documents to 
the IMD.

460. The CHOD determines the command structure and the forces for the opera-
tion, and assigns to the commander of the resulting operational organization 
the competencies he deems necessary. These forces may either be employed 
by the national chain of command or be transferred to another multinational 
command.

461. The participation of the military strategic level in the planning of the operation 
does not end with the enactment of the IMD, but it continues, since the opera-
tional planning is a concurrent process that has simultaneously inputs from all 
levels.

462. During the operational planning, the CHOD approves the concept of operation 
(CONOPS), and approves and promulgates the corresponding Operations Plan 
(OPLAN).

463. At this level, the conditions are created so that the Commander of the Force 
receives the necessary resources and exercises his authority to achieve the 
objectives set out in the planning.

464. To that end, the CHOD directs the national process of force generation required 
for the operation, requesting from the Chiefs of Staff of the Army, Navy and Air 
Force the relevant commands and forces, and determines the participation of 
those directly under the authority of the CHOD.

465. The CHOD directs the strategic planning of the deployment, sustainment and 
withdrawal.

466. The space for the operations of military units is laid down within the areas of 
deployment and action authorized by the Government.

467. Following received political instructions; the CHOD agrees the conditions of 
participation of the military contingent in combined operations and performs 
the transfer of authority of the forces to the relevant authority, in conformity 
with the established process of force generation.

468. The integration of the elements and activities of other State’s instruments of 
power in the Force, and their coordination in operations are carried out at this 
level, as well as the management of the Spanish participation at the strategic 
level of the allied military and multinational planning.

469. The military strategic level performs, along with the political and operational 
level, the management of the national Rules of Engagement (ROE) for each op-
eration whether of national or multinational level.
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470. The CHOD conducts and monitors operations materializing the strategic direc-
tion of the Government.

5. 
STRATEGIC CONDUCTION AND 

MONITORING OF MILITARY OPERATIONS

471. The aim of conducting and monitoring is to ensure that operations are directed 
at all times to the achievement of the strategic objectives.

472. Through a continuous cycle of information, assessment and reorientation, the 
military strategic level provides advice to the political level on the decisions 
to be taken in the event of possible changes in the requirements of forces, op-
erations plans, and rules of engagement, areas of deployment or in terms of 
integration of the Force.

473. While for national operations takes place the strategic conduction, for combined 
operations or contribution to the action of other instruments of the State, takes 
place the monitoring of the performance of the Spanish Armed Forces.

5.1. STRATEGIC CONDUCTION

474. Strategic conduction of the operations is done to monitor that their develop-
ment leads to the achievement of the military strategic objectives, operational 
readiness level needs are addressed and the necessary adjustments are made 
to avoid deviations or incidents that may threaten them.

475. When substantial changes in the situation make it impossible to achieve the 
military strategic objectives or there is a change in them, a new planning pro-
cess including the strategic-political level will go off.

5.2. STRATEGIC MONITORING

476. Strategic monitoring means keeping up to date the status and performance of 
the Force, assessing its needs, facilitating its sustainment, making estimates 
about the future needs of the operations in progress, contributing to the force 
generation process and ensuring the fulfilment of the conditions of transfer of 
authority and instructions over which it is competent.

6. 
FORCE 

GENERATION PROCESS

477. The force-generation process is one in which the military capabilities to be 
used in an operation come to fruition, by means of their identification, prepared-
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ness, assignment, activation, joining the established operational organization 
and transfer. The IMD establishes the initial framework of the process, which 
continues with the force proposal or Joint Statement of Requirements (JSOR) at 
the strategic level made by the operational level.

478. The process of identification and enlistment related to force generation begins 
at the same time as the study of military response options (MRO). It may include 
previous movements of deployment

479. Readiness defines the operational capability and the availability of a unit to car-
ry out a specific mission, in an established context intensity. Availability is the 
period of time that a unit has to be able to fulfill the tasks assigned to it. The 
preparedness of a unit, a responsibility shared by the organic and operational 
structures, focuses on levels of readiness, coverage of personnel, materiel and 
resources, and a degree of preparation or training.

480. During any phase of planning, even during the elaboration of the MRO, the CHOD 
may alert of the possible need to activate certain capabilities and forces of the 
Services and the organs of joint level, once these have been identified. Based 
on this alert, Services propose to the CHOD the units and means that will be 
assigned to the operation.

481. On the proposed means, the CHOD determines the needs and he issues 
the Services or their agencies the corresponding activation requirement, 
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to integrate on a temporary basis units and personnel into the operational 
structure.

482. The assignment of forces implies the estimate of both, the employment of such 
forces and their associated tasks for each plan, operation or exercise ; this as-
signment drives the appropiate training and readiness of the Joint Force.

483. In this sense, contingence plans may envisage the existence of pre-assigned 
forces, through a provisional JSOR of generic nature, which are those that are 
previously designated and prepared to be integrated into an operational struc-
ture to perform  a particular task.

484. After the activation of the operation or the operational plan, or for joint or com-
bined joint exercises, forces outside the operational structure of the Armed 
Forces and that have been assigned are transferred, reporting to the operation-
al structure of the Armed Forces, joining its chain of command in accordance 
with the relevant directive or plan.

485. Force generation is completed once the operational organization created is 
ready to be employed in operations or to be transferred.

7. 
LOGISTIC SUPPORT 

FRAMEWORK

486. Operational logistic support is the set of logistic activities which, both in the 
field of planning and execution, have the purpose of deploying, sustaining and 
redeploying a military force, providing necessary resources and preserving 
them in service condition, in order to achieve and maintain the necessary oper-
ational capacity to accomplish the mission.

7.1. FORCE DEPLOYMENT

487. Once the forces have been generated and placed at the disposal of the CHOD, 
these, if necessary, must be located in the area where they will be employed. 
Deployment means all activities carried out to dispose on the final destination 
of the area of operations of the units ready to accomplish their mission.

488. Deployment includes projection, which is the transportation and movement of 
the force from national territory (NT) to the arrival points, and reception and 
onward movement, which is the process of reception, staging and movement 
of the forces and resources from the arrival points to their final destination 
(RSOM, Reception, Staging, Onward Movement) and if necessary, their integra-
tion into multinational structures (RSOM-I, Reception, Staging, Onward Move-
ment and Integration).
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489. The military strategic level, as responsible for establishing the conceptual 
framework of the operational logistical support for the force deployment pro-
cess, can:

a)  Establish criteria, guidelines and priorities for the use of military 
means or contracted civilian means. When the defense needs cannot 
be met with these means, it may submit to the political level the need 
for access to the catalogue of national security resources.

b)  Lead national participation in the international initiatives for the shar-
ing of means of transportation.

c)  Set the criteria for the implementation of agreements and memoran-
dums with the relevant countries and organizations related to the de-
ployment, status and logistical support of national contingents deployed 
in third countries. In addition, it may proceed in the same way with third 
countries deployed in national territory and for other agreements and 
memorandums in the area of the status and logistical support of con-
tingents from other countries that integrated into national contingents.

Fig. 2. Operational Logistic Support
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7.2. SUSTAINMENT

490. Sustainment is the set of logistic activities aimed at providing a force with the 
means, resources and services needed to allow it to maintain the operational 
capability required for the accomplishment of the mission.

491. The CHOD will issue directives to the commanders of the operational 
structure and the Services to establish logistical criteria for the preparation 
of operational plans, including the allocation of tasks and responsibilities; 
to establish measures to achieve the logistic efficiency in operations and 
to avoid duplication, both in functions and in facilities. The CHOD will do 
the same to guide the measures for the logistic preparation of the Force, 
and to plan, coordinate and prioritize the financial aspects arising from the 
participation in operations.

492. The strategic level may establish or agree with allies the most suitable model 
of logistical support for the operation, with the possibility of adopting any of 
the following modalities: joint logistic support, specific, specialized, by Service/
command/leading nation or by a combination of several of them. It can also 
designate the authorities for joint coordination of the logistic functions that it 
may deem pertinent.
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7.3. REDEPLOYMENT

493. Redeployment is defined as the reverse RSOM and recuperation to their bases 
of origin process, once ordered the termination of the participation of the forces 
in a specific operation.

8. 
LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 

ASPECTS OF OPERATIONS

494. Once decided the employment of the Armed Forces, a number of legal and ad-
ministrative documents are required to specify and complement part of the le-
gal and action framework in an operation. Their development corresponds to 
the strategic level, in collaboration with the political level.

495. The CHOD continuously updates the national catalogue of rules of engagement 
(ROE) and, in case of crisis, proposes for approval by the political level the na-
tional ROE for each operation. Once the ROE are approved, the CHOD transfers 
the approval to the operational commander indicating the ROE that can be im-
plemented during the operation and those that are held at CHOD level.

496. Within the framework of combined operations, Spanish units shall assume the 
ROE established for the entire Force with the identified national caveats.

497. The identified national caveats are restrictions and limitations undertaken by a 
nation on specific aspects of a treaty or an international agreement to establish 
limits that may not be transferred for political or legal reasons of national na-
ture. They refer to the mandate and tasks assigned to units of the Joint Force, 
usually related to the use of force and sometimes the exchange of classified 
information.

498. The agreements that may be required depending on the type of mission, include 
the following:

499. Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) are written agreements between Gov-
ernments or between a Government and an international organization that con-
tain declarations of intent or sets commitments to action of a political, technical 
or logistical nature. Does not constitute a source of international obligations nor 
it is governed by international law, but any discrepancies in the implementation 
of the MOU are solved between the parties.

500. Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) is an agreement signed between the or-
ganization that leads the mission and the Government of the country/coun-
tries that will carry out the mission. These agreements include provisions 
that affect the duties, privileges, immunities, facilities or concessions granted 
to the force that will be deployed during the military operation in the country 
where it takes place, as well as the legal system(s) that apply to them during 
its duration.
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501. Status of Mission Agreement (SOMA) are the rights and duties of the military 
personnel operating in another country reflected in an agreed document.

502. Host Nation technical agreement is one that makes it possible to implement the 
Host Nation Support (HNS). HNS is defined as the civilian and military aid pro-
vided in peace, crisis or conflict situations by a nation to the forces and national 
or allied organizations located, operating or in transit through its territory.

“It should be carefully taken into consideration when 
mustering such an army together that it must not be 

larger than the perfection sufficient for the war to 
be fought.”

Sancho de Londoño, maestre de campo. Discourse on 
the Way to Return Military Discipline to its Former, Better 

State, 1578.
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T
he operational level plans, leads and sustains 
military operations to achieve the objectives 
assigned by the strategic level constituting the 
link between this and the tactical employment 
of forces.
The operational commander is responsible 
for fulfilling the mission entrusted by the 
commander of the operation, with the 
assigned forces and under the conditions laid 
down.
These forces are set up by the CHOD through 
operational organizations according to the 
needs of command and control, the type of 
operation, the operating environment and the 
preponderance of the field of operation.
Operational art and joint functions facilitate 
the design and planning of operations and the 
integrated, prioritized, synchronized and efficient 
use of the available capabilities.
The operational planning process at the 
operational level translates the operational 
objectives into tactical actions, missions 
and objectives, clearly exposing the way 
in which the force is going to be organized 
and the capacities available employed to 
achieve the desired effects in the operating 
environment.
The permanent operations command leads the 
projection of forces and resources between 
national territory and the ZO and directs the 
sustainment of the deployed forces.
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1. 
FOUNDATIONS OF THE 
OPERATIONAL LEVEL

503. The operational level is the level at which, based on the strategic level guide-
lines, campaigns and military operations are planned, conducted and sustained 
to achieve operational objectives, which contribute to achieve strategic objec-
tives within areas of operations. It links strategic objectives to the tactical em-
ployment of the force.

504. This level contributes to define operational objectives, which are approved 
at the strategic level, decides the desired effects to be produced and how to 
achieve them.

505. To that end, the operational level synchronizes, integrates and prioritizes the 
actions of the subordinate echelons in such a way that all contribute in a syner-
gistic manner to reach the operational objectives.

506. In accordance with the principle of unity of effort, the command and control at 
the operational level must be unique so that in each operation there is only one 
commander who exercises command over the tactical level.

2. 
FUNCTIONS OF THE 

OPERATIONAL LEVEL

507. The operational commander is responsible for achieving the mission assigned 
by the operation commander, with the forces and conditions assigned, exercis-
ing his authority on the tactical level through the proper command structure 
and using the operational art.

2.1. OF A PERMANENT NATURE

508. The existence of permanent national operations and the continued participation 
of the Spanish Armed Forces in multinational operations make it necessary for 
the operational structure to have a permanent operations command.

509. As operational commander, this commander is responsible for the following 
tasks:

a)  To plan and conduct the Armed Forces permanent operations.
b)  To inform and advise the military strategic level on the development 

of permanent operations.

510. In addition, as permanent commander for operations, does the following tasks 
for the contribution of the Armed Forces to multinational operations and to the 
crisis management process:
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a) The preventive planning of the contingency plans.
b)  The national planning for the participation of the Spanish forces in 

crisis response multinational operations.
c)  The follow up of the activities of the national forces transferred by 

Spain, as well as of their employment on the part of the multination-
al-operational chain of command.

d)  To inform and advise the strategic military level on operations.
e)  To draw out lessons learned during operations for their analysis and 

to participate in the lessons learned process.
f)  To assume the functions of the military strategic level delegated to 

him by the CHOD.
g)  The planning and coordination of the necessary means for the deploy-

ment, for the sustainment and the redeployment of the forces in op-
erations, including the estimate requirements and the management 
of resources.

h)  To participate in the planning and monitoring of the military contribu-
tion operations to the State’s action.

2.2. IN TIME OF CRISIS OR ARMED CONFLICT

511. When in case of crisis it has been decided to carry out a national military oper-
ation, or a multinational operation led by Spain, the functions of the operational 
level are vested in the operational commander appointed by the CHOD. He will 
establish the structures of command and forces of the operational organization 
to which the operation will be entrusted. In most cases, the commander of the 
operations command will be the nominated one.
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512. The operational commander is responsible for those tasks assigned to him by 
the applicable military doctrine, national or international, and particularly, the 
following:

a)  Lead the planning of the operation at the operational level.
b)  Exercise command and control of forces, national and allied, under 

his authority, in accordance with that established by the CHOD.
c)  Carry out the integration of the forces under his command, once they 

have been transferred, and the coordination of their sustainment.
d)  Exercise the military representation before allied, multinational com-

manders and civilian agencies to be determined.
e)  Establish the necessary links within the assigned area of operations, 

with the commanders supporting the operation and with other au-
thorities and agencies.

513. In any case, the commander of the operations command is the authority that 
exercises control in the name of the CHOD on the temporary operational organ-
izations constituted.

3. 
COMMAND AND CONTROL 

AT THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL

514. Operational organizations constituted on a temporary basis to carry out 
military operations will have the command and force structures determined by 
the CHOD, according to needed capabilities, the necessities for command and 
control, the type of operation, the operating environment, the preponderance 
or not of a specific operation environment and to the designated operational 
commander’s proposals.

515. The operational commander must have at his disposal a headquarters with 
the appropriated command and control capability to its level and adapted to its 
mission. The operational headquarters will be located where the operational 
commander can better exercise command, synchronize and prioritize the tac-
tical level actions and meet the necessary coordination activities with other 
actors.

516. Whether or not to have a headquarters deployed in the zone of operations 
should be valued based on the expected duration of the campaign, the current 
phase of the operation and the features of the operating environment.

517. The operational commander, based on the requirements of the operation, the 
intensity of the environment and the entity of the force or any other circum-
stance that he will assess at all times, may exercise the command and con-
trol on the tactical level, either by establishing component commands, regional 
commands or exercising direct control.
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518. A component command is a specific or functional operational organization that 
belongs to a joint operational organization, with planning and conduction of op-
erations capacity in support of the joint action.

519. A regional command is an operational organization by which the operational 
commander exercises his authority through commands, which may be joint 
commands established on geographical criteria, that coordinate all the activ-
ities carried out in their area of responsibility.

520. Occasionally, the operational commander may choose direct control to exercise 
command authority directly on the forces in operations of a limited character 
that do not require component commands. This method of control does not 
imply that the operational commander exercises command and control of the 
tactical level. Therefore, assigned forces commanders must have the neces-
sary elements of tactical level command and control for the execution of the 
mission.

521. To be successful it is essential that, regardless of the command structure used, 
the commanders of the joint operational organization constitute a cohesive 
team and maintain fluid relationships of mutual trust, applying the operating 
principle of unit of effort.

4. 
OPERATIONAL ART

522. Operational art is the use of critical and creative thinking when employing mil-
itary and civilian capacities to achieve strategic and operational objectives 
through the design, organization, integration and conduct of campaigns and 
operations.

“Think beforehand. The greatest foresight consists in 
determining beforehand the time of trouble. For the 

provident there are no mischances and for the careful no 
narrow escapes.”

Baltasar Gracián, priest and writer. “Aphorism 151”, The 
Art of Worldly Wisdom, 1647.

523. To do so requires a comprehensive vision of the situation, long-term perspec-
tive, ability to anticipate the employment of the force and skill, both to under-
stand the relationships among capabilities, actions, environments, effects and 
objectives and to exercise the necessary effort at the right time and in the right 
place.

524. The operational art permits to face complex operational problems, multidisci-
plinary and unstructured in a changing scenario by providing coherence, clarity 
and logic for their resolution.
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525. The particularity of the operational commander, unlike what happens with oth-
er levels, is his ability to visualize and assess the entire operational problem as 
a whole and in sufficient detail, having the military means to do so.

5. 
JOINT FUNCTIONS

526. To facilitate planning, integration, prioritization, timing and the efficient use of 
available capacities through the joint action, it is necessary to group the ac-
tivities of each operational organization according to functional criteria; these 
groups of activities are the joint functions.

527. Joint function is the cluster of related capabilities and activities grouped togeth-
er that that allow the commander to integrate, synchronize and direct them 
during the planning and execution of operations.

528. The joint functions provide a conceptual tool for the commander to visualize the 
Force activities, connect them, associate the strategic, operational and tactical 
levels, and ensure that the most relevant aspects of the operation are taken 
into account. The joint functions are interrelated, they support and complement 
each other.

529. The availability and use of capabilities, the relevance of each activity to a par-
ticular operation and its complexity, vary for each case, and as a result, the 
importance of each joint function for each operation; this helps the military 
strategic and operational commanders to determine Force requirements.

530. The employment of the capabilities and the execution of the tactical level activ-
ities are synchronized and prioritized at the operational level through the joint 
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functions. To do so, it relies on processes and crosscutting functions encom-
passing activities related to a number of joint functions.

531. The joint actions are command and control, intelligence, manoeuvre, fires, in-
formation activities, civil-military cooperation, force protection and logistic sup-
port.

5.1. COMMAND AND CONTROL

532. The joint function Command and Control encompasses the activities related to 
the exercise of authority and direction by a commander over assigned forces in 
the accomplishment of the mission.

533. It is based on leadership, a combination of judgment and intuition, the time 
management in decision-making, the leadership organization, the retention 
and delegation of authority, doctrine, specialized advice, communications and 
information systems, coordination and cooperation with other actors, joint and 
combined planning integrated with other instruments of power and the syn-
chronization of efforts. The cohesion between commanders and between them 
and the planning teams is essential for a successful exercise of command and 
control.

534. The aim of the command and control is to ensure that operations are conducted 
according to the guidelines of the commander.

535. The operational level command and control elements will be organized accord-
ing to the needs of the operation, in such a way that the commander may dis-
pose of the means and freedom of action sufficient for planning and conduct at 
his level.

5.2. INTELLIGENCE

536. The joint function Intelligence consists of a series of activities that allow in a con-
tinuous, coordinated and timely way, a holistic view, appropriate and up-to-date 
of the operating environment. This joint function helps to identify the conditions 
required to achieve the operational objectives, to avoid unwanted effects and 
to assess on the impact that adversaries and actors, friends and neutrals, may 
have on the commander’s concept of the operation.

537. Its purpose is to provide a permanent position of advantage in decision-making, 
through knowledge.

538. At the operational level, this joint function integrates all types of intelligence 
means and elements, national, civilian and from allied nations to provide intel-
ligence products to the operational commander and to the other joint functions 
and command echelons.

539. The intelligence process is an iterative sequence, planned and directed, in which 
information is obtained from all areas of operations, processed to obtain per-
tinent information and analyzed to produce the intelligence associated to the 
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operational environment and to the capabilities, possibilities and wills of all 
those elements that oppose or can hinder our action. Finally, the intelligence is 
distributed and integrated with operations, the results are measured and the 
process is refueled.

540. The joint capability of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (JISR) is the 
integrated set of capabilities of operations and intelligence that synchronizes 
and integrates the planning and use of the means of collection with processing, 
exploitation and dissemination of the resulting information, in direct support of 
the planning, preparation and execution of operations.

541. The counterintelligence (CI) is the set of activities designed to identify and coun-
teract the threats from hostile intelligence services (HIS) and other organiza-
tions or individuals involved in terrorism, espionage, sabotage and subversion 
and organized crime (TESSOC). Due to its special characteristics, counterintel-
ligence has its own cycle of planning and execution and requires the utmost 
discretion.

5.3. MANOEUVRE

542. The joint function Manoeuvre is the set of activities by which the commander 
possesses the combat capability at the appropriate time and place to prevent, 
influence, dislocate or disrupt adversary operations, to break its cohesion, to 
avoid its operating efficacy in all areas of operation and to have a decisive effect 
out of it.

543. The principal purpose of manoeuvre is to gain and maintain positional advan-
tage in respect to the adversary from which combat power can be, actually or 
potentially, applied.

544. At the operational level, joint manoeuvre is the means by which a command-
er sets the rhythms in time and space, declines or joins combat and exploits 
emerging developments. It involves trade-offs such as speed versus time, width 
versus depth or concentration versus dispersion.

5.4. FIRES

545. The joint function Fires is defined as the set of activities that use weapon sys-
tems with lethal and non-lethal capabilities to create the desired effects on the 
adversary.

546. Fires can materialize in a direct or indirect way, and can generate a wide array 
of physical, virtual and psychological effects to break down capabilities, attack 
adversary’s cohesion and influence its will to win.

547. Its purpose is directly reduce the adversary’s combat capability.

548. At the operational level, this function includes fire support, air defense, inter-
diction actions, electromagnetic and cybernetic attacks, non-lethal weapons 
and the study of effects.
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549. Closely related to the joint function of Fires, targeting is the crosscutting and 
iterative process by which the effects necessary to achieve the objectives as-
signed to the commander are determined, and the actions needed to create the 
desired effects with the available means are identified. At the operational level 
the objectives are broken down into targets; these are selected and prioritized, 
the actions are determined and synchronized, the effects to produce are ma-
terialized, the means to implement them are assigned and the outcomes are 
assessed to decide accordingly.

5.5. INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

550. The joint function Information includes those activities whose main purpose 
is directed to the management, denial and use of the information, as well 
as the deliberate integration of these activities with those of the rest of the 
joint functions to promote perceptions, attitudes and behaviors favorable to 
own operations of certain audiences and influence human or automated de-
cision-making.

551. This function provides the operational commander the possibility of integrating 
the generation and preservation of favorable information together with the ex-
ploitation of all aspects inherent to all military activities.

552. Its purpose is to promote decisions in favor of own operations.

553. Information operations and military public affairs, although different, are close-
ly related. They both develop the strategic communication in support of oper-
ations and counter adversaries’ disinformation actions, although they differ 
with respect to the audience, scope and intent. Therefore, they must be closely 
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coordinated in order to ensure consistency in the messages and to promote 
effectiveness and overall credibility of the operation.

554. The Information Operations (Info Ops) is a function that focuses on providing ad-
vice and coordination of military information activities in order to create desired 
effects on the information systems and processes of the adversaries, real or 
potential, and other approved audiences, to influence on their will, understand-
ing and capability, while simultaneously exploiting and protecting our own, in 
support of the operational and strategic objectives.

555. The Public Military Affairs (PMA) are the actions directed to planning and con-
ducting relations with the media and the use of social networks, internal com-
munications and public relations to promote the objectives and facilitate the 
knowledge and understanding of the military aspects of the operation.

5.6. CIVIL MILITARY COOPERATION

556. The joint function Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) encompasses a set of capa-
bilities used in support of the achievement of the mission’s objectives, allowing 
the commander to effectively participate in the broad spectrum of civil military 
interactions with the different civilian actors.

557. The Civil Military Interaction (CMI) is the broad set of activities that, based on a 
proper communication, planning and coordination are carried out and shared 
by military forces with all kind of civilian actors to increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of their respective efforts in response to a crisis.
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558. Its aim is to achieve the greatest moral, material, environmental and tac-
tical advantages possible for the development of civilian and military ac-
tivities.

559. The unified action of all instruments of power both military and non-mil-
itary, made available to the operation, is performed through civil mili-
tary interaction. On the other hand, CMI and the activities that support it 
(including CIMIC) must be aligned and coordinated with strategic com-
munication so they maintain a close relationship with the joint function 
information.

560. The CIMIC long-term purpose is to create and maintain the necessary con-
ditions to withstand the final resolution of the crisis, which requires both 
military and non-military means at the disposal of the Operational Com-
mand.

5.7. FORCE PROTECTION

561. The joint function Force Protection encompasses those activities aimed at min-
imizing the vulnerability of personnel, equipment, facilities, materiel, informa-
tion, operations and activities of the Force and the non-military elements that 
are supported, accompanying or under the protection of the Force, from adver-
sary’s and fratricide actions and from health, natural, technological hazards 
and accidents.

562. Its purpose is to preserve freedom of action and the operational effectiveness 
of the Force.

563. It includes security, counterintelligence military engineering activities, passive 
defense, personnel recovery, health protection, and chemical, biological, radio-
logical and nuclear (CBRN) defense.

564. Security includes activities aimed at the protection of personnel (combatant and 
non-combatant), information, infrastructures, facilities, means and the organi-
zation. It comprises activities as varied as the security and protection of cyber 
space, electronic warfare defensive actions, combat identification procedures 
and countering improvised explosive devices (C-IED), road safety and firefight-
ing, inter alia.

565. Passive defense includes, among others, physical protective measures, camou-
flage, deception and dispersion to hinder adversary’s attacks and reduce their 
effects on the force.

566. Personnel recovery is the sum of military, diplomatic, and civil efforts to extract 
and reintegrate personnel, own or allied, that is isolated.

567. Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) defense dedicates its 
efforts to prevent CBRN and industrial toxic materials risks, to protect per-
sonnel and units, to decontaminate them and restore their operational ca-
pability.
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5.8. LOGISTIC SUPPORT

568. The joint function Logistic Support is defined as the set of activities focused on 
the deployment and redeployment of forces and their sustainment during op-
erations.

569. Its purpose is to ensure that the force has the required operational capability 
to achieve and maintain the desired tempo of the operations until mission ac-
complishment.

570. It encompasses the planning and execution of the following activities: supply, 
maintenance, movement and transportation, construction and infrastructure, 
personnel, medical and health, and financial.

571. The uniqueness of medical and health support in operations should be high-
lighted as a crosscutting military capability. It interacts in a coordinated 
manner with other joint functions, is a force multiplier and has a great im-
portance to freedom of action, combat capability and morale of the human 
element.

6. 
OPERATIONAL-LEVEL 

PLANNING

572. The beginning of an operational planning process may entail the gradual adap-
tation of a headquarters designed to carry it out. To do this, it can get military 
and civilian teams of experts, national and allied, depending on the participat-
ing instruments of power, the capabilities to be used and the type of operation 
to be carried out.

573. The Joint Operational Planning Group (JOPG) is an ad hoc planning group, with a 
variable membership and limited in time, established for the process of oper-
ational-level planning to develop the operational design and plans. It includes 
planners, subject matter experts and liaison officers, who represent all the re-
quired functional areas and disciplines, as necessitated by the type and level of 
operation to be conducted.

574. The Operational Level Planning Process (OLPP) translates the operational objec-
tives into actions, missions and tactical objectives, exposing in a clear mode the 
way the force will be organized and the available capacities employed for the 
achievement of the desired effects in the operating environment.

575. The operational objectives specify the conditions to reach in the area of opera-
tions. Their achievement is indispensable to achieve the military strategic ob-
jectives.

576. This planning process supports the commander in the analysis, deci-
sion-making and the transformation of these into orders. It is an iter-
ative and collaborative process, involving all necessary organizations, 
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national or allied, military and civilian, and the prospects for the strate-
gic and tactical levels are considered, thus applying a holistic approach 
to operations.

577. During the operational level planning process the following steps are con-
ducted:

a)  Initial operational estimate, to support the strategic military level in 
the study and initial comprehension of a potential crisis based, among 
others, on indicators and warnings.

b)  Operational appreciation of the strategic context, in order to know the 
situation and assist the strategic military level in developing military 
response options (MRO).

c)  Mission analysis, to determine the operational problem to be solved 
and the decisive conditions to achieve the objectives established to 
fulfill the mission (operational design).

d)  Courses of action (COAs) development, including their analysis, com-
parison and confrontation, as well as the selection and approval by 
the commander.

e)  Development of the Concept of Operations (CONOPS) and op-
erations Plan (OPLAN) to establish how the approved course 
of action will be executed using the available military capabil-
ities, in coordination with other military and civilian actors, to 
reach the objectives (CONOPS) and later on to specify, synchro-
nize and prioritize the necessary activities for the deployment, 
employment and sustainment of forces during the operation 
(OPLAN).

578. The first two steps are carried out as part of the concurrent military strategic 
planning when a crisis arises. The designated operational commander initiates 
the following steps, once a military response option is selected and the DIM 
enacted.

579. While planning follows standardized and consolidated processes, it be must 
take into account that no planning is identical to the previous, because it 
must conform to the specific operational needs and the context of each op-
eration.

580. During the planning process, it must be ensured that the essential elements 
of the operational design, and therefore the plan, are quantifiable in order to 
be able to assess the progress of the operation when it is executed. This takes 
place through the evaluation process (assessment) in support of the planning 
(Operations Assessment Design & Support to Planning).

581. Logistic requirements must be integrated into the OLPP from the beginning of 
the planning since they can be a decisive and limiting factor in an operation at 
this level.

582. In national operations, the Concept of Operations (CONOPS) and the Operation 
Plan (OPLAN) of the operational commander must be approved by the CHOD.
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6.1. OPERATIONAL DESIGN

583. The key element in the operational-level planning process (OLPP) is the skill of 
the operational commander and his staff to apply the operational art to design 
the operation.

584. The operational design, as an essential part of the OLPP, is an intellectual pro-
cess that frames the operational problem and its context and, thereafter, pre-
sents a logical operational approach to the campaign or operation, while at the 
same time defines the main lines of operations and synchronizes the joint func-
tions to achieve the objectives.

585. Furthermore, it reflects the operational commander’s vision of the campaign 
or operation so that, starting from an initial situation (unwanted), the forces 
under his command can carry out actions in shape, time and place to be able to 
achieve the effects that allow to reach the decisive conditions (DC) that will lead 
the commander to the realization of the operational objectives and, in this way, 
collaborate to achieve the desired end state.

586. The design must always seek coherence between the actions planned, desired 
effects and critical conditions, taking into account that these three aspects vary 
with the changing operating environment and therefore they should be subject 
to a continuous review and improvement.

Fig. 1. Schematic chart of operational design

587. The operational design is an intellectual process carried out at the same time 
in a graphic and written way. It is graphic to facilitate the understanding of 
how to develop the operation through different lines of operations. It is written 
to detail the commander’s intent, the actions to be executed, the effects that 
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these have to reach, and the critical conditions which are intended to establish 
sequentially in the successive phases to achieve the operational and strategic 
objectives. 

6.2. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT AT THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL

588. As part of the operational planning, and depending on the mission and the ex-
isting or foreseeable level of intensity in the context of the operation, the cir-
cumstances, conditions and way that are needed for the potential use of force 
are assessed.

589. The operational commander proposes to the strategic level the collection of 
ROE that are best suited for each operation based on planning, instructions re-
ceived from the strategic leadership of the operation, and CHOD’s ROE catalog 
for the Spanish Armed Forces.

590. Once the collection has been approved at the political level, the CHOD transfers 
the approval to the operational commander, specifying the ROE that can be im-
plemented during the operation, based on the situation, as well as those that he 
keeps to himself.

591. Once the operational commander receives the approved collection, he 
decides, depending on the situation and the phase of the operation, which 
of the ROE authorized in the collection must be implemented (ROEIMPL) 
at any time, and which command level has the authority for their em-
ployment.

592. At any phase of the operation, the commander at any level may request, justi-
fiably, the implementation, cancellation or modification of the existing ROE, or 
request new ones (ROE request – ROEREQ).

593. In the framework of combined operations, the Spanish units will assume the 
ROE in effect applying national caveats to be laid down.

7. 
EXECUTION 

OF OPERATIONS

594. The execution of the operation starts the moment in which the strategic 
level activates the directive, plan or order by means of an activation or-
der (ACTORD). During the execution, the operational commander and his 
HQ carry out a variety of supplementary processes, mainly: the conduct 
of operations, the operations assessment or campaign assessment and, 
when needed, the planning during execution to adapt the OPLAN, order or 
directive.

595. The operational level must carry out, inter alia, the prioritization of tactical lev-
el means, always limited, for the achievement of the operational and strategic 
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objectives, the synchronization of the actions of the authorities at this level in 
their spheres of employment and planning, conduction and synchronization of 
joint functions.

596. During the execution phase, the commander, supported in his decision cycle, 
must adjust or modify the actions if they do not develop themselves as planned 
or do not obtain the desired effects, or change the directive, plan or order, if so 
required by the evolution of the operating environment. In any case, the modifi-
cations must be always guided by the idea of accomplishing the mission, under 
the guideline that marks the intention of the higher command.

597. The decision cycle is an ongoing and sequential process dealing with solving op-
erating problems that occur during the execution of the operation. Each of them 
may require different reaction times, as well as different analysis, assessment, 
planning and direction needs.

“Lucky fate usually is the reward to steadfast effort.”

Santiago Ramón y Cajal, Captain, physician and scientist.

598. The Commander’s direction requires leadership, ability to understand in detail 
the context and mission, broad and deep vision of the effects that he wants to 
achieve with his orders and guidelines, knowledge of his own capabilities and 
full discernment of the risks of the planned actions and their possible conse-
quences.
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7.1. TIME FACTOR

599. To synchronize the execution of operations and decision-making, three conduc-
tion terms are usually considered: short, medium and long term. The duration 
of these periods will depend in each case of the type and rhythm of the opera-
tion and the operating environment.

600. The operational commander must regulate his own decision-making process 
and the issuing of orders to provide the subordinate tactical echelons with 
enough time to plan and prepare their execution, which allows carrying it out in 
a timely manner.

601. The body for planning and conduct at operational level organizes and regulates 
its activities through a calendar called battle rhythm, which is synchronized 
with the strategic military level, serves as a base to the tactical level to deter-
mine its own and allows to develop decision cycles adapted to the time of the 
operation.

7.2. ORGANIZING THE HEADQUARTERS

602. The execution of operations at the operational level requires a high degree of 
coordination of numerous joint functions, exchange of information and synchro-
nization with the strategic and tactical levels, together with the civil-military 
interaction. To do this, operational and tactical level headquarters of the Joint 
Force normally adopt a multifunctional organization that is combined with the 
organic one.

603. The multifunctional organization is established through centers, planning 
teams, working groups and boards, which add and combine themselves with 
the permanent organization of the headquarters. These new elements are 
equipped with specific work processes that enable the commander the direc-
tion and conduct, the appropriate and timely decision-making, assessment and 
adjustment of the operation.

604. At the operational level headquarters, the working groups are groups associ-
ated to the different functional areas that integrate officers and experts from 
various branches or organs of the headquarters to coordinate and synchro-
nize activities in order to prepare further decision-making in the boards. The 
boards are the decision-making bodies in the different working and function-
al areas.

7.3. OPERATIONAL LOGISTIC SUPPORT

605. The operational logistic support of an operation requires both a practical ap-
proach to the needs of the forces to support and a joint vision of the logistic 
needs. It encompasses deployment (projection and RSOM), sustainment and re-
deployment (reverse RSOM and repatriation) of military capabilities assigned 
to the operation.
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606. Operational logistic support to operations is primarily and normally a nation-
al responsibility, even in the case of multinational operations. Therefore, the 
Spanish military authorities are the ones that plan it and execute it.

607. The permanent operations command conducts the projection of forces and re-
sources between NT and ZO, and directs the sustainment of the deployed forces.

608. The necessary movements towards the points of embarkation (POEs), prior to 
the projection, are under the responsibility of the organizational structures. 
From this moment, in which the force or resources embark on these POEs to-
wards the points of debarkation (PODs), the responsibility lies with the perma-
nent operations command.

609. Once the forces and resources being deployed reach the ZO, the responsibility 
to carry out the processes of reception, staging and onward movement (RSOM), 
as well as the sustainment in the area of operations, may vary depending on if 
it is a national or multinational operation.

610. In a national operation, the responsibility rests with the operational command-
er, who develops in the ZO the logistic framework designed for the operation by 
the military strategic level.

611. In case of multinational operations, the logistic organization sets which part of 
the logistic support is a multinational responsibility and, therefore, a respon-
sibility of the operational commander, and which part remains under national 
responsibility. The latter remains the responsibility of the CHOD, through the 
CMOPS and the Force Commander in ZO to be determined.
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612. The operational commander coordinates, at his level, the RSOM and sustainment 
through the logistic functions of supply/provision of supplies, maintenance, 
construction and infrastructure, movement and transportation, personnel man-
agement and support, medical and health support and financial management.

a)  Supply/Provision of Supplies includes the determination of material 
resources, the adoption and execution of measures for their raising, 
stocking, provisioning and distribution, as well as the activities to 
maintain the flow of resources and get the units rid of the useless and 
unnecessary.

b)  Maintenance includes all measures taken to restore materiel to a ser-
viceable optimal condition, as well as the actions to repair or replace 
it.

c)  Construction and infrastructure comprises both construction activities 
and shaping of terrain or infrastructure to support living conditions, 
movement and protection of the force and its resources for the benefit 
of the operations, as well as those of construction, rehabilitation and 
management of civil infrastructure that must be undertaken during 
crisis response operations.

d)  Movement and Transportation include the set of procedures and nec-
essary means for positioning, deploying and redeploying units and 
resources.

e)  Personnel Management and Support deal with the activities focused in 
the definition of a contingent or a force’s contribution, its generation, 
sustainment, welfare and religious support. They also include the ac-
tion for the control and replacement of troops, including prisoners of 
war, and the control and management of casualties.

Fig. 2. Movements and projection when in operations outside NT
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f)  Medical and health support encompasses the appropriate activities to 
guarantee the promotion and protection of health, both physical and 
mental, prevention of disease and, where necessary, the restoration of 
the health of the personnel.

g)  Financial management refers to the set of tasks focused on the appli-
cation of the economic resource for the benefit of operations. It ser-
vices both the needs of the operational logistical support and pro-
curement, and the needs of operational activities.

613. The particular characteristics of each of the fields of operation condition the 
operational logistical support that requires a specific focus of their planning 
and execution.

614. In the combined operations, logistic activities are coordinated between the par-
ticipating nations, the alliance or the coalition and the host nation (HN). Oper-
ational logistic support options range from fully integrated multinational joint 
logistic organizations to purely national and specific support. Normally, the 
force will be supported through a combination of the various available options 
that are best suited to the requirements of the mission.

“Logistics revealed once more time, and with crystal 
clear clarity, as the activity that conditions tactics and 

strategy. Success at war leaned at all times towards the 
side that was able to deliver to their troops the resources 

they needed.”

Felipe Quero Rodiles, General. World War II. Military 
Considerations on Military Art, 1993.
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T
he tactical level is the lowest level at which 
operations are planned and executed. It is also 
the closest to the actual fighting ground and, 
consequently, it is at this level where every 
conditioning factor and feature of an operation 
becomes clearly apparent.
Although aimed at achieving the objectives of 
the operational level, actions in the tactical level 
may produce significant effects in the higher 
levels and even result in political consequences. 
In contrast with the higher levels, the tactical 
level has several command echelons, from the 
component commander down to small unit 
commanders. Each of them develops its own 
planning and conduct processes.
Operations consist in the combination of 
tactical military actions (offensive, defensive, 
stabilization, support and contribution) executed 
in a simultaneous or consecutive way with 
varied intensities and goals and with a higher 
or lower priority. A tactical military action is the 
employment of a military capability at a specific 
time and place to produce some desired effects.
The combatant, ultimate asset of the tactical 
level, has to endure extreme situations and his/
her decisions may have a crucial bearing on 
the outcome of the fighting. His/her military 
preparedness is, therefore, paramount. Moreover, 
the combatant must have the capacity to 
assimilate efficient and ethically the innovations 
and transformations of the way operations are 
carried out.
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1. 
INTRODUCTION

615. The lowest level of planning and conducting military operations is the tacti-
cal level. The different tactical military actions intended to reach the objectives 
established for an operation are executed at this level. The success or failure 
of the operation depends to a great extent on the outcome of the actions per-
formed at this level.

616. It is at the tactical level where every determining variable, feature, risk and 
threat that make up the operational context become clearly apparent. It is 
also at this level where the ethical, legal, doctrinal and operating principles 
are put into practice, the forms of action are applied, the space of the oper-
ation takes shape, the direct interaction with the adversary takes place and 
the instruments of power and the different actors acquire a physical, tangible 
dimension.

617. Operations planned and directed at this level are aimed at reaching the objec-
tives set at the operational level. Nevertheless, actions at tactical level may 
bring about consequences at every level and even political repercussions. Like-
wise, decisions made at higher levels may have a direct influence at tactical 
level. In some cases, tactical actions will be specifically aimed at achieving stra-
tegic goals.

618. In contrast with the higher levels, the tactical level has several command ech-
elons. The component commander, regional commander or force commander 
is in the top echelon and small unit commanders in the lowest one. Every unit 
commander in every established command echelon bears responsibility for the 
planning and execution of operations.

2. 
TACTICAL 

MILITARY ACTIONS

619. Operations are executed at the tactical level by way of actions, clashes, com-
bats and battles.

620. Tactical military action is the employment of a military capability at a specific 
time and place in order to produce some desired effects.

621. The primary task of the force is to execute operations. To that end, it combines 
different tactical actions that are classified into five fundamental categories: 
offensive, defensive, stabilization, contribution and support.

a.  Offensive tactical actions are those in which, applying the initiative 
principle, we act against the adversary to affect his combat capability 
and impose our will. These actions are decisive for victory.
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b.   Defensive tactical actions are those intended to avoid or minimize the 
effects caused by the adversary.

c.  Stabilization tactical actions are those intended to attain a se-
cure and stable environment in the supported state that fos-
ters the creation or strengthening of governmental institutions 
and the reconciliation among the parties in conflict, or makes 
possible the delivery of humanitarian aid and reconstruction 
assistance.

d.  Contribution tactical actions. Aside from those cited above, there are 
tactical actions that contribute in varied ways to the action of other 
State instruments and intend to preserve the security and well-being 
of the citizens. Such actions range from catastrophe or public need 
relief to counterterrorism.

e.  Support tactical actions are those intended to facilitate or link up any of 
the aforementioned actions.

622. All those actions are complementary and, therefore, can be executed in a simul-
taneous or consecutive manner, with higher or lower priority and with different 
goals and intensities depending on the type of operation and the band of the 
spectrum of conflicts in which the actions are executed.

Fig. 1- Main tactical action types according to the spectrum of conflicts

623. Tactical actions will be carried out by way of activities, which will be linked and 
synchronized with the operational level through the joint functions.

624. When tactical actions provoke a direct and opposite reaction from the adver-
sary, confrontations occur. If such confrontations involve the employment of 
lethal means, it is then considered that the opponents are carrying out combat 
actions.

625. Combats are those confrontations of variable duration and importance where 
the employment of lethal means becomes necessary to reach the objectives 
assigned or established by the tactical level.
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626. Battle is a series of combats related to each other which contribute decisively to 
reach the objectives established by the higher levels.

3. 
TACTICAL PLANNING 

OF OPERATIONS

627. At tactical level, each command echelon carries out its own planning process. 
Moreover, planning processes will be carried out whenever needed to solve 
operational problems encountered in the course of operations.

628. Proper regard to the operational principles is essential and must govern the 
decision-making process. Each commander will apply those principles adapt-
ing them to the operational demands or to new challenges according to his/her 
judgement and experience.

629. Planning at the tactical level consists in the analysis and comprehension of the 
factors that have a bearing on decision-making (mission and situation) in order 
to devise the most suitable solution to reach the objectives. In other words, it is 
the optimum employment of the capabilities to fulfill the tasks and contribute 
to the established purpose.

630. The analysis of the mission assigned includes the study of the mission and the 
intention of the higher levels in order to comprehend one’s own role within the 
overall operation. 
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631. The understanding of the situation requires a continuous analysis of the adver-
sary; of the battle space and the effects produced; of own and allied forces and 
their performance in all strands of the operation; of the time available; of ROE; 
of the State instruments and other non-military agents present; and of those 
other factors that may condition the operation.

632. At the tactical level, in which the action has a predominantly specific nature, the 
lower the echelon of employment, the more specialized, technical and distinc-
tive will be the planning process. Its complexity will also depend on the type of 
forces employed. In any case, planning will integrate every capability put at the 
commander’s disposal.

633. Planning in the highest echelon of the tactical level, specific though it is, must 
be carried out in collaboration and convergence with the operational level.

4. 
TACTICAL EXECUTION 

OF OPERATIONS

634. Deviations of the real situation from the planned one due to setbacks in execu-
tion, to adversary’s actions or to evolution of the context are frequent and differ 
for each operating unit. It is necessary then to make a great many decisions 
adapted to each particular situation in order to maintain the freedom of action. 
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To that end, the highest command echelon has to further decentralization of 
decision-making in favor of subordinate commands.

635. Decentralization of decision-making is only possible if commanders do possess 
initiative and a thorough knowledge of the mission and the purposes of higher 
levels, from tactical to strategic. Thus, in the face of a change in the situation, 
decentralization will allow proper decisions to be agilely made in pursuit of the 
established goals.

636. Quite often, in order to take advantage of a tactical opportunity, subordinate 
commanders will act on their own initiative and, subsequently, inform the high-
er echelon and even propose coordination measures or solicit support from 
it. In its turn, the higher echelon will confirm, support, redress or rule out its 
subordinate’s initiative.

637. Fighting may expose combatant to extreme situations under intense psycho-
logical, technical and physical pressures while having to make swift decisions 
for the outcome of the fighting and, frequently, for own survival and that of oth-
ers. It is in such occasions when uprightness, technical competence, strength 
and training –i.e. the preparedness as a soldier– prove their most prized and 
effective value to get through combat stress effects.  

638. When applied to operations, the far-reaching and rapid technological inno-
vations may bring about changes in tactics and in the code of action of com-
batants. The efficiency in the tactical employment of military capabilities will 
depend on the capacity of every command echelon to assimilate efficient and 
ethically such innovations and on the way the combatant and the overall organ-
ization interact with them.

“Fear is natural in sound people, knowing how to 
vanquish it is to be brave.”

Alonso de Ercilla, soldier and poet. La Araucana, 1569.
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T
he command is the authority formal and legally 
conferred upon a person according to post and 
responsibility. In the Armed Forces, the command 
may be either organic or operational, and reaches 
its highest significance in operations. For each 
operation a command and control structure of the 
operational organization is set down. It establishes 
the different levels of authority and the internal and 
external relations. The structure can be adapted 
to the needs of the execution by way of temporary 
tactical reorganizations.
The operational authority is the set of competences 
(to entrust missions, assign tasks, reorganize 
and deploy forces, use of force, employment of 
assets and establish or modify the temporal and 
spatial framework) and functions assigned to a 
commander.
Authority could be received in virtue of 
appointment, delegation or transference and 
could be exercised to a greater or lesser extent 
in accordance with the established models and 
degrees of authority. By means of delegation the 
subordinate levels are vested with the authority 
they need provided that they have what is 
necessary to exercise it properly. Current operations 
are complex, dynamic and have manifold actors and 
incidents, which make advisable to decentralize 
decision-making at the lower command levels, that 
is, a mission oriented command.
In order to exercise authority in a more effective 
manner, the different commanders must 
comprehend the current context and their main 
conditioning factors, to know their national and 
international dependences and take into account 
the differential and common aspects of the 
members of the coalition in order to achieve unity 
of effort.
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1 
THE COMMAND

1.1. THE FUNDAMENTALS OF COMMAND

639. Command is the authority formal and legally conferred upon a person according 
to the post and responsibility one holds. It consists in the capacity to make de-
cisions and issue orders, instructions and guidelines. Commander, authority or 
chief are some of the usual terms when referring to that person.

“Commanding is neither just about convincing nor just 
about obliging, but an exquisite mixture of both things. 

Moral suggestion and material imposition are narrowly 
bonded in any action that involves being in command.”

José Ortega y Gasset, philosopher. 
“Particularism and Direct Action”, El Sol, 1920.

640. The exercise of command requires understanding of the operational context, 
permanent envisioning of the desired end state, sound judgment to prioritize 
tasks and objectives, appropriate employment of human and material re-
sources, supervision of the implementation of the decisions made and perma-
nent submission of decisions to due assessment processes.

641. Among all the aspects entailed in the exercise of command, leadership and 
initiative are particularly noteworthy.

1.1.1. Leadership

642. Leadership is the commander’s ability to influence his subordinates beyond the 
authority formally conferred on him. Leadership unifies and multiplies authority.

643. Leadership is founded on a strong commitment to certain values, an excellent 
level of professional competence and a set of specific personal qualities.

644. Foremost among those personal qualities are integrity, exemplarity, self-reco-
gnition of own strengths and weaknesses, ability to cope with uncertainty and 
to take risks and a natural disposition to make innovative decisions as well as 
to delegate, negotiate and mediate conflicts.

645. The exercise of leadership is conditioned by the commander’s personality and 
experience, coexistence with other leaders within the organization, the situa-
tion and the objectives to be reached.

“Use good Instruments. The excellence of a minister 
never diminished the greatness of his lord. All the glory 

of exploits reverts to the principal actor; also all the 
blame.”

Baltasar Gracián, priest and writer. 
“Aphorism 62”, The Art of Worldly Wisdom, 1647.
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646. The efforts of any good leader are geared towards the optimum performance 
of his subordinates in the interest of the organization. To that end, he will seek 
to stimulate their creativity and foster their potential addressing their aims and 
needs and trying to gain everyone’s commitment so that they assume the group 
objective as their own.

1.1.2. Initiative

647. Initiative consists in making decisions to take advantage of unexpected oppor-
tunities, acting consistently with the upper authority’s purpose. The exercise 
of leadership necessitates initiative, albeit, every member of the organization 
should have it and use it.

648. Initiative requires confidence in the chain of command, mutual understanding, 
good knowledge of the higher echelon’s tasks, high professional competence, 
decision-making skills, ability to manage risks and commitment to the orga-
nization. A responsible use of initiative in any command echelon, along with 
flexibility, provides agility and effectiveness.

1.2. THE ASPECTS OF COMMAND

649. Command encompasses three aspects closely related to one another: deci-
sion-making, responsibility and control.

1.2.1. Decision-Making

650. Decision-making is an inherent aspect of any kind of authority. It is understood 
as the choice of an option from among several possible ones and its translation 
into actions.

651. This choice is mainly guided by the higher echelon’s intention; by the available 
information that, in all likelihood, will be incomplete; by intuition, which results 
from training and experience; and by the commander’s personality, an essential 
and distinguishing factor. On the other hand, the choice is conditioned by time 
and opportunity.

652. In order for the decision to be effective and able to produce the desired effect 
it must be made at the right moment taking into account that it has to be trans-
mitted to the subordinates and those have to understand and execute it, all of 
which takes some additional time.

653. To facilitate the decision-making process, the authority in command can 
rely on the assistance of elements whose function is to narrow uncertain-
ties, devise options and turn decisions into orders. Whether the authority 
has such elements at his disposal or not, he can refer to other sources –in-
ternal or external, formal or informal– that provide knowledge, experiences 
or specialized information that enhance the integral approach of the deci-
sion cycle.
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1.2.2. Responsibility

654. Responsibility in the exercise of command is the obligation of every comman-
der to reach the objectives and fulfill the assigned tasks. Furthermore, in the 
course of the mission the commander will be held responsible for the conse-
quences of his decisions and orders, and for his actions and those of his su-
bordinates.

655. In a wider sense, the commander’s responsibility includes also the safety and 
well-being of his subordinates, their morale and discipline and the effective and 
efficient use of the assigned resources.

656. The commander can delegate all or part of his authority to his subordinates 
once he has ensured that they have the proper time and capabilities to exercise 
it. This does not relieve the commander from the responsibility entrusted to 
him.

1.2.3. Control

657. Control in the exercise of command is the set of actions aimed at monitoring and 
supervising adherence to orders or directives for the purpose of gauging their 
effectiveness in relation with the mission and the goals established so that, if 
necessary, adjustments can be made.

658. Control can be exerted either directly by the authority or through his assistant 
elements.

659. Some of the points the authority must keep in mind while exerting control are: 
purpose of the higher command echelon, full situation awareness, capabilities 
of assessment and validation of the actions executed in relation with the esta-
blished plan and confidence in his assistant elements and in his subordinates.

1.3. THE PRINCIPLES OF COMMAND

1.3.1. Unity of command

660. There is unity of command –essential principle that provides the necessary 
cohesion –when each authority acts under the command of a unique head.

1.3.2. Continuity of command

661. Continuity of command is the maintenance over time of an established com-
mand structure and its relating revision and authority handover procedures.

662. As a general rule, the commander who plans the operation must be also the 
one who execute it until the intended outcome has been achieved. There may 
be, however, circumstances that hamper or preclude such continuity. A com-
mand succession procedure has to be in place in case such circumstances 
arise.
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1.3.3. Hierarchy

663. Every organization is structured as a hierarchical chain of authority. 
This chain has to be clearly defined and known by every command eche-
lon. Thus each command will be fully aware of its own responsibilities 
and functions as well as of those pertaining to the superior, subordinate 
and like levels.

1.3.4. Integration

664. There is integration of command when an established unique command struc-
ture encompasses all the activities, units, organizations, elements and indivi-
duals in the different levels and echelons of a structure, as well as the relations 
among the authorities within the structure.

665. Integration requires each and every component to be subjected to the 
command structure and to the set relation system. Not all activities, 
though, are always fully integrated. There can be different integration 
degrees.

666. The command structure must ensure that every capability is integrated 
and employed in a decisive manner to reach effectively the commander’s 
objectives.

1.3.5 Decentralization

667. Decentralization is the freedom of action granted to the subordinates so that 
they have autonomy to perform their tasks and reach their objectives.

668. An effective decentralization requires that the commander ensures that its su-
bordinates comprehend the directives and tasks assigned to them, that he pro-
vides them with the suitable resources and allows them enough time to plan 
and perform the tasks assigned and that they act consistently with the upper 
authority’s purpose.

669. Decentralization does not lessen the responsibility of the authority in command. 
Proper control mechanisms must be in place so that the authority in command 
can redirect, if necessary, the decentralized actions of his subordinates towards 
the fulfillment of the assigned mission.

2. 
TYPES OF COMMAND

670. Depending on the aspects on which an authority is exercised, there can be two 
types of command: organic command and operational command.
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671. Organic command is the authority exercised on the following areas of a struc-
ture: organization, functioning, administration, security and logistic support as 
well as training, readiness, motivation, discipline and well-being. Organic com-
mand is subject to standard regulations.

672. Operational command is the authority and consequent responsibility that, on a 
temporary basis, is conferred upon the commander of an operational organization 
composed of national or multinational forces, to plan and execute operations. Ope-
rational command does not impede the organic command relations of the parti-
cipating forces with their structures of provenance. Nevertheless, the operational 
command will assume those aspects of the organic command necessary for the 
employment of the organization in operations. Operational command is subject to 
standard regulations, to the doctrine and to the relevant operational documents.

3. 
COMMAND AND CONTROL IN OPERATIONS

3.1. CONCEPT

673. The concept command and control (C2) in operations embraces in a hierarchical 
manner all the relations among the authorities of the different levels, struc-
tures and forces and the functions of each one of them as explicitly defined by 
the higher echelon.
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674. Command and control in operations implies the exercise of different types and 
degrees of authority as well as the establishment of relations among a wide 
range of actors with or without hierarchical bonds.

675. The command and control structure of any operation has to be clear, defined, 
simple, agile, effective and flexible. Up and down this structure, superior autho-
rities issue directives to subordinate authorities, and the latter, in turn, report 
back to the former of their actions. The structure has to include any existing re-
lation among authorities and with actors and elements involved in the operation.

676. Each operation demands the design of a specific operational organization with 
its own command structure that includes all the three levels: military-strategic, 
operational and tactical. The CHOD will be the highest military authority of any 
operational organization.

677. It may occur that a representative of the political-strategic level authority (e.g. the 
high-representative or the ambassador) and the commander of the operational or 
the tactical level are present at the same time in the same zone. The command struc-
ture of the operation must establish clearly the relations between both authorities.

678. The CHOD can exercise personally his authority, delegate it to the military au-
thorities of the national operational chain or transfer it to allied military autho-
rities or to civilian authorities.

679. In any case, the CHOD never transfers the authority concerning those aspects of the 
operation that fall within national responsibility. Such aspects include, at least, the 
deployment, sustainment and redeployment of the force, the monitoring of its em-
ployment, the disciplinary competences and the performance of certain administra-
tive, institutional, personnel management and financial functions.

680. Therefore, the Spanish forces participating in multinational operations main-
tain at all times and simultaneously their relations with the national organic 
and operational command structures and with the multinational operational 
command structure.

3.2. TYPES OF RELATIONS
3.2.1. Command relations

681. The national operational command relations are those established among the com-
manders of the national operational organization in the exercise of the operatio-
nal authority they hold and by the organic aspects required to execute operations.

682. The multinational operational command relations are those established among 
the commanders of the multinational operational structure in the exercise of 
the operational authority competences they hold. Such competences are trans-
ferred by the participating nations.

3.2.2. Other relations

683. Organic relations in operations are those that the organic authorities maintain 
with the forces assigned to an operation concerning those aspects of the orga-
nic competences that have not been transferred to the operational command.
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684. Functional relations are those established on a permanent basis among autho-
rities or bodies who, although belonging to different structures or chains of 
command, have a role in the performance of a same function or system that 
requires specialized expertise, coordination in its execution and control. The 
directives and rules issued by the functional authority with regard to these re-
lations are subordinated to those issued by the operational authority in the in-
terest of the mission and its fulfillment.

685. Coordination relations are those established, on a temporary or permanent basis, 
among authorities belonging to the same or to different levels, or even to diffe-
rent military or civilian structures, or among these authorities and other actors, 
in order to facilitate the planning and execution of a specific task. The authority 
entrusted with coordination has to coordinate the activities required to fulfill the 
assigned task in accordance with the directives received. If this is not achieved, it 
will be reported to the authority that created the relation for him to decide.

686. Support relations are those established on a temporary basis in which an authority 
assists or complements another, according to the priorities and directives set by the 
higher echelon, in order for the supported authority to be able to fulfill his mission 
or perform his priority tasks. Support relations take the shape of direct contacts 
between the authority that provides the support and the one that receives it to define, 
plan, coordinate and integrate the needs and look for the best way to meet them.

687. Support relations are as varied as the existing types of support. Depending on 
the type of support requested, the relations between the supporting authority 
and the supported one will be regulated either by specific doctrines or by the 
joint doctrine.

688. It is a two-way road: both supporting and supported elements have to have a 
thorough knowledge about the capabilities of one another and the participation 
of both in the support planning processes is fundamental.

689. Contractual relations are those established in virtue of contracts concluded by 
the financial bodies in national territory or in the operations zone. These re-
lations may imply the assumption of competences pertaining to a regular bu-
siness organization and include labor and economic relations.

690. Representation relations are those developed –formal or informally and inde-
pendently or simultaneously with the aforementioned relations– by every sol-
dier, as a member of the Armed Forces or of a coalition, with other forces and 
other actors present in the operations zone. Every soldier in the discharge of his 
duties is representing Spain and her Armed Forces.

3.3. ORGANIZATION OF THE FORCE

3.3.1. Setting up of the force

691. Once the necessary military capabilities have been determined during the force 
generation process, the organic and operational structures of the Armed Forces 
along with other appointed bodies identify, assign and prepare the personnel, 
materiel and equipment required to meet them.
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692. Assigning consists in putting units, materiel, equipment and individuals, with 
specific roles and under specific conditions, at the disposal of a national or allied 
operational organization, for an indefinite time, in order to carry out an operation. 
Such units, materiel, equipment and individuals are called the assigned forces.

693. Assigning has binding operational, logistic, administrative, economic and disci-
plinary effects, albeit the authorities of the structures of provenance retain cer-
tain competences with respect to the forces assigned. Operational documents 
detail in each case the mission, deployment area, delegated authority, relations 
among authorities and other issues as deemed necessary.

694. The evolution of the operation may make it advisable to revise the operational 
organization makeup or that of its command structure. If so, the revision must 
be endorsed by the authority that originally set up the operational organization.

3.3.2. Operational reorganizations

695. In the tactical level, it often occurs that in the course of the execution of the opera-
tion it becomes necessary to modify some details of the operational organization in 
order to adapt it to the changing situation in accordance with the employment cri-
teria provided for in the doctrine. Setting up temporary organizations can do this.

696. The setting up of temporary operational organizations is carried out in line with 
the conditions under which the units have been transferred and by way of se-
gregation and aggregation of forces. It requires the approval of the higher au-
thority common to the forces involved.

697. Aggregation consists in placing temporarily units or personnel under the com-
mand of the chief of a tactical operational organization different from that of 
their provenance to fulfill a mission or to perform a task.

698. Aggregations have, fundamentally, operational effects and its conditions must 
be reflected in the relevant operational documents and conform to specific and 
joint doctrines.

4. 
OPERATIONAL AUTHORITY

699. Operational authority is the set of competences and functions conferred on a 
commander for him to plan and execute operations within his level.

4.1. CONFERMENT OF AUTHORITY

700. The conferment of authority is the prerequisite to exercise operational com-
mand. Appointment, delegation or transfer can confer authority.

701. Appointment is the designation of a commander to plan and execute operations 
within the level or echelon that corresponds to the appointed command post. It is 
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notified by an appointment order or appears on the manning table of the opera-
tion. The conditions of the command are specified in the mentioned appointment 
order and can include provisions for the handover of the post. The appointment 
order can be contained in the operation plan (OPLAN in its NATO acronym).

702. The appointment set the moment and conditions including the temporal and 
geographic framework in which the authority is to take on responsibility for the 
forces and for planning and executing operations. It is, therefore, necessary to 
appoint it as soon as possible during the planning process in each level.

703. Delegation occurs when a commander gives authority to a subordinate com-
mander, who belongs to the same chain of command, over some specific forces 
and military assets in an operation. The conditions of a delegation are normally 
contained in the operational documents.

704. Delegation of authority within the operational chain of command can be done 
in a flexible manner both during the planning process and whenever necessary 
during the execution of operations.

705. The act by which the command of a force is delegated or transferred from 
a commander to another is called change of operational control (CHOP in its 
NATO acronym).

706. Transfer is the act through which a commander gives authority to other com-
mander who does not belong to his same chain of command, over specific 
forces and military assets to participate in an operation. The conditions of each 
particular transfer will be reflected in the transfer of authority document.

707. The transfer of authority (TOA in its NATO acronym) takes place between mili-
tary authorities that belong to different structures. At multinational level, the 
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transferred authority may be limited, were this the case, by the caveats ex-
pressed by each nation concerning its own forces.

708. Any commander who has delegated or transferred authority can, whenever he 
deems it necessary, regain such authority or modify the original conditions of 
delegation or transfer.

4.2. COMPETENCES OF THE OPERATIONAL AUTHORITY

709. As a result of the tiered arrangement of operation planning, each commander 
has to work out, at his tier, his own operational problems. Applying the military 
doctrine, the foregoing means that the commander has to decide how to orga-
nize and employ the forces placed at his disposal to reach the assigned objec-
tives taking into account the established conditions.

710. Due to the tiered arrangement of the command and control structure, a specific 
operation planning process has to be carried out at each command level. Such 
processes become increasingly simpler as the amount of issues to be coordi-
nated decrease. So, the commanders have to be vested with different compe-
tences over varied aspects, according to the responsibility they hold.

711. The operational competences that constitute a commander’s authority are de-
fined by the capacities and constraints he has to act within his level. The com-
mander’s competences emanate from the doctrine and are adjusted to each 
operation during the planning process.

712. The competences to be adjusted are: to entrust missions and assign tasks, to 
reorganize and deploy the forces and means, to use force and to set the spatial 
and temporal framework.

713. The competence to entrust missions is the capacity given to a commander to 
assign tasks and define the goal to be achieved through them, in a clear and 
concise manner. The goal will be always related to the securing of the higher 
echelon’s purpose. Normally, the missions of higher echelons will take longer 
than those of lower echelons.

714. In this regard, the mission (Mission Statement in NATO terminology, or general 
mission) is the general task to be performed and the goal to be achieved by a 
force or by an element thereof. The broader or narrower scope of the mission will 
be proportional to the greater or smaller competences vested in the commander.

715. The competence to assign tasks is the capacity given to a commander to order 
his subordinates to perform specific tasks aimed at accomplishing the mission 
received and contributing to the purpose of the higher command echelon.

716. The competence to reorganize forces is the capacity given to the commander to 
act on the entirety of his subordinate forces, which includes the possibility of 
dividing and/or aggregating them. The doctrine establishes the minimum level 
at which the forces can be divided.

717. The competence to deploy forces is the capacity given to a commander to employ 
his subordinate forces within a given space designated as deployment zone. 
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Redeployment of forces consists in moving the forces and employing them in a 
zone different from the one initially designated. Withdrawal implies necessarily 
that the forces leave their current deployment zone.

718. The competence to use force is established by the rules of engagement (ROE), 
which can be used by a commander in accordance with the authorized imple-
mentation level and the directives received.

719. The competence to employ the resources is the capacity of applying all the ca-
pabilities or a limited part of them. Limitations in the employment of resources 
may have been established beforehand or come from national caveats.

720. The competence to set the spatial and temporal framework is the capacity to de-
fine the physical and non-physical space and the lapse of time within which 
the authority becomes effective. The lapse can be defined by a starting and a 
finishing time or can refer to a phase of the operation.

4.3. MODALITIES AND DEGREES OF OPERATIONAL AUTHORITY

721. Every commander has the capacities and constraints on the employment of his 
own unit established by the doctrine. Such capacities and constraints as well as the 
authority to be vested on him over assigned or aggregated units and elements are 
adjusted for each operation and reflected in the relevant operational documents.

722. The modalities of operational authority differ from each other in the degree of 
authority, that is, the competences that can be exercised over the subordinate 
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forces. In any case, the authority conferred on a commander must suffice to 
fulfill the mission entrusted to him.

723. The commander who has been vested with an operational authority must be 
able to exercise the competences that such authority involves. Otherwise, 
in the best interest of the operation, he has to delegate all or some of his 
competences to those subordinate authorities that need them and that have 
the ability to exercise them suitably. The authority that has delegated his 
competences will, from that moment on, supervise or monitor the forces he 
has assigned or aggregated until the moment they are anew under his direct 
command. Still, the delegating authority can decide to retain competences 
over some forces on account of the relevant effects that its employment may 
produce.

724. The organization of the operational command of a force will be conditioned 
by the environment of operation it is employed in and by the characteristics 
of employment of that specific force. The degree of decentralization may 
vary in order to get the maximum operational effectiveness of the forces 
engaged.

725. In order to facilitate interoperability among the Atlantic Alliance’s members, 
a number of operational authority modalities have been set. Such modalities 
can be customized for each transfer or delegation of authority by scaling up or 
down their capacities and constraints and adapt them to the requirements and 
conditioning factors of the operation. Likewise, depending on the situation and 
on the command and control capability, it is possible to modify the authority 
degree.

726. From the national perspective, those modalities of operational authority can 
transfer to international elements responsibility, authority and competence 
over administrative, disciplinary and logistic operational support issues that 
are usually maintained in national hands.

4.3.1. Operational command (OPCOM)

727. Operational command (OPCOM in its NATO acronym) is the authority confer-
red on a commander to modify the spatial and temporal framework; to en-
trust and modify missions; to assign tasks; to deploy, redeploy and withdraw 
units; to reassign forces; to modify the command and control structure; and 
to keep or delegate the operational control or the tactical control. He can 
also retain, confer or regain the tactical command, whenever he deems it 
necessary.

728. In the Spanish Armed Forces, the national forces assigned to an operation are 
under OPCOM of the CHOD, as chief of operations of the Armed Forces. In the 
event that the OPCOM is transferred to a multinational structure, the transfer-
red functions, the conditions and caveats and the rules of engagement (ROE) to 
be implemented will be specified in accordance with the instructions issued by 
the strategic level.
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4.3.2. Operational control (OPCON)

729. Operational control (OPCON in its NATO acronym) is the authority delegated or 
transferred to a commander to conduct the deployment, sustainment and wit-
hdrawal; to assign tasks –always related to the general mission and limited in 
space and time– to his subordinate forces; and to retain or delegate the tactical 
control and confer the tactical command.

730. OPCON does not include the competence to assign tasks that do not fall within 
the scope of the general mission or to reassign the entirety or a part of the 
force. In national operations, however, OPCON may include the competence of 
segregating and aggregating units.

731. When Spanish military forces participate in multinational operations, the CHOD 
usually transfers the OPCON of the operational aspects to the equivalent multi-
national military authority and, simultaneously, delegates the monitoring of the 
operation and the OPCON of the national aspects to the appropriate Standing 
Operation Commander. In national operations, the CHOD delegates full OPCON 
of the force on the aforementioned standing authority. 

732. In any of the aforementioned cases, OPCON of the operational aspects will be 
hold by the operational commander from the moment the operation is activated 
(by means of the activation order, or ACTOR in its NATO acronym). This comman-
der can, in turn, delegate the OPCON to the command echelon deemed appro-
priate according to the operational needs.

4.3.3. Tactical command (TACOM)

733. Tactical command (TACOM in its NATO acronym) is the authority conferred on a 
commander to assign tasks to his subordinate forces intended to fulfill the mis-
sion assigned by the higher echelon. It includes the competences to delegate or 
retain the tactical control (TACON) and confer TACOM.

734. TACOM can also be used to assign units or other assets to a subordinate com-
mander in order to contribute additional or complementary capabilities in sup-
port of the mission.

735. In national operations TACOM may include the competences to segregate and 
aggregate units, elements or capabilities, taking into account the minimum ope-
rational, logistical and preparatory capabilities necessary for an optimum em-
ployment.

4.3.4. Tactical control (TACON)

736. Tactical control (TACON in its NATO acronym) is the authority delegated or trans-
ferred to a commander for him to conduct comprehensively and, usually, at lo-
cal level the movements and maneuvers of the units required to accomplish the 
tasks or missions entrusted to them.
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737. The commander that receives TACON is responsible for the coordination of 
the actions of his own forces with those of the forces he has received. This 
responsibility includes the conduction of the deployment and protection of the 
forces received.

738. The commander who has TACON over a force can delegate to his subordinates 
all or part of his competences on certain occasions.

4.3.5. Operational direction (DIROP)

739. Operational direction (DIROP in its Spanish acronym) is the authority that allow 
the civilian or military command to attain an effective operational employment 
of the capabilities of the state instruments put at his disposal –no matter their 
administration or agency of provenance– to achieve a common goal.

740. The operational direction gives the commander the competences to establish 
security and protection measures, to set priorities and to synchronize the ac-
tion of every capability put at his disposal

Fig. 1 Examples of command and control structures in operations

4.3.6. Preparation control (PREPCON)

741. Preparation control (PREPCON in its Spanish acronym) is the authority delegated 
or transferred to a commander to exercise the following competences: to issue 
directives, provide guidance and set objectives in order to harmonize the prepa-
ration and certification of the assigned forces; to anticipate the enlistment and 
the operational capabilities of the designated forces, to conduct their training 
and, when required, their certification; and, once the forces have been certified, 
to propose measures to maintain their proficiency and readiness for combat.
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4.3.7. Administrative control (ADCON)

742. Administrative control (ADCON in its Spanish acronym) is the authority dele-
gated or transferred to a commander to direct activities or exercise command 
over issues of administrative nature like personnel support, supplies, services, 
and other issues not included amongst the operational competences of the su-
bordinate commands.

4.3.8. Logistic control (LOGCON)

743. Logistic control (LOGCON in its Spanish acronym) is the authority delegated or 
transferred to a commander to synchronize, assign priorities and integrate lo-
gistic functions and activities in order to fulfill the mission assigned.

5. 
MISSION 

COMMAND

744. The current potential to manage information and knowledge can lead us into 
thinking that the higher the command echelon the wiser the decision it will 
make in every instance.

745. Thus when the pace of operations is slow and the incidents are scarce but mo-
mentous; it may be appropriate to centralize decision-making in the highest 
command echelon. Yet, to extend that practice to all kind of decisions, no matter 
their higher or lower relevance, undermines the competences allocation sys-
tem, leads to micro-management and, consequently, to the inaction of the lower 
echelons.

746. On the other hand, in the course of operations it may occur that the capa-
bilities to manage information are accidental or deliberately degraded or 
that they prove insufficient when the volume of information grows expo-
nentially. For that reason, in complex and dynamic situation with manifold 
actors, numerous incidents and clashes of varying intensity, it becomes ad-
visable to decentralize gradually decision-making in favor of subordinate 
echelons, so that they can manage information and knowledge in a more 
efficient way and make decisions better geared towards the fulfillment of 
the mission.

747. Mission command is a decentralized way of command in which a comman-
der sets his purpose and confers competences on his subordinates for them 
to operate with as much freedom of action as possible, so that they can exploit 
the opportunities that may arise and respond to fluctuating or unexpected si-
tuations.
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748. Such way of command can only work if a number of conditions are met. Fore-
most among them are:

a. To have a shared doctrinal framework.
b.  To comprehend the mission and the commander’s purpose and as-

sume it as being our own.
c.  Full confidence of the commander in his subordinates and in their 

ability and skill to reach the objectives assigned.
d.  Willingness and capacity to take risks.

6. 
THE CONTEXT OF 

COMMAND IN OPERATIONS

749. The exercise of operational command in the current context is influenced by 
varied conditioning factors different than the purely operational ones. Notable 
among them are the legal, political, cultural, gender and social communication 
factors.

750. As for the legal factors, the rules governing the use of force are particularly re-
levant since they can directly affect the credibility and legitimacy of operations 
and, consequently, the desirable support.
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751. The commander must understand and respect the different existent political 
dynamics, both national and international, as they have a clear impact upon 
decision-making and goal definition. Commanders must pay heed to this type 
of relations in the interest of the assigned mission.

752. It is necessary to understand the cultural differences among the actors present 
in the operations zone in order for the decisions made and the actions taken to 
be rightly construed.

753. The gender perspective is regarded as a priority by western societies. There-
fore, it is necessary to be sensitive and responsive to such perspective in the 
course of the operation.

754. The agility, scope and range of the communication media and, particularly, of the 
social networks favor linkages among the operations, the citizens and all type of ac-
tors, all of which turn them into significant and influential factors in decision-making.

7. 
CONSIDERATIONS ON COMMAND AND CONTROL 

IN MULTINATIONAL OPERATIONS

755. There is not a unique multinational command and control structure model 
equally effective for every coalition and alliance. In the light of the circums-
tances of each case, unity of effort will be sought by taking into account the 
differences among the coalition’s members as well as the similarities that can 
facilitate command and control.

756. The exercise of multinational command presents a number of determinants 
that derive from the goals of the international organization or coalition, from 
those of each state participating in the coalition and from those stemming from 
the different interoperability degrees of the participating forces.

757. Taking into account these determinants and in order to facilitate command and 
control in the course of the operation, it is necessary to address, at least, the 
following requirements:

758. To reduce decision-making time. To that end, the command has to try and reach 
as soon as possible a consensus on a commonly acceptable stance and expe-
dite decision-making processes.

759. To define and maintain the mission goal. It is necessary to ensure that the 
strategic goal is feasible for the assigned forces and to avoid additional res-
ponsibilities and tasks that may skew the original purpose.

760. To achieve a shared perception of the situation. In order to gain a full integral 
approach to the operation, it is necessary to incorporate to the analysis of the 
context and to the study of the mission the different perceptions and points of 
view of the coalition members.

761. To integrate command and control systems. To that end, the command and 
control system must include optimum procedures to liaise the joint multinatio-
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nal chain of command, the forces of the participant countries and the non-mili-
tary agencies and other institutions active in the zone.

762. To protect the force. It is necessary to set common standards of force pro-
tection and to endeavor and facilitate that all contingents comply with them 
despite their different priorities, policies and perceptions about security and 
safety.

763. To consolidate cohesion. To that end, it is necessary to overcome prejudices, to 
foster reciprocal understanding and to be aware of the virtues, capacities and 
skills of each coalition member in order to achieve the highest possible degree 
of mutual confidence.

764. There are some facts that can facilitate the command and control of a multina-
tional operation. That the multinational force have been constituted on the basis 
of permanent alliances, that one of the participants or an international agency 
exercise a strong leadership and that the training of participant forces have 
been perform on a bilateral or multilateral basis, are among such facts.

8. 
NATIONAL COMMAND IN 

MULTINATIONAL OPERATIONS

765. The participation of Spanish forces in a multinational operation requires a 
national operation plan (OPLAN) consistent with that of the coalition or al-
liance. Such operation plan defines the operational organization, the natio-
nal command relations and all those considerations deemed necessary to 
monitor the operation and to conduct those aspects that fall within national 
responsibility.

766. The national command structure links the CHOD with assigned military person-
nel, right from their incorporation to the operational structure until their return 
to their organic units of provenance. Such link is established through the chief 
of the permanent operation command and includes any other national military 
authority who has been assigned tasks related to the operation or whose autho-
rity has not being transferred.

767. The CHOD can appoint the authorities he deems suitable to be present in the 
ZO in order to facilitate command and control. The category of the appointed 
authorities will be commensurate with the size and distribution of the national 
force assigned to the multinational operation

768. These national military authorities are the chief of the force, the chiefs of ope-
rational units, the chief of the contingent and the national military representa-
tives. Such authorities will assume the tasks and responsibilities concerning 
the deployed Spanish personnel that the national OPLAN has assigned to them. 
When necessary, they will report to the military command of the multinational 
force.
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769. The chief of the force is the person appointed to command the operational orga-
nization assigned to an operation. He will be answerable to the chain of com-
mand for the participating Spanish units (transferred or not to a multinational 
chain) and for the tasks entrusted explicitly upon him for purposes of the ope-
ration. He has disciplinary competences over the forces under him.

770. The chiefs of operating units are the commanders of each operating unit that 
constitute the national force for the operation. They exercise on their units the 
national authority that corresponds with their respective command echelon 
and type of unit, as well as the multinational operational authority conferred on 
each one when applicable.

771. The contingent chief is the Spanish military deployed in the ZO, appointed to 
perform institutional, representational, administrative and logistic duties.

772. The contingent chief can be different than the chief of the force when seve-
ral national forces are taking part in different operations within the same ZO, 
in which case there will be several chiefs of the force; or when there are on 
the one hand national forces deployed on the field and on the other national 
personnel deployed in multinational headquarters or performing liaison duties. 
Furthermore, it is possible to appoint several chiefs of the contingent when the 
deployment zones of the national forces are a long way from each other or in 
different geographical areas within the same ZO.

773. The national military representative (NMR in its NATO acronym) is a Spanish mi-
litary who is commissioned, normally, to a multinational headquarters and has 
been appointed by the CHOD to represent him before the multinational com-
mand and to exercise national command on the Spanish personnel assigned 
to the multinational headquarters as well as on those belonging to the national 
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support team, the national intelligence cell, the communications center and on 
any other national unit or personnel he determines. The national military re-
presentative also monitors the performance of the tasks that the multinational 
chain of command has assigned to the Spanish units transferred to the opera-
tion.

774. In addition, in each location or organization, the Spanish military with the hi-
ghest rank and seniority among those commissioned or assigned to it will act 
as senior national representative (SNR) performing representation and monito-
ring duties in the relevant multinational headquarters or unit.

775. When there are Spanish personnel within a same base but participating in 
different operations, it is possible to appoint a national military representative 
for each of the operational structures. The Spanish military with the highest 
rank and seniority will usually manage national administrative issues. For such 
administrative duties, he can rely on a national support team, which, in most 
cases, will be the only existing one within the base.

776. The aforementioned authorities will not be always activated. Sometimes, 
the chief of the force or unit and the chief of the contingent will be the same 
person. Likewise, the same person will in some instances, assume the res-
ponsibilities of the chief of the contingent and those of the national military 
representative.

777. In any case, every soldier in operations must behave fully aware that he is re-
presenting Spain and her Armed Forces.



“And even though the nature of the 
conflicts and different scenarios have 
changed through the years, the same 

virtues that you have traditionally 
practiced must prevail in the military 

Institution. Your integrity, the loyal 
dedication to the accomplishment of your 

obligations and the vocation for serving 
others are a true example for society.”

Words of His Majesty King Felipe VI at 
the celebration of the Military Christmas, 

Royal Palace of Madrid, 

January 6, 2017.
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